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PREFACE

I

n recent decades, there is a growing trend that more parents tend
to support educating their school-aged children with more
speci ic curriculums and more lexible schedules at their own
family's home. In such a context, the children act as the students
while their parents or extended family members act as educators.
This new trend is quite diﬀerent from the common educational
norm in which education takes place in a prescribed learning
environment and it follows a more systematic curriculum,
classroom, and learning timetable. Another prominent distinction
in the future education system is that individuals are subjected to be
particular expertise called 'teachers' before their students.
The trend among parents who prefer providing their children with
education in their own home is commonly known as homeschooling
or home-education—HS in this book. In education literature, both
terms refer to the learning activities practiced by parents and
school-aged children especially in the United States where parents
prefer teaching their children in an unrestricted environment
instead of sending them to various formal education institutions.
Growing Without Schooling (GWS) published by John Holt in 1977

and revised regularly has become one of the main references of the
mainstreaming HS. Therefore, the multitude of cases from the 1960s
to 1970s that have been developing until today could fairly
represent the counter-culture movement that goes against the
formal educational institutions oﬀered by the state country.
Besides the multiple considerations regarding academic elements
and school environments, teaching religious value has not been
prioritized in formal education institutions but it has become one of
the most prominent reasons for the rapidly developing HS (A. Burke,
2020). Academically, HS is more superior in accommodating
children to choose their favorite subjects based on their interests.
Moreover, HS more in-depth learning opportunities than formal
schools are. In terms of the school environment, HS protects
children from the risks disrupting their social engagements such as
bullying unlike formal schools do. From a religious perspective, HS
provides opportunities for parents to expose and educate children
with religious values that they embrace from an early age.
Despite the struggle to achieve an acknowledgment from the states
and public, HS has been developing as an alternative learning model
since the 1990s and gradually receiving acknowledgment from
dozens of countries as one form of education services. A similar
trend has also been occurring in Indonesia, speci ically after the
New Order, in which more parents were becoming more aware of the
importance of providing their children with a quality education
while also nurturing religious values. Recently, HS practices have
been` getting more popular as indicated by the growing variety of HS
practices.
Unfortunately, the rapidly growing popularity of HS among parents
has a disturbing potential of exposing children to radical religious
ideologies. A study by Kunzman, “Homeschooling and Religious
Fundamentalism” (2010), explicitly links the close relationship
between HS and Conservative Christian Groups in the US. HS
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accommodates an ideal education setting to promote some
fundamentalism key principles such as: resistance toward
contemporary cultures; suspicions toward institutional authorities
and professional expertise; parental control and family centrality;
and the emphasis on threading faith with academic life; in a sense
that a meaningful intellectual is in line with religious doctrine.
Accordingly, it is essential to identify HS models that carry
fundamentalism tendencies but albeit it is inappropriate to
generalize because it is in a continuum. One of the most encouraging
approaches to this issue is through building dialogues and
accommodating religious HS as a means to further solidify the
structure of the nation. Ultimately, according to Virban (2017:7), the
stakeholders of education consist of the primary actors including
the state, parents, and children who are represented in HS education
services.
This book with the title 'Homeschooling in Indonesia: Measuring Its
Resistance and Vulnerability towards Radicalism' will discuss the
trend of HS among parents and school-aged children and explore its
possible connection with narrow radical religious ideology
networks. This book oﬀers a possible connection with religious
radicalism through an assessment of resistance and vulnerability by
presenting the indings of ield research. This research on HS
practitioners was conducted in several cities in Indonesia such as
Jakarta-Depok-Tangerang Selatan, Padang, Makassar, Surabaya, and
Solo. The qualitative method employed in the research allowed this
book to provide an in-depth overview of the issue.
This book is the result of long ield research and unwavering
dedication of researchers namely Arief Subhan (Coordinator), Ida
Rasyidah, Tantan Hermansah, Debby A ianti, Deden Mauli Darajat,
Tati Rohayati, and Zaenal Muttaqin, as well as the enormous
contributions of research assistants who have provided their
extended hands during the research. In addition, the completion of
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this book has been made possible due to an endless hard work and
dedication of the research management team including Professor
Jamhari Ma'ruf, Didin Syafrudin, Fuad Jabali, Dani, Abdallah Sy, Ilka
Sawidri Daulay from the CONVEY panel management, as well as
Ismatu Ropi as the Director of CISS (Centre for Islamic Studies and
Society) of UIN (State Islamic University) Jakarta.
We acknowledge the imperfections of this book in providing
comprehensive academic information. The restrictions in the
processes of ield research and the layouts of this book have become
two of the limitations of this book. Therefore, we humbly invite
critics and constructive feedbacks from readers so that it allows us
to improve the quality of the information presented in this book in
the future.
Ciputat, March 2020

Team of Writers
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

I

n the context of radicalism and violent extremism, there are some
reasons why studies about homeschooling are (hereinafter
r e f e r r e d t o a s H S ) i m p o r t a n t . F i r s t l y, e d u c a t i o n a l
institutions—regardless of the model and style—have been proven
to be a strategic space for the transmission process of various
religious values. These values can be moderate, conservative, or
radical (Wahid, 2014). Secondly, only few researchers have
conducted studies in terms of HS as an alternative education service
model developing in Indonesia, its backgrounds, the parents'
motivations, the learning approaches, and the textbook references.
Thirdly, the lexibility of learning strategies and the loose regulation
from the government has made HS become a “medium for
transferring and teaching the religious values including the radical
ones.” Fourthly, in the context of democracy and nationalism, HS can
potentially create a spiral of encapsulations that gradually detach
children from common values bene icial for broadening their
knowledge (Porta, 1995). This situation contradicts the main
objective of education which is to nurture citizenship that positions
individuals as valuable beings.
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Referring to some HS practitioners, their decisions to opt for HS
are usually driven by several motivations and backgrounds. Firstly,
most of them choose HS to uphold and maintain the beliefs and
values that their families hold. Secondly, parents notice some
indications of secularisation in formal institutions and thus they are
more reluctant for sending their children to schools. Thirdly, parents
want to focus on exploring their children's speci ic interests and
talents. Fourthly, they think that schools are incapable of cultivating
discipline and ethics in their children. Fifthly, many parents object to
how schools treat children (Kho, 2007; Mulyadi, 2007).
In the contemporary context of Indonesia, only a few studies
have explored HS. Since approximately 2007—the time when HS
started developing in Indonesia was not recoded well—this
education service started growing rapidly in some big cities of
Indonesia. Some indications have supported the assumption of this
phenomenon. The irst indication is that well-known publishers
such as Kompas-Gramedia as well as other publishers have
published stories or news about homeschooling management since
2007. The second indication is that HS has been growing rapidly
along with the brandings from public igures and some education
providers such as Kak Seto HS, Primagama HS, or Rumah Inspirasi
HS in some of the big cities of Indonesia. Lastly, many associations of
HS management communities have been emerging such as Asah
Pena (the Association of Homeschooling and an Alternative
Education) and PHI (Indonesia Homeschooling Association).
Unfortunately, those indications of HS phenomenon have not been
supported by adequate and reliable sources about HS including
information regarding parents' motivations and backgrounds of
choosing HS, the comprehensive HS-mapping, the references of the
learning materials in HS.
In the United States where HS also strives, HS is not only closely
linked with religions but also viewed as an opportunity for
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maintaining and passing down religious fundamentalism to the next
generations. According to the study conducted by Kunzman (2010),
HS provides environmental support for key fundamentalist
principles to lourish. These principles are as follows: a resistance
towards contemporary culture; suspicions towards institutional
authorities and professional expertise; parental control and family
centrality; and the emphasis on the relationship between faith and
academic life; the intellectual life based on religious doctrine.
Kunzman believes that it is important to recognise HS with the
fundamentalism tendency well since fundamentalism belongs to a
certain continuum. However, this cannot be easily generalised. One
of the most used approaches to this issue is accommodating
dialogues among religion-based HS practitioners so that it
simultaneously also promotes the citizenship structure.
On 13 May 2018, there were three devastating bombing
incidents in Santa Maria Tak Bercela Catholic Church, Diponegoro
Christian Church, and Central Pentecostal Church of Surabaya in
Surabaya. The bombers are af iliated with Jamaah Ansharut Tauhid
(JAT) and Jamaah Ansharut Daulah (JAD) that actually are the
branch of ices of ISIS in Southeast Asia. They claimed that the
bombings were executed upon religious orders (jihad). This family
consists of Dita Oepriarto (48) as the father and Puji Kuswati (43) as
the mother. This family could not aﬀord to send their children to
formal schools—and thus provide them with HS. On the same day,
Anton Febryanto, his wife and children committed a suicide
bombing in Rusunawa Wonocolo, Sidoarjo, with an identical
intention, jihad. Anton's family was also af iliated with ISIS and was
close to Dita as the bomber in Surabaya. Similar to Dita's family,
Anton did not send their four children to formal schools. Based on
the two cases, it is worth notifying that the bombers do not send
their children to formal schools and even some of them involve their
children in their terrorism activities. The fact that HS that is growing
rapidly in Indonesia has an alarming potential to expose children to
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radical religious perspectives.
In line with the growth of HS in Indonesia, the government
through the Ministry of Education and Culture has issued
Permendikbud (Ministry of Education and Culture Regulation) No.
129 of 2014 on Homeschooling. The regulation de ines HS as “a
conscious and well-planned learning service that can be conducted
by parents at home or other places individually, in groups, and in a
community where learning processes can be carried out in a
conducive setting to facilitate students' unique potentials and to
achieve their optimal capacity” (words in italics are writers'
additional notes). The regulation further divides HS into three types
of homeschooling based on the number of participants. Single HS
consists of one participant while compound HS has more than one
participating family and community HS refers to the combination of
the two previous types (Article 5). Besides, the government, through
the regulation, instructs that HS practitioners should report to the
local of ice of the Ministry of Education and Culture by enclosing
lesson plans (Article 6); a curriculum that refers to national
standards (Article 7); and compulsory subjects including Religious
Education, Civic Education, and Indonesian Language (Article 7) as
well. This regulation is the only one legal foundation which directly
regulates the homeschooling. It acts as a legal basis of HS that
regulates its position in the national education system.
The regulation preamble states that this regulation is issued “to
expand the access to quality education and to legal protection for
families and communities that conduct informal education”. In this
context, the government has recognized HS as a rapidly developing
learning institution. However, there is a more pressing issue
regarding this regulation. Although this regulation of HS was issued
in 2014 or half a decade ago, it has not been equipped with sub
explanations in the form of guide books or technical guides.
Therefore, homeschooling is at a bigger risk because of the lexibility
of the regulation, and the lack of formal references.
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The emerging variations of HS in Indonesia have escalated the
aforementioned concern. HS brands such as Kak Seto HS,
Primagama HS, and HKSI (Homeschooling Muslim
Indonesia)—only three among many—have branch of ices in some
big cities in Indonesia with their own local contexts. At a similar
timeline, particularly in the last half of the decade, numerous HS
have been emerging along with the “signboards” of HS. The diversity
of HS varies in branding, de initions, and af iliation with certain
religious organisations and ideologies.
Formulating the Research Problems
Considering the aforementioned arguments, this book draws the
following facts about HS. Firstly, HS has been proliferating with
various models in some major cities in Indonesia. Secondly, the
Indonesian government has issued a new policy which is
Permendikbud No. 129 of 2014 on homeschooling. This regulation
directly regulates HS, although there are no of icial guidelines and
technical guides in managing HS. Thirdly, the development of HS is
associated with religious labeling including Islam and the diversity
within it. The proliferation of Islam-labelled HS has made this
education service vulnerable to the inclusion of intolerance,
radicalism, and extremism. However, it needs to emphasize that HS
can also potentially have resistance towards those destructive
ideologies like other types of education services. The concerns
regarding HS resistance and vulnerability towards some destructive
ideologies will further be explored through the opinions and
responses of HS stakeholders, regulations, curriculums, guidelines,
and textbooks. Besides, it can be explored from the perspective of
the possibilities and opportunities of receiving exposures from
radicalism and extremism that promote violent extremism.
Therefore, the careful examination of the issue will allow HS to
lourish as an alternative education model to empower the nation.
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To formulate the research questions, this book comes up with
the following questions: (1) What motivates HS practitioners in
Indonesia? (2) What are the de initions and typologies of HS in
Indonesia? (3) How does HS build resistance or vulnerability
towards the exposure of intolerance, radicalism, and extremism
(curriculum, practitioners, reading materials, media, network, etc.)?
(4) How do regulations and the policy enforcement of HS adequately
prevent the spread of intolerance, radicalism, and extremism? Or
promote moderatism?
This study discusses the components of HS (regulations,
curriculum, and learning materials) through those questions.
Besides, it also explores data from the stakeholders and places the
data against the development of radicalism in the Indonesian
context. Furthermore, this study will systematically describe the
issues and challenges of persuading HS practitioners to prepare
moderate religious education in their agenda to prevent the growth
of radicalism and to ight against violence. Lastly, it promotes the
involvement of HS stakeholders in preventing or combating
religious radicalism and violence in Indonesia.
Research Methodology and Scope/Methodology
and Research Area
This research employs a qualitative approach and model. It conducts
an in-depth study, without generalizing the investigated cases of HS
as an important phenomenon in the education ield. To provide a
representative description of the phenomenon, this research has
gathered the research data, conducted in-depth interviews with HS
p ra c t i t i o n e r s ( i n d iv i d u a l , c o m p o u n d , a n d c o m m u n i t y
homeschooling) and the stakeholders (Superintendents of Nonformal Education and the Non-formal Education Of ices) in the
respective areas. Moreover, this investigation also performed a
series of observations on the three types of education services,
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document analysis (regulations, learning materials, and
curriculum), and also had Focus Group Discussions.
The HS units participating in this research were selected
through the snowballing technique due to the limited sources of the
national and regional (provinces or regencies/ municipalities) data
regarding HS in Indonesia. The three types of HS de ined in
Permendikbud No. 129 of 2014, namely Individual HS, Compound
HS, and Community HS will be explored and decided through the
snowballing approach.
This research took place in 6 (six) municipalities/regencies in 6
(six) provinces which were selected purposively according to some
considerations. Firstly, they were selected due to their close
relationship with the existing religious movements. Secondly, those
research sites were chosen based on the reference of highly
radicalism-vulnerable areas listed by the BNPT (National
Counterterrorism Agency). The data were collected through
interviews and observations which were conducted for a month
(August-September 2019) in 6 municipalities/provinces in
Indonesia. Conducting the snowballing approach, this research
gathered 53 HSs consisting of 21 Single HSs, 12 Compound HSs, and
20 Community HSs as well as 129 selected informants. The details of
the HS data are presented in the following table:
Table of Area Coverage
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Area

Jadetangsel (10 HS = 3
religions – exclusive Islam, 2
religions – inclusive Islam, 1
religion – Christian, 4 nonreligion)

Bandung, West Java
(12 HS = 1 ReligionExclusive Islam Sala i, 6
Religion- Inclusive Islam
Sala i, 1 Religion-Christian, 4
Non-Religion)

No

1.

2.

Religion -Inclusive Islam Sala i
Religion – Inclusive Islam Sala i
Non-Religion

Nana Single HS
Nada Single HS
Radit Single HS

Single HS

Community
HS

Religion -Inclusive Islam Sala i
Non-Religion
Religion -Inclusive Islam Sala i

Tunggal Nia HS
Tunggal Ria HS
Tunggal Tina HS

Non-Religion

PKBM Bina Potensi Insan
Mandiri

Religion -Inclusive Islam Sala i

Religion - Christian

Eagle Nest Homeschooling

Tunggal Sari HS

Non-Religionon-Agama NonAgama

Non-Religion

Teladan HS
PKBM Bina Insan Mandiri
(Master)

Religion – Exclusive Islam Sala i

Pahlawan HS

Religion – Exclusive Islam Sala i

Religion – Exclusive Islam Sala i

Category

Ana Single HS

Respondent

Compound HS Karunia Indah HS

Individual HS

Types
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Area

Solo,
Central Java
(8 HS: 1 Religion – Exclusive
Islam Sala i; 4 Religion –
Inclusive Islam Sala i; 3 NonReligion)

No

3.

Religion -Inclusive Islam Sala i
Religion - Christian

Tunggal Widya HS
Tunggal Nadin HS

Community
HS

Single HS

Community
HS

Religion -Inclusive Islam Sala i

Ar-Ridho HS

Religion -Inclusive Islam Sala i

Religion -Inclusive Islam Sala i

Cahaya Rejeki HS

Syifa HS

Religion – Exclusive Islam Sala i

Kuttab Ibnu Abbas

Religion -Inclusive Islam Sala i

Tunggal Wangi Melati HS

Non-Religion

Non-Religion

Tunggal Cahaya Setia HS

Kak Seto HS

Non-Religion

Tunggal Anugerah HS

Non-Religion

Taman Sekar HS

Religion -Inclusive Islam Sala i

Belantara HS

Non-Religion

Religion -Inclusive Islam Sala i

Gotong Royong HS

Pewaris Bangsa HS

Non-Religion

Bersama HS

Religion -Inclusive Islam Sala i

Category

Respondent

Compound HS Telaga HS

Types
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Area

Surabaya,
East Java
(10 HS = 1 Religion –
Exclusive Islam sala i, 3
Religion – Inclusive Islam
sala i, 1 Religion Christian, 5

Makassar,
South Sulawesi
(6 HS = 2 Religion –
Exclusive Islam, 1 Religion –
Inclusive Islam, 1 Religion
Christian, 2 non-Religion)

No

4.

5.

Religion -Inclusive Islam Sala i
Non-Religion

Tunggal Al-Khair HS
Tunggal Azmi HS

Religion - Christian

Religion -Inclusive Islam Sala i

Religion – Exclusive Islam Sala i

Thayyibah HS

Tunggal Mira HS

Religion - Christian

Sinar Mulia Indonesia HS

Religion – Exclusive Islam Sala i

Non-Religion

PKBM Pena Surabaya HS

Tunggal Naya HS

Non-Religion

PKBM Primagama Pakuwon HS

Religion -Inclusive Islam Sala i

Insan Mulia HS

Compound HS Kasih Bangsa HS

Single HS

Community
HS

Non-Religion

Bunga Mawar HS

Religion -Inclusive Islam Sala i

Non-Religion

Category

Tunggal Unggul HS

Respondent

Compound HS Duta Bangsa HS

Single HS

Types

11

Padang,
Sumatera Barat
(7 HS = 2 Religion –Exclusive
Islam, 1 Religion –Inclusive
Islam, 4 Non-Religion)

6.

Non-Religion
Religion – Exclusive Islam Sala i
Non-Religion

PKBM Primagama HS
PKBM Markazul Quran HS
PKBM Farilla Ilmi HS

Community
HS

Religion -Inclusive Islam Sala i

Tunggal Ita HS

Religion – Exclusive Islam Sala i

Non-Religion

Tunggal Cokro HS

Compound HS Umat Mulia HS

Non-Religion

Religion – Exclusive Islam Sala i

Ikhwan HS
Tunggal Hana HS

Non-Religion

Primagama HS

Single HS

Non-Religion

Cendekia HS

HS Komunitas

Category

Respondent

Types

Notes: The names of Single HS dan Compound HS are under pseudonyms

Total 53 HS (21 Single HS, 12 Compound HS dan 20 Community HS)

Area

No

Tabel 2.
Table of HS Typology
RELIGION
CATEGORY

NonReligion

Islam
Christian

TOTAL

Sala i
Sala i
Inclusive Exclusive

Jadetangsel

4

1

2

3

10

Bandung

4

1

6

1

12

Solo

3

0

4

1

8

Surabaya

5

1

3

1

10

Makassar

2

1

1

2

6

Padang

4

0

1

2

7

Sub Total

22

4

17

10

53

Tabel 3.
HS Types
TYPES
AREA

Compound HS

Community HS

Jadetangsel

4

3

3

Bandung

6

4

2

Solo

3

0

5

Surabaya

3

3

4

Makassar

2

1

3

Padang

3

1

3

21

12

20

Total

12

Single HS
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Concept De initions
There are several existing de initions of HS. Some researchers de ine
HS as a model of education services. Reich (2005) de ines HS as “an
alternative education model, where children learn at home with
their parents, and frequently the mothers become their primary
educators”. A prominent HS researcher and the President of
National Home Education Research Institute (NHERI), Dr. Brian D.
Ray (2011) explains that “HS is family-based, home-based, and
parents are the ones who are mainly responsible for their children's
education.” However, the number of HS de initions is indeed
numerous out there.
This research uses the HS de inition determined in
Permendikbud No. 129/2014, in which HS is de ined as “a conscious
and well-planned education service conducted by parents/family at
home or other places and it can be run in the forms of the single,
compound, or community homeschooling in which the learning
process can take place in a conducive setting to optimize the
development of students' potential” (the words in italics are
additional notes from the writers).
Radicalism has several equivalent meanings, especially when
this concept is linked to religions. It is often associated with
extremism, militancy, and fundamentalism. O' Ashour (2009)
de ines radicalism as “the utilization of means to reject the
principles of democracy to achieve a particular political agenda”.
Similarly, Hafez (2015) views radicalism as “adopting the views of
extremist groups to make social or political in luence”.
Therefore, this research uses the de inition of radicalism as an
idea or action to make fundamental social and political changes and
justify the use of violence, both verbal and action, with the following
characteristics: (1) rejecting the ideology of The Unitary State of the
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Republic of Indonesia/ NKRI in various forms (including the
rejection of believing in Pancasila, singing the national anthem
Indonesia Raya, and giving salutation towards the national RedWhite lag -); (2) being intolerant with diversity; (3) declining the
interactions with diﬀerent communities (exclusive); (4) easily
blaming people of diﬀerent groups and considering themselves as
the most righteous; and (5) promoting violence in various forms.
The concept of resistance used in this research is measured
against several benchmarks, namely: (1) the implementation of
Permendikbud No. 129 of 2014 on homeschooling wherein HS
practitioners teach Religious education, Pancasila and Civic
education, and Indonesian (Article 7, paragraph 2); (2) the
implementation of the national curriculum; and (3) the openmindedness with diﬀerent groups and religious believers.The
concept of vulnerability in this research, meanwhile, uses several
behavioral benchmarks following beliefs (ideological), namely: (1)
refusing to attend Red-White lag ceremony; (2) refusing to
introduce national heroes; (3) refusing to teach national songs; (4)
refusing to introduce national symbols ( lag, pictures of the
president and the vice president, Garuda symbol, national heroes).
This research uses the concept of spiral encapsulation in its
context to assess the resistance and vulnerability of HS towards
intolerance and radicalism because spiral encapsulation potentially
dissociates children from common values that enable them to
broaden their horizons (Porta, 1995).
Literature review
Studies on the relation between radicalism and HS are more
commonly conducted by foreign researchers than those conducted
by Indonesian researchers. The reviewed articles suggest that
radicalism is, in fact, closely related to HS. Some of the articles that
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discuss the relation between homeschooling and religious
radicalism are presented in the following articles. The irst article is
written by Martin Myers & Kalwant Bhopal (2018), entitled
“Muslims, Home Education, and Risk in British Society”. British
Journal of Sociology of Education, 39:2, 212-226, DOI:
10.1080/01425692.2017.1406337.
In this article, Myers and Bhopa identify the trend among
Muslim families in the West Midlands that choose to provide their
children with education from home over sending their children to
formal institutions. By using a case study and snowball sampling
technique, Myers and Bhopal explore the reasons behind those
families' decision to teach their children at home. Six Muslim
families participated as the informants in the study and explained
their reasons for opting home education models for their children.
These six families were parts of the 33 families that participated in
wider-scoped research that investigated the family's tendency to
run a home education model. The families come from diﬀerent social
backgrounds such as white families, Christian families, families with
children with special needs, Gypsy families, and black families.
Based on an interview with a Muslim family, Myers and Bhopal
inform that this family has chosen home education because of very
speci ic reasons. One of the reasons was the pressure of racism that
their children received from some social groups and local white
students at school. Those students were accusing them to be
af iliated with Islamic terrorist groups. For example, the family of
Siddiq and Rabeeha received racist treatments. They were accused
of being theologically related to (Islamic) terrorist groups like being
called 'sons and daughters of bin Laden'. This type of abuse had
encouraged Muslim families to provide home education to their
children. At the same time, they wanted to use home education as an
opportunity to preserve and cultivate Islamic values with their
children. This strategy was particularly substantial through
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research was conducted to investigate the networks of Khoiru
Ummah Compound Homeschooling, which were under the
management of Yayasan Khoiru Ummah Pembangun Peradaban
(Khoiru Ummah Civilisation Building Foundation). There are three
problems which this research attempts to respond to: 1) How does
Khoiru Ummah Compound Homeschooling construct their learning
ideology?; 2) How does learning ideology in luence the education
system developed by Khoiru Ummah Compound Homeschooling?;
3) How does Khoiru Ummah Compound Homeschooling position
themselves in the National Education System?
In response to the irst research problem, Ichsan Wibowo
Saputro concludes that Khoiru Ummah Compound Homeschooling
has constructed four main components consisting of core values,
humanity, visions of social life, and action strategies. In the irst
component, Islamic aqidah (faith) becomes the core value that
underlies all emerging ideas and actions of the education. The
second component is humanity depicting the belief that every
human being is born with Iman (a belief in Allah) and Islam. The
third is the institution which carries out visions of social life by
preparing students to be Muslims with ideal personalities or a
perfect Islam generation. The fourth component implies that
education strategies are implemented through a constant
assessment of the internal and external contexts of the school.
Presenting the indings related to the second research question,
Ichsan Wibowo Saputro elaborates that the learning ideology
developed by Khoiru Ummah Compound Homeschooling has
in luenced several aspects. First, it constructs meanings to holistic
education. According to Khoiru Ummah Compound Homeschooling,
it includes the Islamic education on Islamic aqidah, building nondichotomic science paradigm, holistic curriculum, and the relevance
of governance with home context. Second, the learning ideology
emphasizes the objectives of Islamic education which is to prepare
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preserving their social identities as part of a Muslim community. By
considering those two factors, many Muslim families eventually
decided to provide their children with home education as it allowed
their children to receive education, avoid racism, and at the same
time demonstrated their self-actualization by nurturing their
identities through the education of Islamic values.
In the research by Myers and Bhopal, the indings from the
interviews with the Muslim families have provided some facts that
can be applied in a wider scope to other families of diﬀerent social
groups adopting home education as alternative education for their
children. To some more established (economically, socially, or
culturally) families, home education can even increase their lifestyle
status. Even so, home education can also become an alternative
solution for more inancially modest families that have dif iculties in
aﬀording formal schools. Generally, however, the two social groups
unanimously agree that homeschooling can be a form of protest to
demonstrate their dissatisfaction with the drawbacks of formal
education systems such as the poor teaching models and the
excessive test pressures (the learning evaluation).
The next article reviewed in this study is written by Ichsan
Wibowo Saputro (2017) Under the title of Ideologi Pendidikan Islam
di Homeschooling: Kajian Konsep Ideology Pendidikan Islam dan
Implikasinya di Compound Home schooling Khoiru Ummah (The
Ideology of Islamic Education in Home schooling: A Study of the
Ideological Concepts in Islamic Education and Its Implications in
Khoiru Ummah Compound Home schooling). This article is inspired
by his Postgraduate Master's Thesis of the Islamic Education
Program, UIN Sunan Kalijaga, Yogyakarta.
In his thesis, Ichsan Wibowo Saputro explores how the ideology
of Islamic education has been implemented in homeschooling and to
what extent it in luences the learning institution. It is important to
examine a process of learning ideology because it serves as a
foundation of the religious social movements to navigate. The
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graduates with Islamic personalities, faqih i al-din (Islamic laws),
high adaptability to science and technology, and leadership skills.
Third, it promotes the reconstruction of education based on
epistemology, methodology, educational institutions, and the
development of kaﬀah (comprehensive) Islamic personalities.
Fourth, the learning strategies emphasize talaqiyyan ikriyan,
dialogues, discussions, experiments, and direct practices. Fifth,
Khoiru Ummah Compound Homeschooling develops a learning
curriculum that uses a holistic learning approach to support the
development of students' Islamic personality. Lastly, the learning
ideology embraced by Khoiru Ummah Compound Homeschooling
has also an implication in the involvement of parents and teachers in
the learning process.
To answer the third question, the writer concludes that
although Khoiru Ummah Compound Homeschooling belongs to a
sub-system of the national education system as a non-formal
education. The use of the term 'Homeschooling' in Khoiru Ummah
Compound Homeschooling has made this institution recognized by
the Minister of Education and Culture of Republic Indonesia
Regulation No. 129 of 2014. On top of that, Khoiru Ummah
Compound Homeschooling is under the management of Khoiru
Ummah Pembangun Peradaban that has acquired legal standing
from the Indonesia government. Despite being a non-formal
education institution, the Homeschooling Group Networks of
Khoiru Ummah successfully implements assessments and
evaluations of educational achievements on their students.
Furthermore, the writer also inds and disentangles the link
between the Islamic learning ideology of Khoiru Ummah Compound
Homeschooling and the ideology of the Hizbut Tahrir Islamic
Movement. Moreover, he elaborates on the positions Khoiru Ummah
Compound Homeschooling as the social movement network and the
Hizbut Tahrir Islamic Movement as the Social Movement
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Organisation. The founders and teachers of Khoiru Ummah
Compound Homeschooling are activists of the Islamic Social
Movement. These roles enable them to have the institution's
learning ideology and the homeschooling networks to be connected
to Hizbut Tahrir Islamic Movement.
Moving on to the third article, this study reviews a research
paper written by Patrick Basham, John Merri ield, and Claudia R.
Hepburn (2007). The article is under the title of Home Schooling:
nd
From the Extreme to the Mainstream. 2 Edition. A Fraser Institute
Occasional Paper, October 2007. In this paper, Basham et all (2007)
identify that most parents tend to run homeschooling as a learning
institution for their children instead of formal and private
educational institutions. Basham captures the trend of the rising
popularity of homeschooling among American and Canadian
parents. This paper attempts to respond to several research
problems such as the de inition of homeschooling itself, the
historical development of homeschooling in the US and Canada, the
state's regulation and policies regarding homeschooling, the
academic performance of home-schooled students, and the
characteristics of families who use homeschooling education model.
Generally, homeschooling is de ined as educational activities
for school-aged children which are conducted at home rather than at
school. The educational activities occur when school-aged children
participate in learning at their own home rather than attending
public, private, or other types of schools. At the same time, parents
or guardians emphasize their responsibilities in educating their
children by developing their own curriculum and utilize other
relevant local and virtual learning resources that they deem.
The research indings also suggest that the existence of
homeschooling can be traced back to American history around the
1970s. Several political igures in the US such as George Washington,
John Quincy Adams, Abraham Lincoln, Theodore Roosevelt,
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Woodrow Wilson, and Franklin Delano Roosevelt, were educated in
homeschooling settings as well. In the later era, around the 19601970s, homeschooling was recorded to gain constant popularity as
an alternative education model for American and Canadian families
that represented the population of homogeneous, devout, and
highly conservative social groups. In the mid-1980s, homeschooling
was viewed as a suitable education model to preserve Christianity
then some American Muslim families followed this education model.
Next, Muslim families were identi ied as the fastest growing social
groups that ran the homeschooling education model. Due to its
popularity, the US and the Canadian government eventually
recognized and accommodated homeschooling into education
regulations and policies along with other public, private and other
types of schools.
The exploding trend of homeschooling in the US and Canada is
due to several reasons. Homeschooling is completely superior
because it allows families to educate their children with certain
values and beliefs and the participants have higher academic
achievements due to the one-teacher-one-student instruction
model. Another advantage is that parent-children relationship
possibly becomes more intimate and stronger because it provides
children with a quality interaction with adults and peers. Besides,
students may not be disciplined in regular schools. The next
advantage is parents have better control over children's exposure to
the destructive eﬀects of bad associations. Lastly, the education cost
is more realistic to the family's inancial ability, and it ensures a safer
learning environment for children.
The aforementioned paper has captured the trend of using
homeschooling between two types of American and Canadian
families which are ideological and pedagogical families. Even though
generalization cannot be drawn solely from those families, that
paper suggests that ideological families tend to have conservative
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views and to practice a religion conservatively while pedagogical
families prioritize their children's academic quality achievement
over their social life.
Writing System
This book was written based on data from the ield research on HS
and radicalism, discussions with HS stakeholders, and reviews of
relevant documents and literature. For the readability, this book
presents its data and information based on the research low. The
irst part (Chapter 1) elaborates on the background and the urgency
of the research, the concepts used in the entire publication,
methodology, literature review, and the writing system. The second
part (Chapter 2) describes the emerging HS phenomenon in
Indonesia. It explores HS by retracing the historical path through
available literature. This part also discusses HS development during
the contemporary period, including several typologies and
categories which are generally explained. It also includes religionbased HS.
In the third part (Chapter 3), this book elaborates on the general
depiction of HS in each research area. This depiction illustrates HS in
each research area such as Jakarta Province including Tangerang
Raya and Depok City, Bandung in West Java Province, Surakarta in
Central Java, Surabaya in East Java Province, Makassar in South
Sulawesi Province, and Padang and Bukittinggi in West Sumatera. In
this chapter, readers will be able to gain detailed information on HS
development in each research area, including the practitioner's
motivations, HS models, and many more. It also provides a clearer
picture of the diversity in HS development.
Chapter 4 of the book presents an analysis of the HS regulation
in Indonesia. This part is highly essential as it does not only examine
the substance of regulation but also describes its implementation in
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real life. Prior to the discussion, this book will show how the local
Education Of ices receive information regarding the regulation and
how they respond to it. Some local governments adapt some
regulations of education into their regional regulations to manage
the local education in general by inserting the term 'homeschooling'.
However, those regional regulations are considered only as forms of
recognition and adaptation to the regulation of the central
government since they do not provide speci ic details. The issue of
regulation is highly crucial because its implementation directly
determines HS levels of vulnerability and resistance towards
religious radicalism.
Chapter 5 discusses the resistance and vulnerability of HS
towards religious radicalism. As brie ly mentioned before, this part
provides a detailed typology of HS and lists the vulnerabilities and
resistance of each HS type based on the indings of the ield research.
This book evaluates the resistance and vulnerability by assessing to
what extent HS implements the state regulation or the regulation
issued by the Ministry of education and culture. Moreover,
comprehensive typologies of the 53 HSs in the research areas, is
categorized into non-religion-based HS, religion-based HS,
Christian-based HS, and Islam-based HS. These categories will be
presented in easily assessable tables. Next, the last part, Chapter 6,
presents the conclusion and recommendations. This part is written
to speci ically encourage the stakeholders of HS education services
to be consistent in implementing the regulation and formulating a
systematic and sustainable monitoring mechanism to maintain the
quality of HS education services.
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CHAPTER 2
THE PHENOMENA OF HOMESCHOOLING
IN INDONESIA

E

ducation is an important element to build human civilization.
The advancement of human civilization depends on how people
focus on and pay attention to education. In the national education
discourse, education is substantially de ined as a conscious and
organized eﬀort to establish a learning atmosphere and a learning
process that enable students to actively develop their potential.
Through the process of education, each student is not only expected
to achieve an academic success but also to have a spiritual balance, a
self-control ability, a strong personality, a noble character, as well as
skills that enable the student to be independent and contributive to
the society and the country.1 Moreover, having educations, people
2
are expected to improve the quality of their life for the future.
Therefore, education becomes a necessary process in preparing
generations who have intellectual, emotional, and spiritual
intelligence to create a better Indonesian civilization in the future.3
In the modern era, the practice of education is developed into
three main typologies. The three typologies are formal education,
non-formal education, and informal education (See table 1). In
Indonesia, the national education accommodates the three
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typologies as education pathways. These typologies have developed
widely in society and are legally based on the existing education
regulations (Law No. 20 in 2003). Law No. 20 in 2003 about the
national education system is the legal framework of national
education system implementation after the reformation era. This
4
regulation arranges the three education pathways. This law
mentions that formal education has a structured and tiered
education pathway from the level of primary, secondary, to higher
education.5 Similar to formal education, non-formal education also
has a structured and tiered education, but it is excluded from formal
education.6 Meanwhile, the informal education is interpreted as a
7
path of family and environmental education. The informal
education typology is characterized by family and neighborhood
involvement in the education process.
Table 1
Types of Education

informal
non-formal
formal

“Informal Learning is learning that occurs in daily life, in the family, in
the workplace, in communities and through interests and activities of
individuals.”
“Non-Formal Learning is learning that has been acquired in addition
or alternatively to formal learning. In some cases, it is also structured
according to educational and training arrangements, but more lexible it
usually takes place in community-based setting, the workplace and
through the activities of civil society organisations.”
“Formal Learning takes place in education and training institutions, is
recognised by relevant national authorities and leads to diplomas and
quali ications. Formal learning is structured according to educational
arranngements such as curricula, quali ications and teaching-learning
requirements.”

Sumber: https://www.legit.ng/1115900-types-education-characteristics.html

The learners of informal education are supposed to be
independent in learning since they learn in an educational pathway
considered based on family and environmental authority. Using this
concept, it is not surprising that several characteristics are attached
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to informal education. There are some characteristics of informal
educations. First, an informal education institution is not necessary
to meet the requirements and exams like those of formal and nonformal educations. Another characteristic is that it involves family
and neighborhood in the learning process. Next, there are no speci ic
curriculum implementation and learning levels. Furthermore,
informal education enables the learning process to take anywhere
and anytime as there is no institutional management to implement
the learning process. Lastly, the most important thing is that parents
play a direct role as the teachers for the learners.8
Practically, informal education has various institutional forms
in which family and environment have the basic authority of the
learning process. One of the quite popular forms of informal
education is "Homeschooling or Home education".9 In this chapter,
the author is going to present a story about the existence of informal
education in the form of homeschooling (HS) in Indonesian
education mapping. Furthermore, this section will also present on
how homeschooling is transforming into an educational model
preferred by the public.
Family Education: The Root of Homeschooling in Indonesia
When we see homeschooling (HS) as the form of informal education
or family and environment-based education, it has a fairly long root
to the tradition of education in Indonesia. According to history from
the colonial era to this reformation era, the education pathway in
this country is developed into three lanes: formal, non-formal, and
informal education. Based on the historical background formal
education should coexist with non-formal and informal education.
This fact can be traced to several families who experienced informal
education. They preferred informal education to formal or nonformal education although they could access any type of education.
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As everyone knows that school as formal education was
established in the last 1-2 centuries. It was in line with the Dutch
East Indies colonial government policy to open formal schools for
students of Dutch, European, Asian, and native noble descents. Here
are several formal educational institutions that developed during
the Dutch East Indies government. Eurospeesch Lagere School (ELS)
was for primary students, and Hollandsch Chineesche School (HCS)
was for Chinese children in Indonesia. Meanwhile, Holland
Inlandsche School (HIS), Meer Uitgebreid Lager Onderwijs (MULO),
and Hoogere Burgerschool (HBS) were for high school students. The
other schools during this colonial era were Algemeene Middelbare
School(AMS), Schakel School, and School Tot Opleiding Van Inlansche
Artsen (STOVIA).10 The various levels of formal education carried out
by the Dutch East Indies colonial administration became more
popular to be implemented in the archipelago along with the
implementation of ethical politics.
Besides formal education, there were some track records of
non-formal education from diﬀerent governmental eras. Nonformal education was developed to replace or supplement the
education of citizens obtained through out-of-school education with
a focus on developing students' skills. According to Norsanie Dahlan
(2001), non-formal education can be tracked since the era of the
Dutch East Indies Colonial Government. He also said that this type of
education could be older than formal education institutions. In his
opinion, there were two kinds of non-formal education in this era.
The irst was non-formal education established by the colonial
government and the second was non-formal education built by
society. Norsanie Dahlan explains that the irst type of non-formal
education was opened by the Dutch to meet the labor needs for the
construction of the of ice buildings, the Dutch of icial houses, and
the churches. Initially, the workers were trained about carpentry so
that they had enough skills to work as carpentry workers. During
this period, the training or courses were carried out by the Dutch
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government for indigenous communities and it was the proof of
non-formal education existing in this country. Meanwhile, nonformal education formed by the society concerned about
establishing boarding schools to educate people with a better
understanding of religion.11
Meanwhile, home-based education or homeschooling by
parents and family as the educational authority may refer to Prince
Aryo Tjondronegoro IV as the pioneer. The regents of Kudus and
Demak in the mid 19th century AD (1836-1866 AD) started a homebased education program for their children rather than sending
them to formal education institutions. Prince Aryo Tjondronegoro
IV, as one of the nobles and important of icials in the era of the Dutch
East Indies government, preferred that his children studied at home
12
assisted by a Dutch governor, CS. Van Kesteren. Assisted by this
Dutch teacher, Tjondronegoro educated his children until they
achieved their success. His son, Rahadian Prawoto or
Tjondronegoro V became the Regent of Kudus (1858-1880) and
Brebes (1880-1885). Another son, Raden Mas Tumenggung Ario
Purboningrat was the Regent of Semarang (1891). Then, Rahadian
Samingun or Raden Mas Adipati Ario Sosroningrat had a position as
the Regent of Jepara (1872), and the most popular was Rahadian
Hadiningrat or Prince Ario Hadiningrat who replaced his father as
the Regent of Demak.
The way Prince Aryo Tjondronegoro IV educated his children at
home with the assistance of a Dutch teacher was unusual at that
time. As a noble, he could have enrolled his children into schools
provided by the Dutch East Indies colonial government, but he did
not do that. He thought that the education policy he gave to his
children would be more bene icial for them. As a result of his hard
work, two of his children became two of the four 19th century Ad
regents who were able to speak and write in Dutch. Those two sons
were Prince Ario Hadiningrat and Raden Mas Adipati Ario
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Sosroningrat, along with two other regents, Raden Adipati Achmad
Djajadiningrat (Serang Regent) and Raden Mas Tumenggung
Koesoemo Oetoyo (Regent of Ngawi). Unlike the two children of
Tjondronegoro IV who got home education, the last two regents
gained their competency as a civil servant by mastering Western
science in formal educational institutions, namely the Gymnasium
Koning Willem III 13 in Batavia and Hogere Burger School in
14
Semarang.
In the national struggle era, Haji Agus Salim (born on 8th
October 1884, died on 4th November 1954) deserved to be
mentioned as the representative of home-based education in the
community. He educated his children at home although at that time
his socio-economic position allowed him to send his children to
formal educational institutions. Marrying Zaenatun Nahar, the
national hero from Gadang city, West Sumatra, they had Eight
children. They were Theodora Atia (Dolly), Jusuf Tew ik Salim
(Totok), Violet Hanifah (Jojet), Maria Zenobia (Adek), Ahmad
Sjauket Salim, Imam Basri, Siti Asiah, and Mansyur Abdul Rahman
Siddiq. Seven of the eight children were educated by Agus Salim and
his wife at home. Mansur Abdur Rachman Siddiq was the only one
receiving formal education.15 Agus Salim and his wife educated their
children at home, both academic and character building.
Agus Salim had provided HS education to his children since they
were born. In this case, Agus Salim and his wife taught their children
to speak in Dutch since they were babies as if this language were
their mother tongue. At that time Dutch was not only used for daily
conversation among students, Dutch was also taught because it was
a language of knowledge. Furthermore, the children were taught
basic lessons, such as reading, writing, arithmetic. According to
Bibsy—the nickname of Siti Aisyah—all subject matters were given
directly by both her father (Agus Salim) and her mother (Zaenatun
Anahar). The teaching techniques used by this couple were by giving
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information about something, telling stories, and singing a song
whose lyric was composed by the poets around the world. In
addition, Salim's family also put forward a critical thinking
technique in which parents did not mind being denied by the
children during explaining the lessons.16
Salim's decision to educate his children at home with his wife
was his non-negotiable principle. It was because Agus Salim was
born with the name Mashudul Haq, and he had completed some
formal education institutions developed in his era. As the son of an
ambtenaar (civil servant), Agus Salim was able to enjoy formal basic
education ar Europeesche Lagere School (ELS) until graduation in
1898. At the same time, he also followed a Surau-based Islamic
education which was popular in Minang. Surau is a small building for
Muslims to pray and learn about Islam. After he graduated from ELS,
Agus Salim continued his study in Hogere Burger School (HBS) for
ive years. To pursue his study in HBS, Agus Salim had to take courses
in Batavia since HBS was not available in his hometown. Despite the
failures, Agus got a big opportunity to continue his education in
School tot Opleiding Van Inlandsche Artsen (STOVIA), a prestigious
educational institution under the Dutch East Indies where students
learned to be doctors at that time.
Looking at his education journey, Agus Salim must be one of the
national igures who was successfully achieving his formal
education at that time. Having his degree, Agus could get a decent job
as being a Secretary of Drageman at the Dutch Consulate in Jeddah,
Saudi Arabia. He also succeeded to get a job as the employee of
Onderwijs en Feredienst Department (Ministry of Education and
Culture) and Burgelijke Openbare Werken (Department of Public
17
Works) in the Dutch East Indies Government. Nevertheless, his
success in pursuing formal education and getting various types of
jobs in government did not seem to be in line with his choice to
educate his own children at home, instead of sending his children to
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study at a formal education institution. Bibsy, one of Agus Salim's
children, said that the decision to implement homeschooling was
due to Agus's ideology. Salim claimed that formal education at that
time adopted the colonial education system and it tended to be
discriminative. Salim explained that the colonial educational system
could be a way to force indigenous students to follow colonial
thought and cultures. The students may face some discriminations
and unfair scoring system, in which the indigenous students might
have a lower score than the Dutch students although they had the
18
same or better ability.
Another important igure of HS was Rohana Kudus (born on 20
December 1884 and died on 17 August 1972). Rohana kudus was the
national hero and the irst female journalist in this country, the name
19
of the media was 'Soenting Melajoe'. Diﬀerent from Agus Salim who
played a role as parents and a teacher of his children, Rohana was the
re p re s e n t a t ive o f s t u d e n t s wh o s e p a re n t s i m p l e m e n t
homeschooling20. Being the daughter of Hoofd Djaksa (The Chief of
Prosecutor) in the Dutch East Indies government, Mohammad
Rashad Maharadja Sutan, Rohana was supposed to enjoy formal
education. Instead of studying in a formal school, Rohana was
educated directly by her father at home and the family environment.
Rohana was born and grew up in an environment that allowed her to
study independently at home by reading many kinds of books,
magazines, or newspapers subscribed by the family, as well as
21
learning directly from parents, family and close relatives.
Re lecting on Tjondronegoro IV, Haji Agus Salim, and Rohana
Kudus's family, ideally they could access formal education which
began to be developed by the Dutch East Indies colonial
government. The social status as the elite group of native nobles
such as Tjondronegoro IV actually enabled him to send his children
to enjoy a newly developed formal education. Nevertheless, he chose
to educate his children at home and he was assisted by a teacher
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(Dutch). Likewise, Haji Agus Salim should be able to send his
children to formal education institutions because he had the social
status as a government employee and the situation of external
education at that time which was much better than in
Tjondronegoro IV era. Moreover, Agus had a track record as the best
graduate in various levels of his formal education. The same
condition was faced by Rohana Kudus. She was born from a high
socioeconomic status family but they did not choose formal
education for her. Rohana's parents and family preferred educating
her directly at home to sending her informal education institution.
In decades from the early independence era to the Old and New
Order Regimes periods, the education sector continued to be
developed through various education sector development programs
in each government regime. The 1945 Constitution as the basic
constitution places education as the right of all citizens as well as an
obligation for the state to provide it. The main focus of education
both in Old and New Order regimes was to provide formal education
which has a structured and tiered learning system and wellevaluated management. The spirit of improving the lives of people
through the education sector in the early independence era
encouraged the Indonesian government to develop a formal
education which could be accessed by all children of school ages. On
May 12th, 1947, for example, the government formed an Indonesian
Teaching Investigation Committee chaired by Ki Hadjar Dewantara.
First, he was in charge of planning school management for all levels
and types of schools. Second, he was responsible for determining
teaching materials, and third, preparing lesson plans based on the
level and type of school.22 In the same period, the government also
encouraged the development of formal education into other
categories, such as general education, vocational education,
religious education, and higher education with formal institutional
governance.23 Formal education kept being the priority until the
24
Liberal Democracy Period and the end of the Old Order Regime era.
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With all the limitations in the early Independence era and the
limitation of the economy, the government in this era showed the
intention to develop the formal education sector. Although it was
possible to develop the non-formal education sector for students
who could not pursue a higher level of formal education, non-formal
education seemed less popular in this era.
Similar to the previous government, the New Order Regime also
placed education as one of the focuses to be developed. It was proved
by issuing several educational programs. One of them was the
Presidential Instruction Elementary School Development program
in various regions and the Compulsory Education Program for
children for primary school age. In 1973, the New Order Regime
issued Presidential Instruction (Inpres) No. 10 of 1973 concerning
the Elementary School Development Assistance Program which
marked the beginning stages of the Presidential Instruction on
Elementary School Program. The program was implemented on a
massive scale. In the irst phase, the New Order Regime allocated
building construction fundings and infrastructure provision to 6000
primary schools and increased to 10.000 primary school buildings
25
in 1975.
Furthermore, following the Presidential Instruction on
Elementary School Program and realizing that many children
needed basic education, the New Order government issued the 6year learning program in 1984.26 Parents were obliged to send their
children to study in a designated education institution when they
reached the required age (7-12 years). Then, this program was
re ined to the 9-year learning program. If the irst program was
targeted for millions of Indonesian children completing primary
school. Then in the second program, the government targeted the
participation of children aged 7-14 years old or in the levels of
27
elementary and junior high school. The policy of Presidential
Instruction on building elementary schools and implementing the
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compulsory education program con irmed the direction of the New
Order government policy in encouraging the implementation of
formal education for all Indonesian students. So, how did the New
Order government accommodated non-formal and informal
education?
Despite the massive and structured development of formal
education by the government, home-based education in which
parents and family are the main actors of the learning process
seemed to be limited to some parents. Said Kelana, a successful
national musician in the 1970s, was one of the parents who chose to
educate his children at home instead of sending them to study in
28
formal educational institutions that she actually could aﬀord. Said
Kelana or Mohamad Said Harsoedin Bawazier (born in Yogyakarta,
August 19th, 1909 and passing away in Jakarta, April 12th, 1991)
had 6 children. They were Idham Noorsaid, Iromy Noorsaid, Isnan
Noorsaid, Irwan Noorsaid, Lydia Noorsaid, and Imaniar Noorsaid.
Those six children were educated at home directly by Said Kelana.
Even, he directed the children to follow his footsteps in the national
music. In 1967, Said Kelana formed a band named 'The Kids' with the
formation of Idham Noorsid, Iromy Noorsid, and Lydia Noorsaid.
Then, the band's name changed to be 'The Kid's Brothers' or more
popularly known as 'The Big Kids' when other Said Kelana's children
29
joined the band formation. After The Big Kids broke up, Said
Kelana's children were able to survive in the ranks of musicians in
this country.
According to the global explanations, formal education in this
period was more focussed on providing education services for
school-aged children. Most of the policies were dominated to
develop the formal education sector. Developing human resources
to achieve signi icant progress and to chase the advanced
development of the literacy sector was a major trend of education
policies in that era. However, re lecting on Said Kelana's experience,
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it can be concluded that although the government encouraged
education through formal and non-formal educational institutions,
the practice of homeschooling was still running even though it was
not massive. On one side, the education programs held by the
government could encourage many families to send their children
studying informal education institutions. On the other side, the case
of Said Kelana proved that home-based education or homeschooling
was running in society at that time. The seeds of family and
environment-based education continued to grow in the massive
formal education policies.
The Reformation Era and the Spring Season for
Homeschooling
The political shift of government from the New Order to the
Reformation Order supported various changes in multiple social
aspects, including in the ield of education. Unlike the previous
implementation of education was regulated centrally and adopting
the same approaches and education curriculum, the
implementation of education in the Reformation era changed based
on a decentralized paradigm. This paradigm allowed open
interpretations and innovations in educational services. Besides
supporting the development of formal education, the government in
this era also provided support for non-formal and informal
e d u c a t i o n . T h e fo r m a t i o n o f va r i o u s re g u l a t i o n s a n d
accommodations, as well as the widespread practice of non-formal
and informal education in the community, were indications that this
era was the spring for homeschooling. Absolutely, the dynamics of
education in Indonesia was not only in luenced by the internal
factors, but the external factors coming from other countries also
gave impacts to the innovation of education in Indonesia. In this
case, the innovative ideas and world best education practices also
in luence the development of education in this country.
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Domestically, the change of the New Order regime to the
Reformation Order gave important changes to various aspects of the
social life in Indonesia including politics, law, economy, and
education. According to H.A.R Tilaar, the reformation of the
education sector was encouraged by the New Order national
education praxis which was rigid and con ined. There were three
characteristics of this system. First, the system of national education
was rigid, centralized, and it limited the interpretation and
innovation against the interests of the authorities. Second, the
widespread practice of corruption, collusion, and nepotism in the
education sector as the impact of the rigid and centralized education
system. Third, the orientation of the education system was not to
empower the people but it was directed to achieve the heavy
30
pseudo-quality of academics. Therefore, Tilaar suggested the
educational reforms that enable emerging interpretations and
innovations in education—decentralization. It includes the
decentralization of education and curriculum management, the
development of alternative education, and the regulations and
legislation.31
At the same time, the advance of technology became one of the
important markers of the globalization era. It facilitated global
education practices in Indonesia and triggered some initiatives to
develop educational practices in this country. One of them is the
increase of HS education practices in various developed countries
such as in America and Europe. The education practices in America
show the tendency of parents to educate their children directly at
home. This practice increased among families in the United States
between the 1980s and 1990s. Trace Bryan D. Ray (2015) stated that
this tendency was related to Christian family anxiety over the
increase of secular humanism and the decline of religious values
(Christian) in their young generation, which was in line with the
development of schools by the government since the 1960s. There
were various public initiatives about the importance of parents
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directly teaching their children at home. This model was
furthermore well-known as HS or home-education which
positioned parents as the main actors of their children's education at
home. As a result, around 2.2 million children of kindergarten age
(Kindergarten) up to the age of 12 years studied at home with
32
parents and families as educators (Ray 2015).
The results of Ray's research supported the indings of William
Jeynes & David W. Robinson (2012) who noted the tendency of the
formal schools in emphasizing the roles of teachers in children's
education and ignoring the signi icant role of parents. These results
triggered the restlessness of most Christian groups. Moreover, the
curriculum, learning system, and teaching staﬀ in public schools
eliminated the lessons of Bible values and Christian religion in the
1960s. Based on this condition, parents who see religious education
as an important part of building children's character were
encouraged to involve in educating their children directly at home,
which was later popular as Homeschooling (HS).33 Lately, the
tendency of implementing HS was getting stronger as the result of
dissatisfaction towards the academic teaching model conducted by
schools. Some people assessed that HS could provide better teaching
and education models. The National Center for Education Statistics
conducted surveys in stages (in1999, 2007, and 2011) and found the
reasons for dissatisfaction with academic teaching in formal
education institutions. The reasons were marked as very important
reasons which led to an increase in percentage and described the
high transition of formal education pathways to the HS model.34
The various developments in the education sector encouraged
the Indonesian government to issue regulations that allow
innovation and accommodation, especially for informal education.
In this case, the government issued a number of important
regulations that accommodated such trends, such as Law Number
20 in 2003 concerning the National Education System, Government
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Regulation (PP) Number 17 in 2010 concerning Management and
Implementation of Education, and Regulation of the Minister of
Education and Culture (Permendikbud) Number 129 in 2014
concerning Home Schools. The accommodation referred to these
various regulations is the state's recognition of informal education
as one of the legally recognized educational pathways besides
formal and non-formal education. In the irst two regulations,
informal education is de ined as a path of family and environmental
education35 in the form of independent learning activities.36 More
assertive support for education was carried out by the government
by issuing Regulation of the Minister of Education and Culture
(Permendikbud) No. 129 in 2014 concerning home-schools that
explicitly used the term 'homeschooling' equivalent to the term HS
education or home-education. In contrast to educational regulations
in the previous eras, these various laws and regulations have begun
to accommodate public choices for informal like family-based
education or homeschooling.
At the same time, the information on the success of
homeschooling ideas and practices among parents fostered their
critical attitude to choose alternative educational institutions that
suit the interests and talents of their children. Aar Sumardiono and
Mira Julia (2019), one of the couples whose children underwent HS
education, claimed that they have been interested in the HS model
since they got married 19 years ago. They got the information about
HS practices from various homeschooling family blogs in the US that
attracted their interests. Then, they realized this interest by directly
37
educating their children through HS. They even actively socialized
HS practices through online media they actively manage,
38
RumahInspirasi.com.
Given the two preconditions, society had the spirit of
reformation and the critical towards various best educational
services. This successfully encouraged the establishment of
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homeschooling' in Indonesia. There were various motivations
behind their choices. Interestingly, on average, parents with HS
children were the graduates from formal education and they had an
established socioeconomic status. Even some of them were
educators in a formal education institution. In line with the growing
interests of parents in homeschooling, a number of educational
institutions oﬀered HS education with various advantages of the
learning system and curriculum.
Halilintar Ano ial Asmid and Lenggogeni Faruk, a married
couple implemented HS for their children in this era. The couple
with 13 children, known as the 'Gen Halilintar', chose to directly
educate their children at home with various learning materials as
well as skill development. In fact, Halilintar and Lenggogeni had
educational backgrounds in the best national educational
institutions in which Halilintar graduated from the Faculty of
Engineering and Lenggogeni from the Faculty of Economics,
University of Indonesia. To educate their children, this couple a
schedule of learning activities '24 Hour GenH Schooling Schedule' to
be applied in daily learning activities.39
Besides Gen Halilintar family, a number of families also took the
HS model as their children's education pathway. One of the examples
was Norbertus Riantiarno. This artist, known as Nano Riantiarno,
chose the HS program oﬀered by one of the HS educational
institutions for his son, Gagah Tridarma Prastya. This decision was
taken after his son had dif iculty showing satisfactory academic
achievement in informal education institutions. His son tended to
learn in a more focused learning environment, a more lexible
learning system, and a schedule. Although it was demanding him to
be responsible for learning independently, Nano Riantiarno's son
felt more suited to the HS learning system.40
A similar thing was done by Masduki Baidlowi, a politician from
one of the nationalist-Islamic political parties who chose HS as the
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education of his son, Agus Hasan Hidayat. According to Agus, he felt
more comfortable studying at HS because he could lexibly manage
his learning hours. In addition, the academic materials provided in
HS were not lower in quality than the formal school he had ever
attended. Diﬀerent from studying using the HS system, Agus felt
studying at formal school was more tiring with the number of
materials and the length of studying time that made him dif icult to
41
manage his time to do other activities. The interesting education
system and curriculum implemented in HS encouraged parents and
children to keep running HS even though at the same time they spent
more money than for formal schools.
In the last two decades, learning with the HS model is gaining
quite high popularity. HS is not only attracting the interests of high
socioeconomic status families, but it also reaps the attention of
families in middle socioeconomic status,42 even families with special
needs children. The information about HS's best practice and
testimony of its success in providing a learning environment for
children to attract people to move from the formal education model
to informal education. Based on Sumardiono's observation, he found
that HS education information on his online page had been accessed
100 thousand times in the six months since the irst publication. At
the same time, workshops and seminars related to HS were in high
43
demand. These conditions illustrate the growing popularity of HS
in society.
The increasing number of HS practitioners in the single HS,
compound HS, and community HS have con irmed the popularity of
homeschooling. The HS institutions also were established in various
areas such as Primagama HS, Morning Star Academy (MSA) HS, Kak
Seto HS (HSKS), HS Mandiri, Eagle Nest HS, Deca HS, Kamyabi HS,
and PACKAGING HS (Family and Community Based), Bintang Mulia
HS, Fikar HS, Cyber Arrow Arrow, and Pelangi HS. These institutions
were only a few of the many educational institutions that oﬀered HS
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education by opening branches in various regions. For example, Kak
Seto HS, which was established in 2007, had a number of branches in
many cities in Indonesia such as Jabodetabek, Banten, Central Java,
44
East Java, and Yogyakarta.
Referring to the concept of family and environment-based
education, the presence of an educational institution called 'Kuttab'
shows the similarity with the HS system. Kuttab is taken from one of
the irst educational models for children as practiced throughout
Islamic history. Unlike HS which is oriented to ful ill the needs of
academic achievement, personal interests, and talents, Kuttab
focuses more on providing basic knowledge of Islamic teachings and
45
cultivating Islamic characteristics for students. The Kuttab
education model was starting to emerge, such as Kuttab al-Fatih
which opened branches in Jabodetabek, West Java, Central Java, East
Java, Lampung, Riau, West Sumatra, DI Aceh, and Balikpapan.46 Then,
Kuttab Ibnu Abbas also developed in Central Java, West Java, and
Jabodetabek. The others were Kuttab al-Kah i, Kuttab al-Kaﬀah, and
Kuttab al-Iman.
Furthermore, the emergence of HS was also con irmed by many
practitioners of this educational pathway in various communities
and associations. These various communities and associations
became a place for exchanging information and the best experiences
in the learning process. These communities and associations shared
the knowledge based on their understandings about the
implementation of HS including the curriculum, the learning system,
and the orientation. Some of them were the Association of
Indonesian Schools and Alternative Education (ASAH PENA)
of icially established in 2006 and led by practitioner Kak Seto HS, the
Indonesian Homeschoolers Association (PHI), and the HS Muslim
Nusantara Community (HMSN) initiated by the practitioner of Ida
Nuraini Noviyanti HS. Various associations and communities
facilitate the united homeschooling practitioners in various regions
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in Indonesia to share their understanding of HS practices.
According to the HS regulations stipulated in Permendikbud
No. 129 in 2017 concerning HomeSchooling, HS practices can be
categorized into three large groups, namely single HS, compound
HS, and community HS. This division is about the number of families
involved in the HS learning process, learning activities, and learning
syllabus. The details are as follows:
Single
Homeschooling

Compound
Homeschooling

Community
Homeschooling

Family-based education
services that are carried
out by parents in one
family for students and
do not join other
families who support
similar schools.

Environmental-based education
services provided by parents of
2 (two) or more other families
by conducting 1 (one) or more
joint learning activities and the
core learning activities
continue to be conducted in the
students’ family.

a group of several compound
HS units that work together
to compile and determine
syllabus, teaching materials,
main activities whether
sports, music or art,
language, facilities and
infrastructure, and learning
schedules.

The popularity of HS education in this era was also con irmed by this
research. This research showed the high interest of families to
educate their children directly at home or sent them to the
institutions oﬀering HS systems. The investigation of this research
was conducted in several areas, including Jakarta, South Tangerang,
Depok, Surabaya, Solo Raya, Makassar, and Padang. It con irmed the
number of families and children who chose the HS education
pathway. Interestingly, this research also found a tendency to divide
HS into two large groups based on the orientation of the target
values. They were non-religion-based homeschooling and religion47
based homeschooling.
Non-religion-based HS referred to families or groups of HS
practitioners who prioritize the development of children's talents
and interests, including the needs of children with special needs
(ABK). Thus, this group prioritized to ful ill the children's
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educational rights according to their aptitude and interests. In
addition, non-religion-based HS educated the students based on
their background and accommodated the learning for children with
special needs. Meanwhile, religion-based HS was not only
accommodating needs as in non- religion-based HS, but also
internalizing religious values and principles to students. The
students' backgrounds were treated as the basis and main focus in
the learning process. In this research, religion-based HS units
referred to not only Islam but also Christianity.
HS

Tipology

De inition

Non-religion based
homeschooling

Non-religion HS is based on
the development interests,
talents, and accommodations
for children's needs

Religion-based
homeschooling

HS Based on religion is based
on the religious motives and
the implementation of
religious values of learning,
the daily attitude of the
teachers

HOMESCHOOLING

The Various Motives of Homeschooling
The high tendency of taking HS certainly raised the question, what is
the reason of parents and children deciding to study at home instead
of studying in formal schools? A number of studies showed that
parents had various motivations to choose HS as their children's
learning system. But to answer these questions, we needed to look at
the testimonies of several homeschoolers to see the real factors
behind the selection of HS over formal schools.
Talking about the motives, the married couple of Fitra Ari in
and Jane Mariana Andriani presented several interesting reasons
why they chose HS for their two children's education. First, this
couple wanted their children to learn according to their desires and
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interests. Second, HS provided diverse learning speeds based on
children's ability. The third is the belief that parents played a major
role in the learning process so that the responsibility of education
was not handed to school/teacher only. This belief was built on the
principle that parents were fully responsible for children's
education. Another reason is that parents could focus more on
developing the character of each child. This process tended to be
dif icult for teachers with large numbers of students. Next, the
lexibility in the delivery of material allowed children to learn life
skills directly through practice at home and the environment, while
the lexibility in terms of time reduced the unnecessary stress on
children (such as traf ic jams, bullying, book loads, irrelevant
lessons with their interests, and so on). The last, the HS system was
able to encourage children to love learning so that they were ready to
excel in the future.48 Psychological analysis justi ied the creative
49
encouragement as the main reason for choosing HS.
Maria Madgalena (Jakarta Post, 2019), a homeschooler parent,
claimed that she had realized from the beginning that HS was the
best education she could provide for her child. This decision was
made because she wanted to support her child to develop her own
creativity while accessing subject matters lexibly. According to
Maria, her children's creativity could not have developed if she had
sent her child to formal school because formal schools with a variety
of activities and tight schedules and many boring subjects could
threaten the development of the children's creativity. Therefore,
Maria and her husband tried various methods of learning to
encourage their children to develop creativity while giving them the
freedom to pursue the subjects they were following. Through that
way, he hoped their children could develop their own talents,
interests, and potential.50
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Ali ia Af latus Zahra (Jakarta Post, 2016), a homeschooler from
Semarang, revealed her experience to drop out of formal school and
moved to HS. In her opinion, when she was in formal school, she got
heavy and boring learning materials and processes. She described
that the learning materials at formal schools were like a dining table
full of meals she had to inish without being able to choose based on
her preferences or health reasons. However, the situation changed
when she moved to HS where she could have more time to study
history, writing, foreign languages, religion, and to do outdoor
hobbies such as archery and camping. HS also allowed her to study
one subject matter by using enriched learning methods and sources,
like books, websites, videos, experiences, and professional people in
the surrounding environment. In that way, she had the freedom to
set her learning hours independently with the full support of
parents and family.51
The diverse motives of homeschoolers in choosing the HS
education path were con irmed by several studies. The study of
Waluyo Saputro et al (2016), for example, identi ied several reasons
behind the selection of HS. First, there were diﬀerent ideologies and
beliefs between homeschooler families and the existing education
system. Second, some people found the failure of formal schools to
create quality educations. Third, there was a tendency to develop
children's intelligence outside formal education institutions. Fourth,
it was found that the HS graduate pro iles were more popular than
formal school graduates. Fifth, some people were interested in the
provided learning facilities that could replace the function of formal
schools, help children with special needs, and provide religious
education optimally. Another reason for conducting HS is the
diversity of learning styles that were not accommodated by formal
schools. Next, parents were worried about the safety and security of
children inside or outside of school. Moreover, the changes in the
authority might change in which children's obedience to their
teachers is higher than their obedience to their parents. In addition,
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the relationship between parents and children was getting stonger,
Furthermore, it was believed that the best education for children
was a house shared by both parents and their families. The other
reason was the school curriculum that was not aligned with parents'
points of view, besides the relative expensive tuition fees. Lastly, HS
facilitated children's outdoor activities such as being athletes or
52
singers.
Regarding religious motives, in his study, Maryono (2013) was
also interested in discussing why HS was so popular among the
public, including the Indonesian Muslim community. Maryono's
research indings informed that three factors were driving the
popularity of HS. The irst was the expectation that HS could provide
more quality education than formal schools could. Second, the
parents intended to increase children's intelligence that could only
be met by homeschooling. Third, HS could ful ill the needs of
children's character education (based on Islamic teaching), and
academic competence according to parents' expectations for
children's growth and development. Among these three factors,
Maryono con irmed that the third factor was suf iciently
emphasized in the selection of HS. In addition, Maryono's indings
also informed that the character building in HS was implemented in
two ways which were the adoption of the pesantren curriculum and
examples of good attitudes and behavior (uswah hasanah). The
adoption of the pesantren curriculum meant that the learning
process was similar to Islamic boarding schools providing Islamic
lessons through classical Islamic books. The next pathway was that
students imitated or learned through observing the examples of
good attitudes and behavior the teachers/tutors showed at the
educational institution.53
Furthermore, the research conducted by PPIM UIN Jakarta
(2019) informed that parents and children had several reasons why
they chose HS. The reasons included the environment and learning
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system, the children's interests and talents, the social and economic
conditions, the health / special needs, and the religious motives. It
was found that these motives were intercorrelated. Parents and
their children might have more than one motive. For instance, one
family with HS students might choose HS because of religious
factors, limited formal education, and children's own interests and
talents. The tendency to ful ill these various motivations
encouraged parents and their children to choose HS as their
educational pathway.
The irst reason was about the environment and the learning
system where several aspects encouraged people to choose HS like
the rigid learning system, the enormous curriculum and learning
materials in formal educational institutions, and the uniqueness of
the students. Second, regarding the students' interests and talents,
many HS students chose this educational model because it enabled
them to develop according to their interests and talents such as
sports and singing. Third, based on the social and economic status of
its practitioners, HS was considered as an educational institution
that could be accessed by all communities, including the socially and
economically marginalized communities that have inancial
dif iculty in accessing formal education. Another reason for
choosing HS over formal educational institutions is the health
condition or disabilities that are dif icult to be accommodated in
formal education institutions. As formal school institutions still
found it dif icult to accommodate children with special needs, this
fact led people to take HS as alternative education.
Lastly, based on religious motives, a number of parents with HS
children explained that taking HS was in line with their desire to
educate their own children directly based on religious teachings. In
this case, they believed that one of the main religious commands was
to educate children at home. Within the scope of religious motives,
the organization of HS education was also in line with parents'
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expectations to educate children with religious morals and to
prepare them as new generations that have strong religious
characters and insights.54 Some HS practitioners who were PPIM's
research informants con irmed religious aspects as the reason for
choosing HS as an educational pathway. The parents had a desire to
educate children who grew faithfully and obediently in this
decadent era and they expected that their children could follow
55
pious igures.
The Learning Models and Superior Values Oﬀered
The various experiences of HS practices which have been mentioned
from the introduction to the discussions of this paper showed that
the decision to entrust and choose HS as a learning approach was a
decision based on conscious and responsible consideration. This
decision is necessary because HS education required the
commitment of both parents and HS students as they should be
disciplined in conducting independent learning activities.
Therefore, homeschoolers of single, compound, and community HS
units usually adopted a curriculum and an approach considered
adequate and suitable for organizing their education.
Since HS is a part of an informal education institution,
Permendikbud No. 129 of 2014 concerning homeschooling requires
HS practitioners to accommodate the national curriculum in their
learning. In this case, HS practitioners are obliged to accommodate
Indonesian Language Education, Civic Education, and Religious
Education.56 These three subjects become compulsory subjects for
school-aged children of including homeschooling students.
Nevertheless, HS practitioners have the discretion to implement
their HS methods. Some methods applied by HS practitioners
encompassed homeschooling (school at home), unschooling,
57
Montessori, Charlotte Mason, classical HS, eclectic HS. These
methods were used as references in HS practices.
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In the homeschooling method or school at home, the school
curriculum was used as a reference for the learning process. In
addition, this HS had some characteristics, such as the structured
and tiered learning process, the use of the national curriculum or
international curriculum, the complete subjects like in formal
schools, the use of textbooks as the sources of learning materials,
and the periodic evaluations or evaluations. Having these
characteristics, HS practice tends to be similar to formal schools.
Along with the various developed practices, most of the HS in
Indonesia used the school-at-home method. The students
participating in the HS settings had learning levels and got subject
matters which were almost the same as formal school students do.
Another method of HS learning in Indonesia was Montessori.
Montessori, the educational method proposed by Maria Montessori,
considers children as educational subjects, instead of a curriculum
or learning facilitators. It means children become the main actors in
education that did not require close supervision from parents.
Conversely, parents only needed to create a conducive and lexible
environment for children to facilitate them in the learning process.
Besides, in the learning process, the Montesorri model used a lot of
teaching aids as important instruments in providing learning
material for students. In addition, many HS families also chose the
Charlotte Mason method which emphasized learning from their
daily activities.58
The regulations allowed HS principals to adopt any curriculum
and approaches appropriate to the children's needs. For example,
Kak Seto HS (HSKS) applied a school-at-home approach.
Implementing this approach, HSKS divided the levels of study from
elementary, junior high to senior high. The curriculum used by Kak
Seto is called the Education Unit Level Curriculum (KTSP).
Furthermore, HS Kak Seto has additional lessons that are intended
to develop the interests and talents of students such as art classes,
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singing, photography, and many else. In addition, HSKS also received
an A accreditation.
Next, Primagama HS used two approaches in implementing the
curriculum for the students. They are an academic approach and a
psychological approach. Besides that, Primagama HS also allowed
participants to choose subjects oﬀered by Primagama. The various
subjects oﬀered focus on the interests and talents of the
participants. In terms of curriculum, this HS integrated the National
Curriculum and the International Curriculum (Cambridge
International Examination). The learning process is emphasized by
Primagama for fostering the students' interests and character.
Meanwhile, the curriculum for children with special needs is more
focused on and adjusted to the personal needs of children.
In terms of its development, HS is divided into three groups,
such as single HS, compound HS, and community HS. The irst type of
HS is a single HS where the teaching and learning process is
conducted by parents in a family without joining the other
homeschooling units. Usually, this type of HS was applied because of
a speci ic purpose or reason. The second type was compound HS
where learning activities are carried out by respective parents of
two or more families. The last HS type was community HS where a
group of several compound HS units worked together to compile and
determine syllabus, teaching materials, main activities including
sports, music or art, language, facilities and infrastructure, and
learning schedules. The explanations above have presented the
development of HS practices in this country, and homeschooling will
keep developing along with the growing popularity of this informal
education pathway instead of formal and non-formal education.
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Conclusion
Homeschooling (HS) as the form of informal education or family and
environment-based education is fairly long rooted in the tradition of
educations in Indonesia. According to history from the colonial era
to this reformation era, the education pathway in this country has
developed into three lanes: formal, non-formal, and informal
education. These educational pathways have emerged in Indonesian
history since the grip of colonialism. A small number of aristocrats
had access to formal education but they preferred choosing the
'home-based education' model as an option to sending their
children to study in formal schools. In the era of independence,
especially in the irst two regimes of the Indonesian government
(Old Order and New Order Regimes), education was emphasized on
the development of formal education while the practice of informal
education was not popular at that time.
The political reforms in 1997-1998 impacted various aspects of
Indonesian people's social life including the reforms of the national
education sector. This reform moment was an important turning
point in the development of HS in the country. The spirit of the
reformation to transform the centralized education system into the
decentralization of the education system gave room to the
interpretation and innovation in education services/practices in
this country. At the same time, the dynamics of HS abroad have been
rolling since the 1960s and helping the establishment of HS within
the 1980-1990 era. In the United States and Europe, various public
initiatives were promoting the importance of parents teaching their
children directly at home. This model is furthermore well-known as
HS or home-education which positions parents as the main
educators of their children's education at home.
The community's interests in implementing HS education also
grew as the following trends of the political reforms on education
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s e c to rs a n d t h e e m e rg i n g i n fo rm a t i o n a b o u t dy n a m i c
homeschooling practice. This tendency is reinforced by several
reasons encouraging them to take this education, such as the failure
of formal schools to accommodate the students' talents and
interests (academic and non-academic), the children with special
needs, the diﬀerent views or beliefs between children's parents and
schools, and the expectation to strengthen religious understanding.
Moreover, the implementation of HS was growing with the
awareness of parents to be responsible for the education of their
children. Furthermore, religious motivation becomes an important
factor to choose HS since HS is considered as the most eﬀective
medium to internalize religious values to children.
As an educational institution initiated by the public and
encouraged by practitioners, self-reliance in the learning process,
HS in Indonesia is frequently adopting a national-international
curriculum. HS is adopting subject matters set by the government
such as Indonesian, Pancasila and Civic Education, and Religious
Education. In addition, HS practitioners also show a tendency to use
diﬀerent HS methods according to their respective educational
visions.
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CHAPTER 3
THE PICTURES OF VARIOUS HOMESCHOOLING
DEFINITIONS AND MOTIVATION

W

hat is the picture of homeschooling? This part will discuss
homeschooling (HS) units which developed within the cities
of this research. As mentioned in the previous parts, the focus cities
were Jakarta (including Depok and South Tangerang), Bandung,
Surakarta, Surabaya, Makassar, and Padang (including Bukittingi).
Each city had varied contexts of homeschooling developments with
diﬀerent models. The regulation of the Ministry of Education and
Culture No. 129/2004 divides homeschooling into three diﬀerent
types (single, compound, and community), and developments of
homeschooling in each city still showed signi icant diﬀerences in
terms of institutions, learning materials, and arguments behind its
implementations.
In sequence, the portraits of homeschooling within each city
above will be explained along with their developments. The
developments of homeschooling in every city can be clearly
understood in detail by exhibiting the portrait of each city. Thus, not
only data and information of every homeschooling institution in all
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cities will be revealed, but also there will be comparative aspects as
well. The comparative aspects will independently exhibit how
homeschooling has its own vulnerability and strengths in
encountering issues of religious radicalism—which will be
discussed in the next parts. This part will end by selecting categories
of homeschooling which develop in-focus areas of the research.
Jakarta, Depok, and South Tangerang
Using the snowballing approach and randomly tracing online data,
this investigation found four families performing single
homeschooling, three institutions of compound homeschooling, and
three services of community homeschooling. While the number of
informants is 22 (13 females and 9 males) including the
policymakers. The details are below:
Table
Informants in Jakarta, Depok, and South Tangerang
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Bachelor
Bachelor

2. Reni
(Homeschooling

22

1. Sugiono (male
tutor)

90

Elementary

4. Nurul (students)
2009

Bachelor

3. Rosyid
(Founder/male

Pahlawan

Bachelor

2. Naira (female
tutor)

2

Bachelor

High School

Master

Bachelor

The latest
Education

Master

5

1

1

1

1

Number of
teachers

1. Zakiyah (HS
coordinator)

2005

2016

4. Radit (mother/
Tutor of 2 students

Compound Karunia Indah

2

2019

3. Nada (mother/
Tutor of 1 student of
2

3

2. Nana (mother/
2016
Tutor of 2 students of

Number of
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1. Ana (Mother/
Tutor of 1 student of

Single
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establishment
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Non-religion

Non-religion

Tipology

Total Informan 22 persons
notes: Data above were gathered during the investigation in Jakarta, Depok, and South Tangerang. (The names of single and compound HS and informants were pseudonyms)

2. Iin Centasih (supervisor of on-formal education South
Tangerang)

GovermentIn 1. I Kyang Yang (superintendent of non-formal education
South Tangerang )
stitution

3. Rudi (head of development division)
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300
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2000
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429 institutions of PKB (public learning centers) irmly con irmed
that there was a large number of homeschooling practitioners in
those areas. All information about single, compound, and
community homeschool units was gained.
Understanding Homeschooling based on De inition
Five groups of homeschooling had personal and subjective
de initions of homeschooling. Those de initions indicated how the
groups gave personal and subjective meanings towards
homeschooling. First, the elder people considered that children's
education was their parents' responsibility with the emphasis of
mothers' roles as the irst teachers for their children. According to
this point of view, homeschooling is the education which is done by
parents by teaching their children. Zakiyah, the head coordinator of
Karunia homeschooling de ined homeschooling using an Arabic
poetry, Al-ummu madrosatul ula', iza a'dadtaha a'dadta sya'ban
thayyibal a'raq (mothers are the primary schools of children. If you
prepare them well, you will prepare the best generations). To her
perspective, mothers are the irst educations for their children, so
that homeschool is considered appropriate for the families of
Karunia Indah homeschooling. This opinion was supported by
Rosyid, the founder of Karunia Indah homeschooling by quoting a
hadith (words of Prophet Muhammad):
The best people are those of my generation, and then
those who will come after them (i.e. the next generation),
and then after them. (narrated by Muttafaq Alaih)
The committees of Kurnia Indah homeschooling regarded that
in that period—the period of the Prophet PBUH—governance,
civilization, and education systems were the best. It was described
that male Muslims of that period came to the mosque to listen to the
Islamic teachings from The Prophet PBUH. Afterward, the husbands
taught the Islamic lessons to their wives in their homes. Then, their
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wives taught this lesson to their children. In essence, homeschooling
is the education form that was done during the period of The
Prophet PBUH in which the process took place from the mosque to
homes; from husbands to wives; and from wives to their children.
Therefore, the de inition of Homeschooling based on Rosyid's
perspective is that “every home is a school; every mother is a
teacher; and every father is a principal”.
Similar to Kurnia Indah families, Ana also de ined
homeschooling by quoting an Arabic poetry “Al-ummu madrosatul
ula” meaning that the irst education for children is their mother.
… to my opinion, actually, homeschooling is about
learning at home and the mothers are “madrasatul ula''
or the irst schools form their children. The parents are
the ones who are responsible for educating children is
and not anybody else.1
Sugiono, a tutor of Pahlawan homeschooling, de ines
homeschooling is learning at home by involving parents or learning
around homes without an institutional body.
According to lexical meaning, homeschooling is about
learning at home, where parents educate their children.
While the epistemological meaning of homeschooling
indicates that learning is done to help students learning
at home to have the quali ications equivalent to those of
students learning in formal schools.
David, a Christian, apparently had a point of view similar to
Karunia Indah homeschooling, Ana and Sugiono. To his opinion,
education is the parents' responsibility. In the Bible, “fathers, do not
provoke your children to anger, but bring them up in the discipline
and instruction of the Lord.” (Efesus 6:4). Then he added:
In Christianity, based on the Bible, we are taught that
educating children is parents' duty “O parents, educate
your children”. However, many parents rely on other
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people like religious teachers or school teachers for their
children's education. Ironically, the parents tend to blame
the teachers when their children get low grades.
Meanwhile, children spend only four hours at school and
18 hours at home. Those children are their children. Why
could the parents blame the teachers? Thus, we think
parents can give education to their children wherever
and whenever. They can learn from whomever they like
2
without restrictions to study at home.
Second, the group of people believes in the theory that every
child has their potentials and they can be outstanding in their
strengths including children with special needs. Here are some
explanations delivered by Teladan homeschooling believing that
every pupil has their own uniqueness and they should ind their own
uniqueness. In the interview, it is said:
Te l a d a n h o m e s c h o o l i n g w a s e s t a b l i s h e d t o
accommodate children with special needs. Observing the
lack of formal schools, we see students in schools are
treated in the same. Furthermore, the students should
follow all lessons. In Teladan homeschooling, we adjust
to what the students need. Moreover, formal educations
are not friendly to children with special needs while
every pupil has diﬀerent abilities. So, don't treat them the
3
same.
A similar de inition is explained by Nurlaila, tutor in PKBM
(henceforth: PKBM) of Bina Potensi Insan Madani (BPMIM).
Homeschooling is an alternative education for children with special
needs.
Homeschooling is a type of non-formal educations that
adjusts its process to the needs of students. Because it is
diﬀerent from formal schools, its methods are diﬀerent
too. Some students cannot join formal schools due to
their physical limitations. Homeschooling tries to
provide them with a proper place for educations. It helps
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them to learn the knowledge they want to know in formal
schools. However, I observe that nowadays some
homeschooling services are not based on homes.
Students go to the learning center and teachers do not
come to students' homes. Homeschooling is not limited
to the idea that the tutor must be the parents and should
4
not be other people.
Homeschooling becomes an alternative education not only for
students with special needs but also for a group of people with
certain economic and social backgrounds like Masjid Terminal
school (Master). The following is the homeschooling de inition
delivered by Syarif, a tutor and the head of Package B and C (a
nonformal education which is equivalent to secondary school
certi ication).
To our perspective, homeschooling is an alternative
education which helps a group of disadvantaged people
such as abandoned kids, homeless teenagers, children
with special needs, teenagers with criminal records, and
disabled pupils of a poor family. This alternative
education allows them to have their education, skills, and
5
ability.
Third, the de inition of homeschooling stated that HS was not
limited to the place and time and it considered the comforts as one of
the learning aspects. Radit, a practitioner of single homeschooling,
stated that homeschooling was learning everywhere. It could occur
at home or any environment as long as it could make students feel
comfortable to learn, especially for hyperactive students. Radit also
told about why he chose to homeschool. The irst reason was that his
son could not stay focused for a long time and he was hyperactive in a
playgroup. The second one was that his child preferred having the
practical experience to learning theoretical lessons. The third
reason was that his child had a poor health record (for instance,
when he was tired, he could have nose bleeding then he could lose
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his consciousness) which did not allow him to study in a formal
6
school.
Fourth, the de inition of homeschooling was about educating
children to be independent. This de inition was stated by Nana, a
practitioner of single homeschooling af iliated with Sala i. In her
opinion, homeschooling educates children to be maisah (a
breadwinner) of the family. Learning in a homeschooling
framework, children could be independent as they scheduled their
own time. For example, in the morning, children could join religious
lessons by Sala i teachers; in the afternoon, they could participate in
a basketball club; and in the evening, they could have a part-time job
7
in a company.
Fifth, the de inition of homeschooling was from the perspective
of the public learning center. This de inition was explained by Sri, a
committee of Bina Insan Mandiri Public Learning Center in the
Master school. Homeschooling was a learning model but not an
education unit.8
Digging Motivation
Homeschooled students receive a more varied education than does a
child who is conventionally schooled, this is the quote from Isabel
Lyman, Cato Institute. In the contexts of Jakarta, Depok, and South
Tangerang, there were four motivations why homeschooling
practitioners chose homeschooling as one of the education forms for
9
their children. The irst motivation was religion (4 HS) . Another
motivation was social and economic consideration (1 HS). The third
motivation was about children with special needs, health problems,
and victims of bullying (4 HS). The fourth motivation was that
students cannot develop their creativity and talents independently
in formal schools (1 HS).
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(1) Religion Motivation
These kinds of homeschooling are hereafter-oriented as they want
religious values to become the basis of the educations for their
children. Thus, learning materials taught to them are related to
contents that can increase their love for their religious
understandings. Moreover, this group thought that formal schools
were not able to accommodate or facilitate their homeschooling's
goal since the formal schools limit numerous kinds of religious
understandings. For instance, female students cannot wear a niqab
in schools; female and male students learn in the same room; there is
no extracurricular like horse riding, archery, and swimming.
Karunia Indah Homeschooling
Karunia Indah homeschooling (KIHS) was established by Rasyid on
st
the 31 of October 2005. Rosyid was born in Bone, South Sulawesi,
th
on the 6 of May 1967 and he had four wives and 20 children from his
four wives—each wife had 4 children in average. The name of
homeschooling was taken from the Urdu language which means
“happiness”. There were several reasons why KIHS was established.
According to Zakiah, the second wife of Rosyid and the head
coordinator of KIHS, the irst reason was their budgets to send their
20 children to schools as they were close in age. There was only a
one-or-two year gap among them. If they had sent their kids to
formal educations, they would have needed a lot of money. Finally,
Rosyid and his four wives agreed to educate their children in their
own home and the teachers are his four wives.
The second reason was that Rosyid's family was af iliated with
Jamaah Tabligh, a group of Sala i based in India. They were not
satis ied with formal education in Indonesia. Rosyid and his family
thought that students educated by teachers in schools showed bad
characters like bad manners or disrespect to their teachers and
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parents. Besides, at the end of their study, students expressed
happiness for their school graduation by doodling or even tearing up
their school uniforms. To their perspective, the government had
failed to build students' character education.
The reason is that we have many kids and homeschooling
needs a low budget. However, it is not the only one
reason. Let's see. We are dissatis ied with the current
condition of education. Why? When students graduate,
they doodle and tear up their uniforms. Then, they lack
10
respect for teachers and parents.
The third reason was the belief that daughters should not go out
so frequently. While sons should be allowed to go out and they call
this process “swimming in the ocean”. This could make his children
close to Allah.
In our da'wah (Jamaah Tabligh, Masthurah, and Khuruj),
it is stated that the more sons swim in the ocean of
humans, the closer they will be to Allah. In contrast to
sons, the more often daughters stay at home, the closer
they will be to their God. Why do we call it swimming?
When we walk, we can stop. When running, we can still
stop. If they stop when swimming, they will die. That is
what they are taught about.11
The fourth reason was about the vision of the target educational
goal for Rasyid's family which was to perform good deeds as the
companions learned from The Prophet PBUH. According to Rosyid,
the best period was the period of the Prophet PBUH. He believed that
the deeds of the Prophet's companions were not taught in formal
educations. These four reasons became the initial points of Rosyid
and his wives to be brave and serious to build KIHS.
Our highest dream is that our children can perform good
deeds like the Prophet's companions did. Thus, the
companions' lifestyle becomes part of our lives. Besides,
the companions are given a title Radhi Allah Anhu (may
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Allah be pleased with him/her). So, we want to get that
title too as it is the best title. Allah is pleased with us.
Having other titles in this world will be useless after we
pass away but having the title Radhi Allah Anhu Anhu
(may Allah be pleased with him/her) will be rewarded
the paradise. There are no learning materials about the
deeds of the companions of the Prophet deeds in the
formal educations, so we choose to educate our children
at home. Hopefully, they can perform the practice of
virtue, morality, and manners like the Prophet's
companions did.12
The idealism of this homeschooling was to educate Rabbani
generations by performing good deeds of the Prophet's companions
like loving mosques, controlling worldly desires, and earning the
title Radhi Allah Anhu. This was a long life title.
Pahlawan Homeschooling
Pahlawan homeschooling was started in 2009 by Abdurrahim
Ayum, a former governor of Jamaah Islamiyah (JL) in Australia. He
was active in that organization for 17 years. After resigning from JIL,
Ayub chose to follow the path of al-Salaf al-Shalih and established
homeschooling. Ayyub was inspired after inding that Al-Qur'anmemorizing Palestinian children were killed by Israeli troops. When
he was a member of JL, Ayyun joined “Jihad movements” in
Afghanistan to ight against the Soviets. Moreover, Ayyub had
connections with jihad movements in South East Asia, including
Molems Moro, Philippine. He changed his ideology when he was
meeting some Muslim scholars in the Middle East. Then, he left JL
and followed the way of Salaf.
Then, Ayyub started Pahlawan homeschool in Ciputat and
Pamulang. The formulated vision was to educate Muslim
generations about Islamic laws which were considered shahih or
pure (salaf al-shalih), and to prepare them with academic
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competence, technology and information skills, life skills, and noble
manners in family and society. The ultimate goal was to prepare
religious preachers or teachers along with their own professions.
Four examples, they could be religious doctors, pilots, or
entrepreneurs. This could realize a generation proud of being
Muslims and living on Sunnah like Salaf al-Shalih, the best
generations of these people (brochure of Ibnu Ummar, 2019).
Sugiono, a tutor of Pahlawan homeschooling, gave additional
reasons that encouraged to establish this homeschooling:
That is right. Addurrahim is the initial founder of this
homeschooling. He is a graduate of Australia and was a
former member of Jamaah Islamiyah (JL). His reason is
that female students cannot wear a niqab in formal
schools. Many schools teach their female students and
male students in the same rooms. In addition, formal
schools do not provide extracurricular like archery, horse
riding, or swimming. Those activities are suggested by
the Prophet to master. In Ibnu Ummar homeschooling,
we focus on learning Al-Qur'an and hadith and we do not
teach singing, musical instruments, and painting. They
are forbidden.13
There were some excellences of Pahlawan homeschooling such as
memorizing the Qur'an, learning noble manners, and avoiding
ikhtilath (intermingling between female and male students) in the
learning process. Moreover, female students should wear a niqab
when a male teacher is teaching them. Reni, the head of the
curriculum division, informed that since 2018, her school had
started full-day classes for 22 students and the others were in
regular classes. There were 81 students in total, 4 classes of junior
high school level, and 3 classes of senior high school level. The school
for male students was located in Pamulang.
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Ana's Family
Ana's family was a practitioner of single homeschooling. At the age of
38, she had 4 kids (2 sons and 2 daughters). The two sons, Renda and
Ali studied in Azhari School, a famous school for memorizing Qur'an
in Lebak Bulus. While the two daughters were homeschooled. Ana's
family had some reasons to conduct homeschooling. First, she
wanted her daughters to memorize al-Qur'an (tah idz Qur'an). She
irmly believed that if someone prioritized their preparation for the
afterlife, the worldly stuﬀ would follow him/her. Second, she felt
disappointed with formal school, especially in character educations.
Her two sons studied in an Islamic school but she needed to force
them when to pray or recite the Quran. Third, Ana's family was
dissatis ied with the full-day school because her children's
characters did not change signi icantly.
Ana, a housewife, actually had a dream to be a kindergarten
teacher, although she eventually took the pharmacist in the
university of Indonesia. After time passed, her passion for being a
teacher has not faded. Having children gives her a good opportunity
to make her dream come true. In 2015, she and her family moved to
Jepara due to her husband's job, and she started to feel necessary to
build her own school.
Jepara is a quiet place as it is located far away from the
community center. This makes Ana's family feel dif icult to ind
schools, especially for her third and fourth children. While the irst
and second children still study in a formal school although she was
not satis ied with the school condition. In that formal school, Renda
and Ali were often absent from attending the school since their
friends bully them.
Facing such conditions, inally, Ana herself began to arrange a
curriculum for tah idz for her children and invited some neighbors
and friends to start a tah idz school. Even though she did not have
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much knowledge about the regulation related homeschooling, she
got support after joining activities of “Ibu Profesional (Professional
Mother)”. Then, she found the community of IMHS (Indonesian
Muslim Homeschooling) which was based in Semarang and the
community of Rumah Cahaya Qur'an in Makasar. From these starting
points, she started learning a curriculum of Montessori level 1 and
tah idz. Now, Ana's family knows more about homeschooling
communities and she got much knowledge from the meetings with
the homeschooling communities. After she moved to Jakarta at the
end of 2018, Ana had tried to develop a single homeschooling unit in
her home for her children who were 6 years and 3 years old, Nadirah
and Rara.
Nana's Family
Nana had been a homeschooling practitioner since 2010 and she
was also the founder of the Generasi Juara Public Learning Center
(PKBM) in Depok. Nana was af iliated with Sala i and she
deliberately educated her three children under a homeschooling
system of her own way. She hoped her three children could be
maisahs (breadwinners) of the family. The homeschooling
conducted by Nana started from her willingness to make her
children independent with her irm education according to the
religious understandings of Sala i. According to Nana, a mother
wearing Muslim wear every day, if her children studied in a formal
school, they could not learn much because the teachers, friends, and
environments were the same every day. By homeschooling, her
children could learn many things in a day. For example, they could
join Islamic lessons delivered by a Sala i teacher in the morning, then
they joined a basketball club, and in the evening they could have
part-time jobs in a design company.
Her irst child ever studied in a boarding school in Taiwan
because her husband worked in Taiwan at that time. After going
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back from Taiwan, Nana found that her irst child was not
independent as he had been before, especially about his religious
deeds. While, in her homeschooling unit, children should be
independent, and followed the agreement-based rules like joining
Sala i lessons, cooking, doing dishes, taking care of younger siblings.
This made Nana con ident to keep conducting homeschooling for
her three kids as they could be independent under the parentings of
their parents.
Nana knew a public learning center for the irst time when she
was in Taiwan. At that time, she was invited to join the International
Taiwan public learning center (PKBM) for migrant laborers. To her
perspective, PKBM in Taiwan was very good because the low of
information was directly from the central governments to the public
learning center. While, in Indonesia, the low of information took
several stages in which the central government sent it to a regional
education of ice then the information was passed to the public
learning center. Thus, the obtained information took a long time due
to bureaucracy. Based on her experience of joining PKBM in Taiwan,
she eventually started the Generasi Juara public learning center in
December 2016, in Depok.
The Generasi Juara public learning center had many members
including Ana's family. This public learning center opened
homeschooling units speci ic to Islamic teaching based on Sala i's
understanding. Until 2018, this public learning center was still
online-based not of line. They had playdates only a few times. It
received a permit for the operation: No.
14
421.9/25/IKur/DPMTSP/2018 and No NPSN was P 9970355.
After conducting homeschooling for a long period, Nana was often
invited to be a speaker about homeschooling and to give training for
mothers who conduct homeschooling in some countries. When she
came back to Taiwan, she was labeled radical because of wearing a
niqab. After that experience, Nana took oﬀ her Niqab, especially
when giving homeschooling materials.
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(2) Social and Economic Motivation
This group of people chose to homeschool because they did not have
any other options due to their disadvantaged conditions like a small
amount of money and hard environments. This group of people did
not hope to get high educations but they expected only a proper
education. In general, this kind of homeschooling was done by
people living in remote areas and facing dif icult access to
educations. This group admitted that the tuition of formal
educations could take most of their money as it is too big for their
incomes. Besides, homeschooling was done by urban people who
face dif iculties to adapt to a new environment or have hard lives like
homeless kids, street musicians, punk, and many else. They lived on
the streets, under bridges, or even in bus stations. So,
homeschooling was an alternative education appropriate for this
group of people. Sekolah Mesjid Terminal (Master) belong to this
typology of homeschooling.
The School of Master
Masjid Termina school, commonly called Master, was a school for
homeless children or teenagers. The Master was located in Depok. In
2000, this school was built by Nuokhim, a travel agent of The Umrah
travel agency. He built Master because he intended to break the
poverty cycles form education sectors. Nurokhim was touched to
pioneer an alternative school for poor people and homeless children
for free.
Nurokhim saw there was a gap in educations in Depok. He was
concerned about this signi icant gap. On the one hand, there were
many schools and campuses with magni icent buildings. On the
other hand, the rate of students' dropouts in Depok is high or even
many children never get a chance to study in a school.
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There are ive categories as the target groups of Master such as
disadvantaged people, abandoned kids, homeless children, children
with special needs, teenagers committing crimes, and disabled
children of poor families.
Initially, Master used the terrace of a mosque in the Depok
station. Then, Nurokhim initiated to use containers for its buildings.
These containers were decorated with colorful paintings so they
looked artistic. Recently, there were 2000 students learning in
Master including students of homeschooling, kindergartens,
15
elementary, junior high, and senior high schools. Moreover, it has
100 permanent teachers and 200 volunteer teachers, especially
volunteers from lecturers of Gunadarma University.
This Master school operating under PKBM of Bina Insan
Mandiri (BIM). This public learning center had two programs for
formal educations namely open junior high and senior high schools.
In addition, it operates a school for Package A, B, and C which has
been accreditated B (good), and homeschooling as well. Considering
the limited number of classrooms, Master divided its learning
schedules into three shifts, morning, afternoon, and evening classes.
The evening class was conducted only in the weekend (Saturday and
Sunday), especially for working students. In Master, Syarif, a tutor
and a committee of certi ications A, B, and C, stated that wearing
uniforms was not compulsory for students and they were free to
wear any clothes based on Islamic values.
In PKBM BIM, there are packages A, B, C, and playgroup.
We have some partnerships with some state schools like
the open junior high school 11 and open senior high
school 4. However, the students still study here. Those
who want to take exams just need to pay the exams of
packages A, B, and C for ive hundred thousand Rupiahs.
However, there are 70 students from this school studying
from morning to evening for free. According to the
previous year's data, 300 participants were taking the
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exams. It means that the rest of the students were from
our partners. They are not only from homeschooling but
also from Islamic boarding schools and many else. In
Depok, most of the homeschooling units join this public
learning center. It is because maybe BIM has a good
image and is popular. To be honest, we love to have many
people to learn here, like attending the school or other
activities. Because we intend to help many people, we
cannot reject them. If they come or talk to Mr. Nurokhim,
they can take exams of packages A, B, and C here. In 2018,
300 participants were taking the exams, 70 students of
BIM, 230 students of Islamic boarding schools, around
100 students of homeschooling. Regarding
homeschooling, 50% of mothers whose children register
here wear niqabs.16
Master was an educational institution that was based not only
on social communities but also on character educations and
entrepreneurship. Therefore, Nurokhim hoped that his students
could be accepted by society and compete in the workforce with
their own skills. Thus, Nurokhim provided students with workshops
for welding or screen printing, and a salon, so that students could be
independent.
(3) Motivations of Children with Special Needs
This group of students chose homeschooling due to their physical
limitations which did not allow them to study in regular schools.
These physical limitations were inborn disabilities like deaf, vision
Impairment, hyperactivity, or any physical disabilities. These
limitations became a strong reason why they chose homeschooling.
Homeschooling really helped this group of students to learn well
regardless of their limitations. Learning materials and strategies
were adjusted to their needs.
Very often students with special needs were discriminated
against when attending formal schools like being bullied or avoided
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to make friends. Thus, students with special needs felt dif icult to
adapt to the school environment. In the end, they chose to drop out
because they thought that formal education did not give happiness
to students with special needs.
Nada's Family
Nada was a practitioner of single homeschooling. She became a
single parent due to divorce. Nada told that she and her two
daughters were from Jambi and now they lived in Sala i
environments. Although Nada was a deaf person, she was very
enthusiastic to educate her children.
Nada told that when they were in Jambi, she sent her children to
a formal school. However, both she and her daughters felt
inconvenient about it. One of her daughters, Humaira was reluctant
to go to school because she gave up learning maths, natural, and
social sciences. She always got a low score as she could only make
three or four correct answers out of ten questions. This condition
made Nada sad and then she googled to search for the best
homeschooling which was in line with Sala i.
Eventually, she decided to join PKBM of Generasi Juara by
considering its pro iles of the founders and tutors who were the
followers of Salaf al-Shalih. Another strength of this public learning
center was its online-based learning.
When they were in elementary school level, my daughters
studied an Islamic school expecting that they could have models of
good deeds beside me, good religious understanding, and nice
environments. However, all of those were far from my expectations.
Instead, they were bullied. In grade four or ive, Humaira moved to
that Islamic school because she liked Islamic studies more. My other
daughter feels dif icult to understand mainstream lessons like
maths. I invited a private teacher, but her academic grade was still
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low. Unfortunately, her teachers judged her not able to follow the
17
mainstream subjects.
Now, Nada's dream came true as her two daughters could enjoy
learning, be motivated during learning processes, and have no
discrimination like what they had experienced in the formal
education. Her children's learning motivation signi icantly
increased. Even, they did not feel enough to have only two online
meetings a week. They are happy to have tutors who were patient,
able to give good examples, and always polite in communicating.
This made Nada happy. Now her daughters were brave to meet
strangers unlike they had been before. According to Nada, her
daughters stayed only in Sala i environments in which females wore
long Muslim wears and niqabs to cover all their bodies. That is why,
they were shocked to see many people who did not cover all their
bodies when they moved to Cilengsi, Depok. Even they said, “why
they are like that”.
As time passed, her daughters understood why people out there
wore many kinds of clothes. Her daughters were enlightened by a
learning-based program in which they had a project to write an
essay then presented it online to their tutor. This learning-based
method made Nada's daughters brave to meet new people.
To Nada's opinion, she and her daughters did not ind any
signi icant dif iculty when conducting the homeschooling.
Otherwise, they got many bene its from this homeschooling
program, especially the programs of PKBM Generasi Juara.
Radit's Family
Radit, a practitioner of single homeschooling, had two children
named Nida and Zifa. Nida was grade ive and Zifa was grade one.
Radit confessed that he was from a Nahdatul Ulama (NU) family but
he did not like his NU identity. It was because women in NU do not
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wear long hijabs (veils) which should hang down to waists. Radit
says that those practices are not like what Islamic rules teach us.
Radit told the reason why he chose homeschooling for his
daughters. First, his daughters could not stay focused and they were
hyperactive in their playgroup. Second, his children loved practical
experience more than theoretical lessons. Third, they had health
problems which did not allow them to study in a formal school.
Radit browsed to search for homeschooling or public learning
center base on Islamic laws. He thought PKBM Generasi Juara was
the most suitable for his daughters because, in Generasi Juara
af iliated with Sala i, women wore niqabs and long dresses covering
their whole bodies. Besides, the learning process is done online and
teachers did not need to go to their home so that students could
learn anywhere. The online learning activities started from 07.30 to
09.30 am. He thinks two-hour learning was enough for his
daughters. Unlike in the formal schools, his daughter spent all day
learning and it took away their playing time. That is what Radit
believed. In Generasi Juara, students were very enthusiastic to learn
the lessons, and their motivations also keep increasing. So far, his
main obstacle to conducting homeschooling was an internet signal
which was needed for online learning.
Teladan Homeschooling
Teladan homeschooling was one of homeschooling in Jakarta which
implemented an educational concept “every child has their own
potentials and they can be outstanding in their own ields.” Teladan
homeschooling was established in 2018 and it was af iliated with
PKBM of Ki Hajar Dewantara. This homeschooling had 60 students.
Once, it moved from BSD Serpong to Lebak Bulus. The initial goal of
developing this homeschooling was to facilitate students with
special needs as students in formal schools are treated the same.
Otherwise, learning activities in Teladan homeschooling are
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adjusted to students' conditions and needs. In essence, formal
schools cannot accommodate students with special needs yet.
Teladan homeschooling is intended to cover children
with special needs. Just look at the lack of formal schools
in which all students are treated in the same way and they
all should be able to master all lessons. In this
18
homeschooling, we adjust to what students need.
In detail, the vision of Teladan homeschool was that Teladan
homeschooling prepared the generation of this nation with good
characters according to their human potentials. Its missions were
about preparing Indonesian young generations with strong and
virtuous characters; making Indonesian young generations realize
their own uniqueness and potentials; and making the Indonesian
young generation have leadership, entrepreneurship, and religious
spirits. The goal of Teladan homeschool was to have the graduates
with good qualities, strong faith in and obedience to the Only One
God, entrepreneurship, wide knowledge, discipline, strong work
ethics, and competitiveness in the international level; quality
graduates with their own potentials; developments of science,
technology, arts, and cultures to encourage national developments.
Students hoped that after graduating from Teladan homes
schooling, they could be parts of society and problem-solvers for
their environments by having the habits taught like being
independent and responsible. However, the most important thing is
that they could implement those habits at home. This was often a
challenging process of teaching. To have consistent education at
home, a parenting workshop was conducted once a month since
great generations were born from great parents. Teladan
homeschooling could not compel all students to do the same due to
their diﬀerent abilities. While their parents set high standards
which led students to be stressed.
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We hope they at least have values in their society.
Wherever they are, they can be solutions for people. Once
a month, we host a parenting workshop. We cannot push
students to be able to do everything. Sometimes they
cannot do it because it is dif icult for them to master. It is
not because they are lazy. And their parents have high
19
standards compared to those of other people.
The strength of Teladan homeschooling was not only the
academic priority but also character building. The obstacle to
Teladan homeschooling was that students' parents set high
standards for their children while their children had special needs.
The Public Learning Center of Bina Potensial Insan Madani
(BPIM)
Nulaila was a tutor in PKBM Bina Potensial Mandri. This learning
center was devoted speci ically to children with special needs.
Nurlaila, a graduate of Psychology in Gunadarma University, was
from Depok. For the irst time, she indeed loved learning about
human stuﬀ. Nurlaila ever worked as HRD in a private company for
ive years, but she felt bored. Consequently, she decided to be a tutor
in the BPIM homeschooling devoted speci ically to children with
special needs. Nurlaila loved listening preaches from Ustadz Adi
Hidayat, and Khalid Basaalamah. She told that BPIM was a part of the
learning center of Kak Seto Mulyadi but then BPIM chose to be
independent.
The curriculum used in BPIM was from the Indonesian
Education Of ice, but the target achievements were decreased as it is
for students with special needs. Besides, the most important aspect
was to prepare them with life skills. Teaching materials comprise
Indonesian, religion, and civic education. Although these students
were never invited to join a lag ceremony, they could still know the
world out there by having outing-classes like visiting mosques,
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museums, or zoos. The goal was to sharpen their life skills to interact
with other people. Besides, academic competences also were
important as they should take the exams for the next education
levels. Even some of them were at senior school and higher
education levels in UPH. Basically, children with special needs had
strengths.
Our curriculum refers to the Education Of ice. However,
we decrease the target due to students' diﬀerent abilities.
So, we adapt to the national standard curriculum. Before
students are enrolled, we assess them irs about how far
they have developed like what abilities they have or
targets they want to reach. Next, we will make programs
for academic competence and life skills. We usually share
this with their parents. All subjects are taught like social
study, natural science, civic education, especially those
tested in the national exams.
Meanwhile, Nurlaila expected that the students with special needs
could get the education and focus more on inding out their abilities
so that they could be accepted in their community.
This program is to allow the students with special needs
to get an education equal to formal educational
institutions. They have education and certi icates to
pursue the next education levels. This homeschooling
system allows students to get the certi icate by taking
equivalency exams, packages A, B, and C. Unlike formal
s c h o o l s t r e a t a l l s t u d e n t s i n t h e s a m e w a y,
homeschooling guides them to improve their talents and
interests to optimize students' abilities.
(4) Critical Motivations towards Formal Schools
This group of people assumed that there was a mistake in the
education system in Indonesia as formal schools limited students'
creativity. This mistake was seen from how often the national
curriculum changed time by time depending on who the minister of
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education was. Learning materials in the formal schools were
numerous and students were taught from morning to afternoon.
That is why they did not have enough to improve their creativity.
Moreover, this group argued that not all learning materials taught in
schools are useful in real life. Not to mention, students were
burdened with homework—fully learning in school, they must
study at home too.
Eagle's Nest Homeschooling
Eagle's Nest was Christianity-based homeschooling. It was located
in BSD Serpong. This homeschooling was built in 2000 and it was
af iliated with PKBM Indonesia Cerdas. Eagle's Nest was initiated
from a friendship of some members of the same church. They have
the same vision and mission to internalization of Christianity values.
The vision of Eagle's Nest was to build a homeschooling family
strong in running homeschooling so that they could have children
strong in Christus. While its missions were to build a homeschooling
student community that obeyed God and achieved Allah's goal in
their lives. Moreover, this community was expected to be tough to
face any challenges. Besides, it developed wide networks with
communities of Christus and regular homeschooling to give positive
impacts for homeschooling in Indonesia. What was expected from
homeschooling students in Eagle's Nest was to focus on their
20
qualities like being tough in Christus and following His guidance.
David was from Padang and he was a member of Eagle's Nest
from the second generation. His reason to home school his children
was due to his bitter learning experience in Taruna Senior High
School in Malang. He found that school had strict learning as all
subjects should be learned. Meanwhile, David thought that many
subjects were useless in real life.
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When I was a senior high school student in Malang and all
students were from all over Indonesia. We lived in a
dormitory. I felt tired of its academic life because we were
pushed hard. I thought of why we should learn that and
this, yet we would not use them in our real lives. I used to
be the irst rank from elementary to senior high school
levels. I saw something wrong with our education in
Indonesia. For example, the curriculum changes very
often as every diﬀerent minister will pass diﬀerent
policies. While private schools are expensive. Then, I
learned how education was initially conducted. I found
that some tribes in the world like Arab, Chinese, or Jews
that long time ago educated their children at home. In
Java, for example, a father grew cows and his children
would grow cows too when they grew up. A carpet maker
would have children who would be carpet makers too. So
when did the classroom-based education start? it started
for the irst time during the colonization age as
employees or troops were needed. Thus, they were
educated in schools. We have a prophet named Daniel.
This prophet lived 2000 years ago. In his age, there was
colonization done by Babylonia. At that time, Jews were
educated because Babylonia needed employees. That
was the origin of the classroom system, and Arabs might
experience it too.
Afterward, I questioned why my children should attend a
formal school while its outputs are uncertain. Most
people in Indonesia want to graduate from formal
educations because they want to be government
employees, why should we be like that? I learn from some
igures like Ki Hajar Dewantara. Therefore, I want my
children to be special. Basically, education needs
personal treatment. In our religion, educating children is
the parents' responsibility. Now, parents rely on other
people (religion or school teachers) to educate their
children. When they get low scores, the parents blame
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the teachers. Meanwhile, students learn in school only for
4 hours and they are at home for 18 hours. Those children
are their children. Why is the teacher to be blamed? Even
I see that teachers are not valued by schools. I have many
relatives learning in Sampoerna where if the school does
not like a teacher, the school will replace them right away.
A long time ago, we respected our teachers and now they
tend to be ignored. Thus, I think there is something
wrong with our education. From this insight, I started to
consider educating my children directly. Thus, I found a
wife who would have the same vision. Fortunately, I
found the homeschooling community of Eagle's Nest and
we match well, especially in terms of our ideology.
Nowadays, parents more aware of their children's
education than parents of previous generations. In the
past, father and mother worked and the children went to
school. Children were not rebuked when they came home
late. Based on my observation, the parents of the current
generation prefer to have their children educated in
religion-based or international standard-based schools.
When I was in a hospital, I met a kid and I asked him “what
is your name”. He could not answer. This might be
because that kid interacted only with the people of the
same religion, socio-economic strati ication, or class.
This may cause children to be radical. Even some
students of playgroup do not want to salute the national
lag or to congratulate the big days of other religions. That
is my main reason for homeschooling. In Eagle's Nest, we
have playdate like camping. I make games about
Indonesia. For example, at the irst stop, students should
mention the ive principles of Pancasila; the second stop,
they sing the national anthem of Indonesia Raya; in the
third stop, they read the declaration of Indonesian
independence; the fourth stop is about telling presidents'
names. In Eagle's Nest, there are students from China and
the United States. Therefore, I emphasize that children
need to know other religions and pluralisms because we
are Indonesians.
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Bandung
Most of the homeschooling practitioners in Bandung consider the
outstanding advantage of homeschooling before they decide one.
The most mentioned reason is that homeschooling gives a wide
space for children to develop and learn according to their talents and
interests as they have their own uniqueness.
Actually, formal schools are supposed to be able to do it,
but they are communal. There are many students.
Meanwhile, God created humans with their own
uniqueness and characters. Thus, humans cannot be
generalized like learning the same chapter together.
Nurhanah stated that 50% of mothers of single homeschooling
students wore niqabs consistently every day.
Susanti, a staﬀ working in UPI for years, learned about the types
of characters, behaviors, and communication styles of people who
enrolled their children in formal schools. To her opinion, this
practice was like recording old knowledge. Because of the same
reason, Yeni Rachmawati, Dian Kusumawati, and other colleagues in
UPI established the compound homeschooling of Al-Kautsar.
The compound homeschooling of Al-Kautsar was
initiated by the education practitioners of UPI, ITB, and
UNPAR. We are really concerned with the education
system in formal schools nowadays. Educational
institutions no longer consider children as individuals
whose characters are varied but treated in the same way.
Not to mention, the teachers seem not to have the passion
of being teachers. Moreover, ideal schools set highly
expensive tuition and only can be accessed by elite
groups. To be honest, we ourselves are trying many kinds
of systems which al least can treat students as unique
humans. We experiment with the systems to our children
through the homeschooling of Al-Kautsar. In the future, if
we can ind the appropriate formula, we will establish a
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formal school that can give a wide space for students to
develop their own competence.
Another advantage of homeschooling helped students learn
how to live in real life. In formal schools, students were required to
study learning materials related only to cognitive aspects which
were not suitable for daily lives. Based on the experience of Arie
Novianti, that the cognitive-based learning was easy was proven by
his irst son as he spent only three-week intensive preparation to
pass the equivalency testing of junior high school level. Otherwise,
learning about life or character building was very essential in
children's development like being independent, honest,
responsible, disciplined, loving, tolerant, and many else.
Unfortunately, Those values got less attention from the government.
Thus, that three-year education in formal schools above
is pointless for me because my son only needed three
weeks to pass the test of that three-year education. Many
friends of mine usually ask what he did for the last three
years. My son learned many other things like attending
general lectures, seminars, workshops, and doing an
internship he liked. Then, he teaches. He starts teaching
when he is in the senior high school level. Such things are
nothing for the government, are they? For me, those
things are very meaningful. He enjoys the routines at
home form waking up, preparing breakfast for the whole
family, cleaning his room, washing dishes and clothes, or
shopping. To me, these skills are priceless. Once, I saw my
brother facing the real-life experience, even he did not
know how to buy a gallon of drinking water and how to
replace the gallon on a dispenser. This can be called
incompetent. Therefore, life skills are more important
than formal education. Apparently, we have proven that a
three-week acceleration was enough. We kept drilling
him with exercises of the national-exam-like questions
on and on.
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Azriel, the 16-year-old son of Arie Novianto, con irmed his
mother's opinions
I ever studied in a formal school, but I did not feel
comfortable. In the school, we did not seem to learn as the
fact was that students bullied each other. The teacher was
not aware of us. I just studied in the senior high school for
one month and I still felt diﬀerent from my relatives
studying in formal schools. Even I am not less smart than
them, instead, I know and understand more than they do.
Now I am preparing to face the enrollment test of medical
faculty at the University of Indonesia or Padjadjaran
University. Every day, I have to practice answering
questions of SBMPTN and now learning resources are
plenty. Thus, without being schooled, I can complete it.
'That they do not go to school does not mean that they do not
study'. This philosophy seemed to be a strong motivation for
homeschooling practitioners. Thus, Dita, a parent of homeschooling
students, granted her son's request that he would not take the
equivalency exams of package C which should be taken in 2019. To
Dita, learning can not be measured by a piece of certi icates. There
are values more important than just a certi icate such as being
independent and knowing precisely what is important for him. Fazi,
the son of Dita and working as a coach of scouts, told: “it is okay to
have no certi icate. The most important thing is that we can work and
be accepted by society.”
Thus, learning at home gave some space for good examples of
his parents and people in his surrounding environments.
Homeschooling practitioners believed that homeschooling helped
them to increase the quality of family bondings. This could prevent
children from social misbehaviors like juvenile crimes, free sex, and
many else. Character building of students was carried out by the
habituation, not by force. This was another advantage. Desi, a
member of Sabumi homeschooling, con irmed that in a day, her 6-
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year son could complete the worksheet which was initially designed
for a week.
Desi was concerned about how to implement Islamic values in
her family as a Muslim family, especially character buildings based
on Qur'anic and Sunnah concepts as the next motivation of hers. Desi
confessed her perspectives below:
To my opinion, the character-building of children should
be done before they reach 13. If we do not build good
characters inside them, something or someone else will
in luence their way of thinking or mindset. Let's take a
look at the fact that many adults grumble and say 'this is
dif icult' or 'I can't do it'. This is a matter of mindset. It
should be built from the young age of our children.
Regular educations only focus on cognitive and do not
pay attention to respecting teachers or caring peers.
Actually, respecting and caring are both true intelligence.
The next reason mentioned by many parents of homeschooling
was how to optimize the wasted time of taking children to school and
picking them up. In Bandung, this much time could be wasted,
especially during traf ic jams. Moreover, they needed additional
money for this travel. Having the homeschooling, they can use the
wasted time eﬀectively and ef iciently. To Erwinia, a mother of four
homeschooling students, sending the four children to a formal
school would burden her.
we calculate how much money I would spend if I sent
them to a good and ideal formal school, excluding their
pocket money and many else. By homeschooling, I myself
can manage cheaper spendings and organize a better
quality of learning process which is equal to that of
expensive schools.
I used a curriculum from Cambridge for my irst son, he
could study abroad using the certi icate of Cambridge.
The cost was only 2 million Rupias for each subject to
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receive the certi icate. I did this three years ago, so I could
save a lot.
Wiwid, a manager of compound homeschooling, thought her
decision to run homeschooling with her colleagues was because of
the awareness that every child had their own uniqueness. They need
space and appreciation. In addition, the ones who had to understand
children's uniqueness were their parents. Wiwid once was a teacher
in a formal school. Therefore, she confesses her opinions:
To be honest, I am worried. I am a teacher. When teaching
my children, I found it diﬀerent from teaching others'
children. My mother in law is a teacher too. Thus, she
complained about why her grandchildren are not
schooled in a formal school. Then, now I understand that
every pupil has their own needs while public schools
cannot pay attention to all students. We cannot blame the
school either. The school has its own systematic learning
process and it is impossible for the school to change its
system just because of my children. It just burdens the
school as it has a bigger scale to prioritize. Therefore,
homeschooling is my alternative—a win-win solution. I
do not complain about the school and my children
because I become the school's partner. Besides,
homeschooling can be synchronized between what I
want and what the school sets. Even though my children
go to a private senior high school, I engage directly with
their developments as they may get a little from the
school. If my children were enrolled in formal educations
based on the zoning system, my children could go to any
public schools. It is because my home is located in the
middle of the city.
Homeschooling practitioners thought that the formal
education system gave a strong in luence on students' maturity of
thinking and social relations. Many values of good characters were
often ignored, particularly ideological values of religion and
character building. All parents certainly hope the best for their
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children's future and want them to be tough and religious people.
Therefore, Desi, the manager of Sabumi homeschooling, expected
that her daughters “can take their destained roles to be religious
future mothers because the roles of mothers are the ultimate keys”.
While Ari focused on providing his children with appropriate
competence and qualities to face the challenges of modern life.
Therefore, His children must be well-prepared to be responsible for
themselves, their family, society, country, and religion. One of the
mottoes he emphasized was “learning to live and not living to learn”.
That hope was realized by supporting each other to learn about life.
It was done by promoting their own uniqueness, not uniformity. To
achieve this target, Ari took his children to learn everything they
want with no limitation to classrooms and ages. Ari's irst son was
still 15 years old but he was learning in the philosophy class of
Parahiyangan University.
Besides those subjective reasons above indicating
dissatisfaction with the system in formal schools, there were other
motivations for running homeschooling. One of which was a health
problem. Take a story of Adul Gaos, the head of the Supervision and
Development Division of DIKMAS playgroup, as the example. He told
about his daughter leaving the formal education because of suﬀering
from a disease. This disease forced her to leave the school for a very
long time so that she could not catch up on the lessons and complete
their school assignments.
I have a story about my twin daughters. Now they are
doing their master in Netherland and they always studied
in diﬀerent classes in the formal school. I never think
about favorite or non-favorite schools for my children. I
think the best school for them is their parents. One of
them got a traf ic accident and needed a long medical
treatment. Both of them used to get the irst rank.
Because of this achievement, a month later, she insisted
on going to school while the doctor was not allowing her.
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She thought about how she could catch up on the lessons.
Eventually, we bought a wheelchair to take her to school.
At that time, her senior high school was Soreang Public
Senior High School. Despite the limited facilities, she was
ine because her friends helped her. They welcomed her.
One day, she was going home crying because she found a
lot of uncompleted homework of maths after leaving
school for one month. Afterward, she was enrolled in
homeschooling. She felt comfortable and the healing
process was quick due to fewer activities. Her injuries
needed good treatments. The doctor inally opened her
arm cast earlier than what it had been scheduled (after 8
months). Her school asked her whether she wanted to
come back but she chose to learn independently.
The third daughter of Nurhana, Siti (pseudonym) had a similar
experience. She chose to study in homeschooling because she
suﬀered from epilepsy which made her inconvenient to study in a
classroom setting. Besides, Nurhana was worried about the safety of
her daughter due to a lack of teachers' attention. Having such school
conditions could endanger her daughter. One time, when she was
doing an art assignment, unconsciously she injured herself. In
addition, the symptoms of this disease could not be understood by
the teachers and her friends, so misunderstanding often happened.
When she relapsed from the disease, she could be unconscious and
could not respond to whatever happened around her. Because of this
condition, Siti was considered disrespectful or challenging for the
teachers. Besides, taking regular medication made her often fell
asleep in school.
The next motivation we found was a situational condition of the
children. For example, Lintang decided to homeschool her son
because he was not luent in Indonesian.
When my husband and I came back to Indonesia from
America, my son could not speak Indonesian well. That is
why I decided to homeschool and I think my decision was
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right. It eased me to access the American curriculum
which my son had learned. Thus, my son did not need to
struggle to follow the Indonesian curriculum which was
complicated for me.
In addition to Lintang's story, Roy Abdillah told about his
relative who chose homeschooling for his son.
The son of my relative has been highly curious since his
childhood. His curiosity often used to seem weird for
people around him. Once, he got in a stranger's car on his
own. When asked, he was relaxed and answered that he
had done it because he had been curious. When he was
studying in a formal school, his teachers often called him
a trouble maker. We knew that he was just curious. If he
could ful ill his curiosity, he would stop. Then, my relative
decided homeschooling for his son. This decision was
taken after they saw his son who suddenly became quite.
This made his family worried and now he is normal again
as usual. He is ine for me and his family.
To conclude all motivations mentioned by all homeschooling
practitioners above, the researcher will elaborate on the advantages
of homeschooling. First, homeschooling needs a small amount of
money compared to the tuitions of schools whose curriculum and
education system are ideal. Second, parents' attention to their
children becomes more intensive, so the desired values can be
internalized better inside their children. Third, homeschooling is
lexible in terms of learning materials as parents and students can
choose what they want to learn together. Despite its advantages,
homeschooling has some challenges and limitations of its own.
According to homeschooling practitioners we interviewed, running
homeschooling gives both parents challenges. It is not easy to
conduct learning at home, as it requires commitments, consistency,
and toughness of the parents, especially mothers. homeschooling
her three children, Dita confessed that she needed to adjust her
methods according to the children's characters and formulated the
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curriculum including the mapping of learning materials alone. Even
domestic jobs could be inserted into their learning materials. In
addition, Erwina also told about her irst time conducting
homeschooling in Palembang city. Many assignments should be
managed consistently like guiding children to obey the
implemented learning system. This process was not that easy.
Luckily, she moved to Bandung city where there were many
institutions of compound homeschooling units and community
homeschooling units. The problems related to how to implement
homeschooling could be shared and discussed by fellow
homeschooling practitioners in those forums. “we even can arrange
our curriculum together as long as our children have the same
interest', said Erwina.
Ellen Kristi, the national coordinator of PHI, ever stated:
So many people do not understand what homeschooling
is and they never read its history including intuitions
implementing homeschooling. I am sure that they just
label themselves as homeschooling without learning the
homeschooling history.
Like Ellen Kristi, Sanny Darmawan, Fitri Kusnadi, and Agustein,
simpli ied all motivations mentioned by homeschooling
practitioners into one sentence “we just do not believe in and feel
disappointed with the system of formal educations”. Thus,
regardless of the number of reasons which homeschooling
practitioners in Bandung city confessed, basically, there was a
distrust of well-educated and middle-class families towards our
formal education. A comprehensive improvement in the mechanism
of formal educations should be prioritized in order that all
Indonesian citizens could fully engage in it.
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Surakarta
In Surakarta, non-formal and formal education institutions were
coordinated by the sub-division of equivalency and literacy. This
sub-division belonged to the division of the Society's Education of
Surakarta Education Of ice. According to the data of Surakarta
Education Of ice in 2018, there were 13 public learning
center/training centers (PKBM) which represent non-formal
educations in Surakarta city. Some homeschooling institutions
became members of a public learning center, but the others chose to
be independent units of education institutions.
De inition
Even though the government de ined homeschooling as learning at
home like what is stated in the regulation of education ministry No.
129/2014 about homeschooling, some people and homeschooling
practitioners in Surakarta have their own de inition of
homeschooling. This de inition is derived from their experience of
conducting homeschooling, lexible learning activities, and facilities
for students' developments.
Kurniawan, a father of Hamemayu homeschooling students,
de ined homeschooling as a lexible learning activity done at home
by considering students' interests. In its process, parents played key
roles as teachers and instructors. According to Kurniawan, lexibility
meant that the learning schedule was not as strict as that of formal
schools without losing the important essence of learning. Flexibility
was also understood as a learning process which accommodates the
needs of students' interest and talent developments, including the
students' comforts of learning.
I consider their needs like what the children want to do and
21
what makes them feel comfortable.
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When homeschooling is seen as a learning activity at home,
Kurniawan emphasizes that parents should take a full part of its
process as both instructors or facilitators of the children. Having
those positions, homeschooling practitioners were encouraged to
learn the stages of their children's development. This applied to any
parents whose children were students of homeschooling. It was
because parents' roles could cause the failure of their children's
learning under homeschooling settings.
I got a friend when I was in university. He got his son
homeschooled for only three years. He started
homeschooling for his son after his son graduated from
an elementary school. So his homeschooling was at the
junior high school level, but then he went to a formal
school again when taking the senior high school level.
Maybe his implementation did not seem good or it was
not optimal. I knew the failing factors of his
homeschooling. We, parents, should be totally engaged
with the homeschooling process. It can be pointless if the
parents just want their children to study in a
22
homeschooling setting without ever doing anything.
According to his experience, Banu de ined homeschooling as an
education model based on the spirit of parents' responsibility for
educating their children. The responsibility for this education was
carried out by considering students' interests and talents, physical
and psychological development, learning convenience, and moods.
Therefore, Banu refused to regard homeschooling as an alternative
education after students' failures of learning in formal schools.
To our opinion, homeschooling is not an alternative. For
example, a student chooses homeschooling after he is not
admitted to formal schools. It must be his own selfmotivation from inside. We are aware that our son, Azzam
does want to study in a formal school. We understand
that the ones who must educate him are his parents.
Therefore, we start homeschooling together. We conduct
23
learning and educative activities at home.”
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B a s e d o n U m m u Z a f ra n' s o p i n i o n , l e a r n i n g u n d e r
homeschooling frameworks was more than learning at home or not
going to schools out there. Homeschooling could be de ined as the
process of providing students with any learning situation in which
they could keep learning both indoor or outdoor and lifeskills
became the main targets.
Thus, the meaning of homeschooling is how to make
students learn wherever and whenever, especially from
home and parents. That is what actually homeschooling
is.24
Ummu Zafran de ined homeschooling as a school facilitating
students with a regular learning schedule like the learning process
in formal schools. The diﬀerence was that the learning process of
homeschooling was conducted in comfortable and homey settings.
Therefore, homeschooling also could be de ined as a child-friendly
school that understands students' needs and psychological
conditions.
We deliver the lessons like formal schools do but the
learning settings are made as comfortable as possible like
their own homes. In my opinion, homeschooling should
be a child-friendly school. We make the school cozy for
students.25
Meanwhile, Sarjoko, the head of PKBM Arridho, de ined
homeschooling as an education model whose vision was to ful ill the
rights of socially and economically marginalized people to access
education. Having this de inition, Sarjoko thought homeschooling
services af iliated with a public learning center should focus on
serving the groups of the socio-economic lower-middle class. Their
services could be forms of playgroups, community reading corners,
equivalency programs of package A-B-C, and many else.
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To my perspective, actually, homeschooling is a social
service whose goal of its establishment is to give the
marginalized people an opportunity of equal
educations. In general, our people are from low-income
groups.26
The head of senior high school of HSKS public learning center,
Heru Suwignyo de ined homeschooling as:
Alternative educations and schools for students with
dif iculties accessing educations. There are four target
groups of students. The irst are those with special needs.
The second is a student who dropped out of school. The
third are those busy with their own world because they
want to develop their skills. The fourth are those who
27
have dif iculties to socialize or mingle with others.”
Having the system which could accommodate students with
special needs, Heru also considered homeschooling to: “… be one of
the inclusive non-formal education services. Many kinds of students'
backgrounds and needs can be ful illed with the implementation of
homeschooling. We run the learning process almost equal to what
formal educations do, so homeschooling has advantages as good as
those of formal schools …”28
From all de initions mentioned above, this research found the
de inition of homeschool as a set of activities to educate children
based on parents' moral responsibilities and awareness. In this case,
homeschooling required the total engagement of the parents as
instructors and facilitators for their children. Parents played
important roles as teachers and educators for their children in
ful illing their needs of necessary knowledge to develop their life
skills. Homeschooling was also understood as a learning process
which emphasizes the comforts for children, provides lexible
learning, and accommodate students' talent and interest
developments. Therefore, homeschool could not be merely regarded
as an alternative education service after students experience failure
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of learning at formal schools, but also it should be understood as
educations based on parents' awareness. Even practitioners de ined
homeschooling as an education service with the vision for social
services not for pro its.
Various Motivations
Surakarta Education Of ices confessed that homeschooling tended
to be an informal education which accommodated school-aged
students. In spite of having no investigation, the Education Of ice
admitted that there was an increasing number of students learning
in homeschooling frameworks. This could be done either by taking
homeschooling education oﬀered by non-formal education
institutions like public learning centers or by doing it at home with
their parents. One of the indicators was a large number (1030
students in total) of homeschooling students in eleven public
learning centers all over Surakarta.29
A public learning center (PKBM) is a unit of non-formal
education which is substantially diﬀerent from homeschooling—an
informal education. However, Surakarta Education Of ice
encouraged all homeschooling practitioners to register their
institutions in a public learning center, especially those of single and
compound schoolings. Once they registered their homeschooling
units, their students were automatically registered too. PKBM
facilitated the learning activities of homeschooling with the
equivalency exams besides other services like playgroup, vocational
programs, and community reading corners.
Some homeschooling practitioners admitted that the
willingness of choosing homeschooling had a speci ic reason. Take
Dwi Purwanti's reason as an example, she admitted that the
psychological burden of her daughter became the main reason. She
told that after graduating from elementary school, her daughter
continued her education in Batik Surakarta Islamic Senior High
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School. On the irst day of learning in her class, he felt uncomfortable
with the learning environment of that junior high school. It was
caused by the way students talked and they tended to use rude and
dirty words. This way of communication was back-clashed with ours
in daily interaction. In our family, we always used polite expressions
or language to communicate.
30

Inspired by Gen Halilintar, Dwi Purwanti decided to send her
daughter to Kak PKBMof Seto's homeschooling. However, it did not
make her daughter comfortable. Then, she decided to learn
independently at home using a homeschooling approach and she
was registered in Cahaya Rejeki public learning center. Dewi told
why her daughter found it dif icult to make friends and to interact
with each other there. It was because of the way students
communicate using rude and dirty words. In contrast, her daughter
was educated to talk using polite words and avoid rude or dirty
words.
Kurniawan, Hamemayu' father, confessed that he conducted
homeschooling programs because his daughter seemed
uncomfortable to learn at formal school, even with excellent system
and facilities. Even Hamemayu moved from one to another school
when she was in playgroup levels. It started from Al-Falah
playgroup, Al-Hilal, Kunti, to Al-Karim playgroups, and she tried to
learn in HSKS public learning center. The learning condition in the
classroom, interactions with her friends and teacher, and strict
schedules seemed to make Hamemayu feel stressed, sick, and even
dif icult to learn. In contrast, when she learned at home alone, with
parents, brothers, or sisters, she looked motivated to learn. At home,
she could read many books of diﬀerent titles with the speed faster
than the average speed of other children at the same age. Besides,
Hamemayu showed her interest in singing and reading a dozen of
novels every week. Based on the interview, Hamemayu won some
31
singing competitions for kids in Central Java. These achievements
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encouraged Kurniawan to ind a learning model more suitable to
Hamemayu's convinience. Thus, He chose a single homeschooling
unit where the tutors were Kurniawan and invited private teachers.
Finally, I was interested in homeschooling… I tried, maybe it
would be suitable. Apparently, Alhamdulillah (all praises to Allah).
The result is amazing. Her development is fantastic. Even now, I still
keep in touch with her friends' parents of her previous kindergarten
on Facebook and those parents are surprised with Hamema's
32
developments.
Besides psychological problems that make students dif icult to
face the school's conditions, conducting homeschooling is also
based on parents' motivations to internalize religious values.
According to interviewees we met, taking homeschooling was in line
with their willingness to directly educate their children based on the
examples of what Prophet Muhammad PBUH had done. For
example, Ummu Zafran conducted the homeschooling due to the
motto al-Ummu madrasat al-Ula Idza a'dadtaha a'dadta sya'ban
thayyibal a'raq (mothers are the irst schools for their
children—preparing them well means preparing the best
generation). With this message, she understood that parents were
the ones responsible for educating their children, not others like
formal educational institutions. Especially, this education was done
during children's young age as the golden moment to develop their
positive character based on Islamic values.
In addition, education by mothers was understood as Jariyah
deeds (continuous rewards) which they bring to life after. Ummu
Zafran believed in this concept about protecting the family from the
hell ire (committing in sins) which was stated irmly in al-Qur'an.
Moreover, in a hadith, the Prophet Muhammad PBUH said that When
a man dies, his deeds come to an end except for three things:
Sadaqah Jariyah (ceaseless charity); a knowledge which is
bene icial, or a virtuous descendant who prays for him (for the
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deceased). These good deeds are the rewards which the parents will
bring to life after.
To my opinion, I want to have good deeds. When my kids
grow up and do good deeds, I can receive the same
reward. If they can recite al-Qur'an, the same reward will
be given to me continuously. Islamic values are not only
lessons for them, but also continuous rewards for me,”
said Ummu Zafran, the head of Homeschooling Muslim
Seluruh Indonesia (HMSI)/Indonesian Muslim
Homeschooling branch in Single.33
A similar reason is also stated by Banu Tri Nugroho and Dini
Rosa Siti Ayu. According to Banu and Dini, the homeschooling
program chosen for Azzam, their son, was based on some
considerations. In addition to Azzam's insistence on learning at
home and helping his parents' domestic jobs like washing dishes,
mobbing, and looking after his siblings, both of his parents believed
that the responsibility for educating children was on their own
parent's hands, and not others'—Al-Umm Madrasatul Ula (mothers
are the irst school). Both Banu and Dini believed that children's
education was the main responsibility of parents and other people
or schools played supplementary roles in education which students
got. students learned in school because there was an eﬀort of
sharing roles with teachers or there were many working parents
who needed to leave homes longer. However, that fact did not
decrease the parents' responsibility for educating their children
directly.
We both work at home and the children want to learn at
home too. Basically, we are the ones who have to give our
children the lesson. For us, homeschooling is not only an
alternative but also our awareness of teaching lessons to
our children at home. Thus, we do not set any target as
formal schools do. The schools may set what a 12-year
old student should master. We are just relaxed following
what Azzam needs.
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Based on a homeschooling practitioner's perspective, Annad
Widayati, from PKBM of Kak Seto's homeschooling branch in Solo,
stated that the establishment of her institution was based on the
same reason as the homeschooling initiated by Kak Seto. The reason
was to satisfy the need for students to learn at learning settings as
comfortable as at home. According to her observation, there were
many children of formal educational institutions actually did not
enjoy their learning process. Moreover, they experienced dif iculty
adapting themselves to the learning system and the provided
curriculum as the learning systems in formal schools were rigid and
could not accommodate students to freely express and develop their
talents and interest. Bullying in the environment of formal school
could not be avoided either.
On that basis, Anna initiated to open a branch of Kak Seto's
homeschooling in Surakarta. The establishment of this
homeschooling was based on idealism to ful ill students' learning
needs which could not be accommodated by formal educational
institutions. There were a series of surveys conducted prior to its
establishment to understand how high parents' and students' needs
towards homeschooling educations were. Anna stated:
Why did we choose (establish) homeschooling? This
homeschooling is based on idealism to improve the
quality of education and this homeschooling would give a
very big opportunity to have pro its. However, It is up to
our conscience. The reason is to ful ill student's needs
which cannot be ful illed or obtained in formal schools.
Apparently, so many students cannot follow the learning
patterns in formal educations or cannot feel motivated to
learn while the regulation of formal educations has been
standardized. If students cannot follow it, they may not
move to the next grade. Moreover, bullying may occur in
their schools.34
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The director of Cahaya Rejeki public learning center which is
located in Banjarsari district Surakarta, Siti Badriyah confesses that
the non-formal education she leads now opens the service for
homeschooling through the equivalency programs. That is why,
Cahaya Rejeki now had a number of learning services namely
playgroups, public reading corners, vocations, and equivalency
programs of package A, B, and C. Meanwhile, homeschooling
programs had been opened for the past two years (2017/2018) as it
was the result of the increasing number of students who found it
dif icult to follow the education in formal educational institutions.
Not to mention, they also were not interested in learning at nonformal educations like public learning centers. The most reasons
mentioned by homeschooling participants were the intense
learning burdens and psychological pressure among students like
bullying:
Actually, there are few students who homeschool or join
private courses. There are more than three students.
These students do not want to study or do not feel
comfortable in formal schools. They do not want to study
in a formal school because they were bullied or mocked
there. However, seemingly there are too many subjects in
formal schools. Children are children. Although the
school is excellent with complete learning facilities, they
still do not want to. Even there was one of them jumping
out of the school fence. Therefore, I accommodate them
35
in private homeschooling,”
The coordinator of the Syifa public learning center, Puri
Setianingtyas told that PKBM she had built opened homeschooling
programs as a unit of equivalency programs for the past two years
(2017/2018). Homeschooling programs were highly demanded
when parents and children faced the children's problems of social
interactions with their peers in formal schools. In general, the
problems were dif icult to be solved by both parents and children, so
they chose to run homeschooling rather than bothering the
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children's opportunity to learn well.
Their reason is that in general, their children actually
have had a gap—a problem in formal schools. Thus, they
assume that they can limit the friend whom their children
socialize with by running homeschooling. Unlike
homeschooling, formal schools can be psychological
36
burdens…
Therefore, Putric added that homeschooling as the chosen
learning space was caused mainly by students' motives instead of
parents. Students chose to learn at home because it was hard for
them to follow the learning process in formal schools:
There are only a few homeschooling institutions taken
due to parents' interest, but most of thems are based on
students' willingness because of the eﬀect of gaps,
'something' (their psychological problems) in formal
schools. Then, they refuse to go to school again. They just
want the homeschooling…37
Generally, parents, homeschooling practitioners, found that
homeschooling made their children have high learning motivation,
learn comfortably, get many opportunities to develop their talents
and interests, even become independent and more mature than
their peers who studied in formal educational institutions.
Surabaya
There were ten (10) homeschooling institutions in Surabaya city
that became the subjects of this research. The ten homeschooling
institutions consisted of 5 religion-based homeschooling
institutions and the others were non-religion-based homeschooling
units. Four out of ive religion-based homeschooling institutions
were Islamic homeschooling and the other one was Christian-based.
Some of these ten homeschooling institutions did not have a
homeschooling branding in their educational units. However, some
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of them admitted their institutions as just homeschooling, or others
regard their units as homeschooling of public learning centers. The
concept of public learning center homeschooling was one of the
unique characteristics of homeschooling-based educational service
which developed in Surabaya.
Based on the data of the Non-formal education Of ice of
Surabaya, there are 34 public learning centers (PKBM) that are
active and having NPSN (National School Identi ication Number).
However, only six public learning centers were clearly admitted as
homeschooling. Based on the result of the observations on the
homeschooling, there were 3 single homeschooling units; 4
compound homeschooling services; and thee community
homeschooling institutions. There were series of motivations which
encouraged the founders and pioneers to establish homeschooling.
Digging Motivations
As mentioned, there were many kinds of homeschooling
practitioners' motivations in diﬀerent areas. In the context of
Surabaya city, homeschooling practitioners' motivations were
classi ied into four diﬀerent motivations. First, some homeschooling
units which were conducted by the second generation were
intended to “carry on the legacy” under the public learning centerbased homeschooling. Second, homeschooling practitioners were
motivated by the “business niche” using the label of the
homeschooling of the public learning center. Third, homeschooling
was a form of competition with other education services. Fourth,
running homeschooling is motivated by certain idealisms in
education. The irst two motivations will be discussed
below—because of their uniqueness.
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Carrying on Legacy
Homeschooling is called the eﬀort of carrying on a legacy because it
is conducted by the second generation. This homeschooling was
popular among education practitioners, the local government, and
people around its environments. HSM was a recommended
homeschooling where many people consulted problems aﬀecting
their school-aged children or they needed certi icates for certain
purposes. The result of the observation more con irmed that this
institution was internalized as a part of the community's life.
Although its operational of ice was located at the end of a small alley,
HSM was dif icult to ind. This was maybe because it had been
established for more than 30 years. Despite only using small
signboards and scratch direction signs, HSM never lacked
participants learning there.
Even when we had a discussion— which could be called as a
small focus group discussion during the celebration of Indonesian
independence day, the manager, the successor of his mother's public
learning center, explained that his homeschooling lacked tutors.
Eleven tutors are not enough to ful ill all students' needs. Moreover,
now the classroom managements of this homeschooling and public
learning center were almost like formal schools. Time allocation,
methods, materials, and exam systems were exactly the same as
those of formal schools. The students were registered in The
Ministry's Education data center in which attendance and learning
activities were supervised by the education of ice.
Despite having limitations, the existence of HSM in densely
populated areas became a solution for children's problems related
to administrations in the formal educations. Many of the
participants were those who faced problems in educations like drop
out which made them stop schooling; bullying which caused them to
feel uncomfortable; or unemployed youths who were found by social
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activists. The youths needed certi icates when they wanted to get a
job.
According to the manager who was busy with his duty as a
government employee, sometimes he felt bored and tired of running
this public learning center which his parents had passed down.
However, he could not refuse the legacy of his parents because it was
a part of his parents' service to the community around them. In
addition, many people got the bene its of its existence.
Business Niche
In a city where economic movements were pretty fast, the
establishment of homeschooling in the context of urban people's
needs could be understood. Moreover, there was a business
opportunity they could dig. Initially, it started from the trend of
homeschooling as a phenomenon of urban people in educations,
especially among people of the middle socio-economic class. The
main problem of these middle-class people was relatively similar
that there was a disappointment with formal educational systems.
They thought that the systems were too strict. Because this
established learning system was dif icult to be enriched with other
educational elements, many parents looked for an alternative
education suitable for their needs.
The result of observation showed that there was an explicit
intention to get bene its from this business niche. There was a very
potential niche market which was proven by the fact that there were
some branded educational institutions taking a part in this business
niche. To avoid misperception, this business niche should be de ined
as the opportunity which could contribute to the welfare of
homeschooling practitioners including the owners and employees
who made a living from this institution. For example, one unit of
homeschooling had 23 tutors or another one had 13 tutors, and
some of them had only one of icial tutor though. It could be simply
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understood that the business opportunity under homeschooling
systems was that big. Even one of homeschooling set the tuitions up
to 15 million rupiahs a year for every student. Such big tuition
showed their target market which was intended and business
process which was considered bene icial. In another business
context, homeschooling was established due to the economic
potentials, and markets of the middle class were pretty big. Thus,
there was homeschooling established in a magni icent equipped
with 3 up to 6 loors. The learning activities included packages A, B,
and C which are run like in formal schools.
Characteristics of Homeschooling in Surabaya
Most units of the homeschooling which were observed used
classical methods like classroom-based, face-to-face with the
teacher, and counseling approach. The counseling approach was
considered the most eﬀective to develop students. Only two
homeschooling units did not use classical methods. Both of them use
a more modern approach including the teaching systems and
teaching approaches. These two homeschooling units used the
tutorial and mentoring approaches. The relation between tutors and
students was informal and the tutorials were conducted in
comfortable places for students. One of the tutors said:
The relation in homeschooling should be better than that
of formal school because students pay more expensive
tuition. Thus, they should get better services. Actually,
mentoring students like this ease me as the tutor who
delivers the lessons in the class too. (PW. HSP public
learning center).
Meanwhile, the curriculum or the structures of learning
materials were completely formulated by the institution
independently. In the curriculum structures, there are learning
designs that will be delivered to learners and all evaluation models
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of every level. It could be said that the homeschooling curriculum in
Surabaya city completely included all subjects required by this
country (Indonesian government). Clearly, the diﬀerence did lie
down on the subjects or curriculum structure but its teaching
contents. Just a few of homeschooling units inserted the content of
nationalism in various subjects. They mentioned that there were
some innovations in learning materials. Most of the materials were
adopted from the 2013 national curriculum. Their target was to
prepare students to be ready to take the national exams and the
university entrance exams.
The referred learning materials of public learning center
homeschooling in Surabaya city can be mapped. Most of the
homeschooling units used the references recommended by the
government. This public learning center of the homeschooling unit
used the references recommended by the Education Of ice because
the institutions had a pragmatic target to help students or
participants succeed in taking the exams conducted by the country
(the national exams and the university entrance exams). The rest of
the learning materials were innovated by the homeschooling in
terms of mechanisms of obtaining the materials, processing them
into teaching materials, and delivering them.
Besides, there was also a public learning center homeschooling
which added curriculum materials as mentioned by an informant as
follows:
The consideration of implementing packages A, B, and C
is based on the demand of society and the
recommendation of the Education Of ice. We prioritize
preparing the students to pass the exams as regulated by
the Education Of ice. Regarding the method or materials,
all of them have been provided in various textbooks
which the Education Of ice provides….” (Y, MS public
learning center).
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A similar explanation was mentioned by the informant from
another public learning center homeschooling:
Here [in our institution], besides using the textbook
provided by the education Of ice, every material is
enriched with examples written in Al-Qur'an and Hadith.
The way is that we replace the examples in the textbooks
with those in the Islamic teachings especially for
mathematics, natural science, and social science.
Meanwhile, the other subjects like civic education are
taught based on what is in the textbooks. (WS, PKBM
HSP).
Despite a small number, there were few of the observed
homeschooling-based public learning centers which eliminated the
subjects recommended by the government. They conducted very
few learning activities related to the nationalism building with the
minimum durations. Even there were homeschooling units that did
not have a lagpole and never performed the weekly lag
th
ceremony—except only on the 17 of August. They thought that the
spirit of Indonesia and nationalism could be taught in other learning
mechanisms and methods.
Learning the religion (Islam) well will automatically
build the love towards this country although this love
must not be bigger than the love to Allah SWT. Here,
learning Islam using the Indonesian language, students
study about Indonesia as the area of da'wah (the
invitation to Islam). We present the holistic Islam
(kaﬀah), from the early age of students. Thus, they will be
ready to enter the da'wah world. (IY, HS-T)
Therefore, it can be concluded that a few homeschooling-based
public learning centers not only taught students the lessons to face
the equivalency exams but also had an educational mission to
prepare the future Islamic preachers.
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Makassar
There is an interesting development of homeschooling in Makassar,
South Sulawesi. Using the snowballing approach, the ield
observation in Makassar classi ied the homeschooling as follows:
The Table of Informants in Makassar
Name

Types

Students

Kasih Bangsa HS

Compound

3 students of ABK

3 Female

Mira HS

Single

2 toddlers

2 (L & P)

PKBM Ihkwan HS

Community

-

-

Naya HS

Single

7 students

2 (L & P)

Rumah Cendikia HS

Community

-

-

Primagama HS

Community

14 students

-

Teachers

De inition, Meaning, and Motivation
According to Aurora, the head of Kasih Bangsa homeschooling,
homeschooling could be de ined as two concepts. Firstly,
unschooling is that a student does not school but he/she is free to
choose what lessons he/she wants and to learn using what he/she
needs. The lessons he/she wishes to learn can be taught by both of
his parents. Secondly, school at home is that a student still learns
with certain limitations of learning materials. This homeschooling is
initiated by parents as the tutors or mentors of the school at their
homes. Kasih Bangsa homeschooling was a school at home in which
pupils gathered in a house to learn together and this homeschooling
was classi ied into a compound homeschooling.
Meanwhile, to the perspective of Impu Sanjaya from Makasar
Cendekia homeschooling, homeschooling is a school with the
concept of how pupils study as they feel at home. Impu explained
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that pupils needed a friendly education like home. In this school,
students were not obliged to wear a school uniform like in public
schools. Impu had a home where the pupils could live and solve
problems not only by their intelligence but also by the good
characters taught in this school. It was because good characters
were the main keys.
In sequence, the motivations of homeschooling units in
Makassar could be described as follows:
Kasih Bangsa Homeschooling
Kasih Bangsa homeschooling was homeschooling which focused on
students with special needs. The Kasih Bangsa homeschooling in
Makassar was a branch of the same homeschooling whose
headquarters was located in Surabaya, East Java. Kasih Bangsa
homeschooling was a homeschooling institution with networks in
conducting the teaching and learning activities. This Kasih Bangsa
homeschooling in Makassar had three students—two of them were
Christians and the other one was Muslim. This homeschooling was a
compound homeschooling because the students were from
diﬀerent families.
The activities of Kasih Bangsa homeschooling were conducted
in three days a week. The schedule was on Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday. The head of Kasih Bangsa homeschooling in Makassar,
Aurora thought that this homeschooling not only educated the
pupils with school subjects but also gave therapy for those with
special needs. When the researchers came to this school on
Thursday, it was closed. Then, we came again the next day. While
waiting out of the classroom, we heard a pupil crying. Aurora
thought that crying in the class was an expression of students
because they had not understood the lessons. He would stop crying
if he understood. After learning, one of the students would go out of
the classroom and pick lowers in the schoolyard if he understood
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the lessons.
Kasih Bangsa homeschooling conducted its teaching and
learning in a house that was designed like a classroom. This house
had a large yard and it was surrounded by fences. In that area were
two houses. One of them was used for teaching and learning
activities while the other one was where the coordinator of Kasih
Bangsa lived. There were many parks and one ishpond. There was a
dog going around the house.
Besides teaching and learning activities three days a week,
every year the students of Kasih Bangsa homeschooling in Makassar
also visited the center of Kasih Bangsa in Surabaya, East Java. Their
visit to Surabaya was because they would join an art performance
festival. These students with special needs were trained to perform
before departing to Surabaya.
Telling her reason to enroll her child in Kasih Bangsa
homeschooling in Makassar, one of the students' parents, Anastasia
confessed that students would get equivalency certi icates besides
getting lessons and therapy. “Equivalency certi icates are important
for my child's future,” said Anastasia.
Mira Homeschooling
Mira homeschooling was a homeschooling unit which was
established speci ically for the children and toddlers below ive
years old. Mira homeschooling was established by a married couple,
Astri Ananta and Yadi Saputra. This homeschooling had two
students who were 3.5 and 5.5 years old. The two students were the
biological children of Astri and Yadi. This homeschooling was
classi ied into a single homeschooling unit because all students just
belonged to one family.
Mira homeschooling is a homeschooling unit which focused on
ta idz or memorizing Al-Qur'an. These early-aged students listened
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to the recitations of the holy verses, then they memorized those
verses. Besides, the learning approach was about how to build good
characters within the pupils. The parents were both the education
sources and the teachers who taught various lessons to their pupils.
The educational approach of this homeschooling was the
Montessori method. Montessori method was indeed used
particularly for early-aged children. To understand and master this
method, Astri took a Montessori diploma. Actually, Astri had a
bachelor and master's degrees majoring in engineering. She was a
lecturer at the Engineering Faculty of Sultan Hasanudin University,
Makassar, South Sulawesi. Then, she resigned and then focused on
being a teacher in this Mira homeschooling.
Astri admitted that she resigned from a lecturer position after
she had delivered her children. Then, she focused on educating her
children at home by establishing Mira homeschooling. Astri often
became a speaker in homeschooling events in Makassar. Astri was
the coordinator of Indonesian Muslim Homeschooling (IMHS) in
South Sulawesi.
Astir's husband, Yadi confessed that he and his wife schooled
their children in Mira homeschooling because irstly the schools out
there were expensive; secondly, the educational environments
nowadays were less conducive to build children's good characters.
Therefore, Yadi thought that his children should be prepared with
suf icient and quality religious knowledge. At irst, children should
be able to memorize Al-Qur'an from an early age. Second, children
were educated with the good examples from both their parents like
congregational prayers in the mosque.
Ikhwan Public Learning Center-Based Homeschooling
Ikhwan public learning center-based homeschooling was the only
one homeschooling unit that was registered in the Makassar
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education of ice. The pupils stayed at a house which was turned into
a dormitory. This house of Ikhwan public learning center-based
homeschooling was not only where the pupils stayed at but also
where they had teaching and learning activities. All students of
Ikhwan public learning center-based homeschooling came from
diﬀerent regions of Indonesia like Padang, Bandung, Bekasi,
Makassar, and many else. This homeschooling was a community
homeschooling because it had a large number of students from
diﬀerent families.
Ikhwan public learning center-based homeschooling was a
branch in Makassar and it had headquarters located in Sentul, Bogor,
West Java. Moreover, Ikhwan public learning center-based
homeschooling was a part of the networks of the Ikhwan
organization based in Malaysia. The teaching and learning activities
in Ikhwan public learning center-based homeschooling started at
3.00 am. All pupils were obliged to perform the Tahajud prayer
followed with the Fajr prayer in congregation and teaching and
learning activities until the evening before bedtime. Another pupils'
activity was cleaning the environment around Ikhwan public
learning center-based homeschooling. When we were about to leave
this homeschooling, we saw some students sweeping the yards and
the others feeding chickens and ducks as livestock this
homeschooling had.
A committee of Ikhwan public learning center-based
homeschooling, Dinda stated that this homeschooling had two kinds
of permits. The irst permit was for the teaching and learning
activities issued by the education of ice of Makassar city and the
second permit issued by the social of ice of Makassar city was for
dormitory activities.
Ikhwan public learning center-based homeschooling had three
educational levels namely playgroup for children from an early age
up to 6 years old, elementary school, and junior high schools. The
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education of Ikhwan public learning center-based homeschooling
emphasized religious educations. Religious lessons were not only
taught as knowledge but also implemented as habits. “for example,
performing wudu. We teach the students how to perform wudu
based on Islamic guidance. This thing is seldom found in regular
schools,” said Dinda.
When conducting an observation based on the address from the
internet, we found that Ikhwan public learning center-based
homeschooling apparently was a restaurant that belonged to the
Ikhwan organization. A waiter of the restaurant guided us to where
the teaching and learning activities of Ikhwan public learning
center-based homeschooling really took place.
Naya Homeschooling
This homeschooling was a single homeschooling unit where the
founder and tutor of this homeschooling were both parents of
students. This homeschooling had seven students and the youngest
one was 13 years old. Some of the pupils were registered in Cendekia
homeschooling in Makassar. This homeschooling was a single
homeschooling as all students belonged to one family.
As both a teacher and parents of Naya homeschooling students,
Naya told that her husband ever worked as the operational director
in an international hospital in West Java. However, her husband
resigned from working in the hospital and started to focus on their
children's education. After resigning from his job in the hospital,
Naya's husband took a bachelor and master of education in the
university of Indonesian Education in Bandung, West Java. After
completing his studies, he and his family moved to Makassar.
“Makassar is our home town,” said Naya. In Makassar, her husband
took a master of education again in Sultan Hasanuddin University,
Makassar, South Sulawesi.
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According to Naya, now her husband is working as a character
education consultant in Islamic boarding schools and he has to
travel from Makassar (South Sulawesi) to West Sulawesi back and
forth. Traveling from Makassar to West Sulawesi back and forth, he
brings his family with him (father, mother, and the seven children).
The pupils were educated with character educations based on AlQur'an. “ Taken from Al-Qur'an, learning materials are developed in
various lessons based on the pupils' need,” said Naya.
Naya explained that teaching materials applied the
personalized curricula. The framework was itrah-based education
(education based on the nature of humans) by design thinking. Naya
explained that she and her family went Makassar-West Sulawesi
back and forth and explored various regions. “Bringing children
with us is to let them learn local wisdom directly,” said she. Naya also
stated “we understand that education cannot be separated from real
life. My husband is mainly responsible for the curricula for children.
In yaumul akhir (the day of judgment), the husband will be judged by
Allah SWT upon the seven children whom Allah SWT has entrusted.
My husband is the principal, and I, their mother, am the executor for
daily activities.”
Cendekia Homeschooling
Cendekia homeschooling based in Makasar was a homeschooling
unit whose concept was about how pupils studied at school but they
could feel at home. The head of Cedekia homeschooling, Impu
Sanjaya said that pupils needed a friendly education which made
them feel at home. According to Impu, in this school, the pupils were
not obliged to wear the school uniform like in public schools. Impu
hoped that the pupils could live and solve problems not only by their
intelligence but also by the good characters taught in this
school—the good characters were the main keys.
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The obstacle Impu found when establishing this school was the
permit of the school establishment. We applied for the
establishment permit to the education of ice in Makassar, but it was
always rejected. This education of ice argued that a formal school
should have uniforms. Then we applied the same permit to the
education of ice in Gowa city and the permit was granted. All praises
to Allah.” Said Impu.
To Impu's opinion, a child is both a responsibility and hope of
every parent. The predominant wish of parents is that their children
can be smart and successful in their own lives. Understanding the
high demands which will be faced by their children in the future,
every parent absolutely wants the best education for their children
from an early age. Starting from this thought, Cendekia
homeschooling oﬀered an interactive education service which was
packaged in a systematic and applicable curriculum. In general, this
educational institution was intended to optimize the leadership
potential within the pupils and it also referred to the multiple
intelligences based on children's developments.
Impu explained that every child was intelligent but it was often
dif icult to ind which of pupils' intelligence was high. This occurred
because the regular education tended to emphasize the intellectual
aspects only. Meanwhile, as individuals, pupils also had social,
emotional, and spiritual aspects which needed to get attention as a
whole.
Primagama Makassar Homeschooling
Primagama Makassar homeschooling is a branch of Primagama that
is primarily based in Yogyakarta. The branch head of Primagama
Makassar homeschooling, Nurul Aqilah stated that the education of
Primagama Makassar homeschooling was an educational method in
which pupils could feel relaxed and Nurul, as a teacher, could feel
closer to her pupils. She hoped the pupils who got through education
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in a model of homeschooling could be successful in the world.
Regarding the obstacles, she just thought that generally many
people did not know much about the advantages of homeschooling.
One of the advantages was that this school was unlike public schools
where students should attend every day with a strict schedule and
daily-worn uniforms. Primagama Makassar homeschooling was a
school which focused on the talents and interests of students.
According to Nurul Aqilah, students could choose the systems of
exams and certi icates which they wanted like the National System
or Cambridge International. Besides, students could choose a more
lexible time for learning. The students also could explore their
hobbies and talents maximally since there was psychological
monitoring designed in a structured and directed way. In addition,
they were also prepared with life skills based on their talents and
interests.
The head of the marketing division of Primagama Makassar
homeschooling, Anjani confessed that every week he coordinated
with the Central Primagama homeschooling located in Yogyakarta.
According to him, the teachers of Primagama Makassar
homeschooling joined the general meeting in Yogyakarta almost
every year.
Characteristics of Homeschooling in Makassar
Based on some indings of interview results, it was indicated that all
parents chose the homeschool setting because children's education
was the most important thing. The children became the main reason
why parents established single, compound, or community
homeschooling units.
Take Kasih Bangsa homeschooling as an example, being the
coordinator, teacher, and parent of students at the same time, Aurora
confessed her concerns about the available education for students
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with special needs. Aurora ever schooled her child in a therapy clinic
but it did not make her satis ied with the education there. Even she
was disappointed when she found his child praying in an Islamic way
while she and her child were Christians. Besides, once she looked for
a school in Jakarta, Single, and Surabaya. In Surabaya, she inally
found Kasih Bangsa homeschooling and asked for a permit to
establish Kasih Bangsa homeschooling in Makassar.
Aurora told that her child once joined an inclusive school. A
similar thing was done by Anastasia, a parent of student learning in
Kasih Bangsa homeschooling, she got her child to school in an
inclusive school. The students with special needs could not stay at
the inclusive school for a long time—less than one year because
most of the students of the inclusive school were normal.
“Our kid used to be bullied,” said Anastasia. Therefore,
Anastasia entrusted her child's education to Kasih Bangsa
homeschooling where her child could learn and got the therapy and
certi icates. Anastasia said that nowadays certi icates were needed.
The students needed to have certi icates for their future.
Aurora admitted that protecting her child was not only to ind
the appropriate education and therapy but also to educate her about
religious education. She felt disappointed with the previous therapy
clinic where her child studied because every pupil was taught to
pray in Islamic ways. Meanwhile, in Kasih Bangsa homeschooling,
the pupils were taught to pray based on their religions. Kasih Bangsa
homeschooling had 3 students—two of them were Christians and
the other one was a Muslim. The Muslim student was taught to pray
based on his religion. For example, before having lunch together, the
pupils were instructed to pray. The Christians prayed in the
Christian way and so did the Muslim student pray based on Islamic
law.
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However, when asked about the diverse points of view in
Christianity, Aurora admitted that there were diﬀerences regarding
religious views in Christianity itself. For example, how to sing in a
church whether they needed musical instruments or they sang by
vocals only. Some people claimed that they should sing by musical
instruments and the others believed that vocals were enough.
Aurora thought that both diﬀerent views were common. The most
important thing was that worship was accepted by God. Meanwhile,
the debate was only about the way to worship. In this case, Aurora
showed a diﬀerent attitude in which she was disappointed when her
child prayed in an Islamic way. In contrast, the debate upon the way
of singing in the church was considered normal because the worship
accepted by God was the most important thing.
Astri, from Mira homeschooling, stated that she resigned from
being a lecturer in the engineering faculty of Sultan Hasanuddin
University in Makassar because she wanted to focus on educating
her children in her own homeschooling. In fact, she was willing to
take a study speci ically related to homeschooling children namely
the Montessori method. Astri took a diploma. This Montessori
diploma became the teaching method in Mira homeschooling. Astri
admitted that children's education should be done seriously and
responsibly by parents. She and her husband, Yadi, stated that the
condition of the school out there was not necessarily in line with
what they hoped. “Besides that, the school tuition is also expensive,”
said Yadi.
Astri confessed that the most important education for children
was Al-Qur'an. Children should be educated about Al-Qur'an from
an early age. In her homeschooling, children were obliged to
memorize Al-Qur'an. According to Astri, Al-Qur'an could be a
protector in their children's future social interaction and relations.
Yadi and Astri agreed that Islamic values-based character education
was really needed as their provision to face their future lives.
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A similar thing happens in Naya homeschooling. Naya
confessed that her husband resigned from the operational director
position in an international hospital in West Java because he decided
to focus on their children's education. After he resigned from his
workplace, Naya's husband took a bachelor's and master's degree
again in the university of Indonesian Education (UPI) in Bandung,
West Java. After moving to Makassar, Naya's husband did a master
again in Sultan Hasanudin University in Makassar, South Sulawesi.
Now Naya's husband is working as a consultant of character
educations for Islamic boarding schools in West Sulawesi. Naya, her
husband, and their seven children go back and forth from Makassar
to West Sulawesi to accompany her husband while teaching their
children in their homeschooling. Naya told that her husband ever
said that he was the one the most responsible for their children's
educations and he would be judged upon these seven children by
Allah SWT in the day of judgment.
According to Naya and her husband, children were entrusted
gifts and responsibilities which should be treated as well as possible.
Children were the biggest assets for their parents not only in this
world but also in the hereafter. These children would pray for both of
their parents to get peace and blessings in this world and the
hereafter. However, this would not happen unless they were given
the best education. According to Naya, the best education nowadays
was homeschooling. To get certi icates, their two irst children were
registered in Cendekia homeschooling, Makassar. Therefore, they
studied in the homeschooling unit and they took the national exams
in Cendekia homeschooling Makassar.
Naya states that—a similar thing mentioned by Astri from Mira
homeschooling—actually Al-Qur'an was the irst lesson introduced
to their children. Taken from Al-Qur'an, knowledge was explained
based on the lessons needed by the children. For example, learning
about natural science, we could take the verses in Al-Qur'an talking
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about nature. “we discuss the verse and adjust them based on the
children's knowledge,” said Naya.
A similar opinion was stated by Dinda from Ikhwan public
learning center-based homeschooling. To Dinda's perspective,
religious education was the most important to be introduced to
pupils. Religion becomes the pupils' guidance. Dinda stated that
religious education in public schools was limited to the theory
taught in classrooms only but there was no practical
implementation as the guidance when worshiping. Dinda revealed
that religious education was taught In Ikhwan public learning
center-based homeschooling not only about theory but also about
practical implementations of the daily basis of the pupils.
The students of Ikhwan public learning center-based
homeschooling stayed in a dormitory where they lived in and had
teaching and learning activities. Besides learning general subjects,
they got a large amount of religious knowledge like Aqidah, Fiqh, AlQur'an, Hadith, Tafseer, and many else. Dinda stated that religious
education was essential as the basis of students to do something
either when they were at the dormitory or when they were at their
homes on the holiday. However, Dinda admitted that after they spent
their holiday in their homes and they came back to of Ikhwan public
learning center-based homeschooling, the habits built in the
dormitory were forgotten and replaced with their habits at their
homes. For instance, students woke up really early in the morning to
perform Tahajud prayer prior to the Fajr prayer. “this is very hard to
habituate again,” said Dinda.
Adelia, a teacher in Cendekia homeschooling in Makassar,
confessed a similar thing. Adelia stated that children's education
should be the top priority of parents and teachers. According to
Adelia, thus, Cendekia homeschooling in Makassar had an approach
diﬀerent from other public schools. Adelia stated that In this school,
students did not need to wear the school uniform and the school
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environment was designed in such a way in order to make it look like
a home instead of a school. It was because the home was the most
comfortable place. “we turn the ordinary school into a home-like
school,” said Adelia.
Padang, Padang Panjang, and Payakumbuh
Most of the homeschooling units, the subjects of this research in
West Sumatra Province, were single homeschooling units where the
parents were the teachers for their own children. In this research,
there were three families namely Hana and Adit family (Padang
city), Cokro and Nita's family, and Ita's family (the city of
Payakumbuah).
Meanwhile, the compound homeschooling in West Sumatra
Province did not holistically apply its principles in which some
families of the single homeschooling units took turns to teach their
children. This compound homeschooling just conducted a meeting
among parents of diﬀerent single homeschooling units in a certain
period. This meeting was to upgrade their knowledge, to share their
experience, and to motivate each other. However, the learning
process took place in each family (single homeschooling). In Lima
Puluh Kota Regency, Dara was the coordinator of Umat Mulia
homeschooling. In the city of Payakumbuah, Vina is the parent
whose daughter ever joined a compound homeschooling when her
family lived in Yogyakarta.
Community homeschooling institutions in West Sumatra
province were varied in forms. Some of them chose the form of
Islamic boarding schools like Markazul Qur'an public learning
center (the city of Padang Panjang). Others provided the educational
service for general people who have certain limitations or chose a
non-formal school, for example, Farilla Ilmi public learning center
(Padang city). In addition, the others chose a form of private courses
like Primagama Padang homeschooling (Padang city).
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The key informants of this research are from three diﬀerent
areas namely Padang city, the city of Padang Panjang, and
Payakumbuah city (Lima Puluh Kota regency). It is very dif icult to
ind data about homeschooling practitioners among the society of
West Sumatra because there was no available data in the education
and culture of ice in both city and regency levels. Besides being the
capital city of the West Sumatra province, Padang city was selected
to see the phenomena of homeschooling in urban areas.
The list of respondents as the informants in three diﬀerent
cities of West Sumatra province is below:
The Table of Respondents
No

Types of HS

Name of Respondents Status

1.

Single

1. Hana & Adit

Mother and father of four-and- sixyear-old pupils (ages equal to
playgroup and kindergarten level)

2. Cokro & Nita

Father and mother of the 10-year
old pupil (primary level)

3. Ita

Mother of students at primary and
secondary levels and the teacher
for her children
tudent equivalent to a graduate of
senior high school

4. Luna
2.

3.

Compound

Community

5. Dara (HS Umat
Mulia)

The coordinator of the ten
families, mother of students at
playgroup, primary and secondary
levels, teacher of her children.

6. Vina

Mother of the student equivalent
to a greduate graduate of senior

HS Markazul Qur’an
7. Feny

Manager

8. Wulandari

female teacher

9. Randi

male teacher

10. Saras

female student

11. Mawar

female parents
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No

Types of HS

Name of Respondents Status
HS Farila Ilmi
12. Hj. Amaniarty

Manager

13. Gatot

male teacher

14. Fitri

female student at grade 3 senior

HS Primagama
15. Aldino

manager

16. Tiwi

female teacher

17. Siska

Mother of primary education

18. Nanda

Student at grade 3 junior high

De inition
In Padang, Padang Panjang, and Payakumbuah cities, most of the
homeschooling practitioners thought what made homeschooling
diﬀerent from formal schools was a family-based education.
However, the teaching and learning process could be varied—some
families might teach their own children; others might invite private
teachers to their homes or their children come to an educational
institution, or even the pupils might learn in a tah idz boarding
school. “it feels more maximal when we ourselves handle our
children. . . Actually, in Islam, the irst education is mother,” said Hana
(pseudonym), the parent of single homeschooling students at
playgroup and kindergarten levels (4-and-6-year-old).38
A similar opinion was stated by Cokro, a practitioner of single
homeschooling and the father of a ten-year child (equivalent to
grade 4 of primary level). According to him, parents are the ones who
play the most roles and responsibilities in terms of children's
education while others just assist us.
Learning can be anywhere and at any time like the
concept of church. The church does not mean a room
only. It is rather about how we believe it as a place for
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learning and worshiping. A mosque can be de ined in the
same way. But the mosque is a bit hard. I heard from my
friends that church is not a room but a place for sharing. It
is like a school. School is not a room but an interaction
between teachers and students. Sometimes, it can be
taking a look at nature out there as long as there is an
interaction between teachers and students. Children can
also educate themselves. They have their world. They
learn from their own world. That is how education is built
within their own minds. It is not built by us.39
Ita was the mother who was running the homeschooling for her
three children for 17 years (the children are equivalent to primary
and secondary levels). She thought that homeschooling had learning
concepts diﬀerent from regular schools. “regular school students go
to school, learn in the class, listen to the teachers, do homework or
assignments, and many else. According to us, learning is not in the
classroom. We learn anywhere, any time, and do by anything. So
whatever our activities are, we are still in the learning process. Thus,
40
never imagine the pupils learn like in a school,” said Ita.
According to Aldino, the owner of Primagama Padang
homeschooling, homeschooling is divided into two types. First,
homeschooling is where the learning process is conducted at home,
and parents play roles as managers, teachers, facilitators, learning
companions, and so on. Second, homeschool is de ined based on
substantive meaning in which children learn with someone as a
tutor or facilitator and it is done out of school like in Primagama.41
Meanwhile, Ainul Huda, the manager of Markazul Qur'an public
learning school-based homeschooling, de ined homeschooling as a
process in which pupils learned with parents so that it made them
42
feel comfortable. Her institution was initially started from a tah idz
single homeschooling and then accepted other students. Some
students stayed in the dormitory (boarding school and equivalent to
secondary education level) and the other studied for a half-day
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(equivalent to primary education level).
According to the mother whose child (third-grade student of
senior high school) joined a community homeschooling, Vina
(pseudonym), considered that homeschooling was translated into
various forms. “to me and my friends' opinion, homeschooling is that
parents educate their children. We become the initial foundation for
our children's way of thinking. I think there is no consensus about it
anymore. Some of the homeschooling services are commercial. The
current trend shows that some high-income parents homeschool
their children hire other people to teach their children instead of
themselves handling their children. However, it is still called
homeschooling” said she.43
According to Dara (pseudonym), the coordinator of Umat Mulia
(pseudonym) compound homeschooling consisting of ten single
homeschooling units, homeschooling should be able to adapt in
diﬀerent conditions of environments, demands, and expectations of
pupils. “As long as anything good is not hampered, the good potential
will rise. In other words, we can take anything good and leave the
44
bad thing”. Dara had six children and all of them were
homeschooled at diﬀerent levels. Two of them are at the junior high
level while another two are at the primary level. The last two were at
kindergarten (5 years old) and playgroup (3 years old) levels.
Motivation
In Padang, Padang Panjang, and Payakumbuah cities, the
homeschooling practitioners had various motivations. At least there
were some patterns found from the interviewed respondents:
irstly, homeschooling as the expression of refusal towards
secularism; secondly, homeschooling as the expression of rejection
towards the rigid and child-unfriendly system of formal schools. In
other words, homeschooling practitioners chose homeschooling
due to a religion/ideology reason (to ind a model suitable to the
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religious teachings) and practicality reason (children with special
needs, bullying-traumatized children, economic factors,
development of interest and talents, and so on).
The faith factor was believed as the main push of the community
homeschooling of Markazul Qur'an public learning center to
conduct the education system which focused on the Qur'an
memorizations (tah idz). The founder of Markazul Qur'an, Ustadz
Idris, and Ustadzah Tuti wanted their children to be Ha idz Qur'an
(person memorizing Qur'an) like them.
… both of them are Ha idz and they study in a formal
school. Even though their school is an Integrated Islamic
school, it is hard for them to pursue their qur'anic
memorizations. Thus, I myself have taught my children
for the last seven years. Time by time, many parents
register their children, and Markaz provides the teachers.
Then, we run this homeschooling by a boarding system. I
believe that people close to Al-Qur'an are those whom
Allah makes closer to Him too. If one memorizes AlQur'an, the world will follow him. The world is like a
shadow—when you run, the shadow will follow you. If
they master Al-Qur'an, they must be able to compete in
45
this world.
Similarly, the compound homeschooling of Umat Mulia was
established because of the motivation to maintain Islamic values
and to protect the children from secularism which was not
considered Islamic. Dara was inspired to build a compound
homeschooling after she felt necessary to give the best for her
children. “I think why not building my own school, making the
lesson, designing the modules, creating the curriculum for my own
kids. Thus, its foundation is Qur'an. I think, all this time, I saved
people from the hell ire, yet I left my children. It seemed that we
should change the system. We prioritize our children irst and
others' children are a bonus.” Said she. After running for a few
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months, Dara met some families that have the same fate. “After a long
time, they said that sister, let's start this and we would expose the
program. At least the people who need that can come together. At
least, we can synergize together. I thought why not. Being in a group
is better than being alone. Finally, in May (2019) we started Umat
Mulia homeschooling” said Dara.46
Meanwhile, Vina educates her daughter in a compound
homeschooling because of the matrilineal tradition (the main roles
of women in social relations) in West Sumatera. “Sathira is my only
daughter. In Minangkabau, no matter how many children you have,
people always ask how many daughters you have. Well, we observed
education in several schools and no one was suitable for Sathira.
Thus, I myself created a curriculum at home. We taught everything,”
stated Zakiati.47 She, then, joined a compound homeschooling to
share the knowledge.
Hana and Adit's family implemented a single homeschooling
unit and they hoped that their 4 and 6-year old children could
develop their academic skills without feeling burdened by the
educational system standardizing all children's abilities. “The
reason why we choose homeschooling is the willingness to give a
customized education. In school, everything is standardized or
uniformed. We see that even siblings are diﬀerent. The approach
used to the irst son cannot be applied for the younger son either,”
48
said Hana.
Next, Cokro and Nita's family chose to implement single
homeschooling for one of their three children (10 years old) because
that this child experienced being bullied when starting his study in a
formal primary school. “His peers called him musang (a fox) or
pisang (banana). Ihsang has been nice to them but they still did the
same,” said Ihsang, the son of Cokro and Nita. Since having that
experience, he did not feel comfortable and never wanted to go to
school anymore. His parents decided to run homeschooling for their
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son. “apparently there is a legal foundation of homeschooling. We
were just con ident. We saw some news and there are many of them
49
can continue their study to university level,” said Cokro.
Diﬀerent from the two families above, Mawar (Padang Panjang
city) and Siska (Padang city) enrolled their children with special
needs as students in a community homeschooling. Mawar schooled
her child in Markazul Quran since her child was a fourth-grade
student. “A formal school has many kinds of subjects while pupils
can feel comfortable. Thus, they do not feel burdened. In a formal
school, my child should be assisted by a teacher, not by her parents.
Here, she can be assisted by her parents. My child gets autism so her
strength is her memorizing ability,” said Mawar.50 Her irst son, Putra
(pseudonym) had autism. “Putra has dif iculties. However, if he feels
comfortable, his development will be really signi icant. Before Putra
studies here, he seemed unable to do anything. Even he could not
talk. Recently he has got many changes. Not to mention, he likes his
ustadzah (female teacher). When it was the graduation ceremony in
March, he just memorized 9 Juz (sections in Al-Qur'an). He has
memorized 10 Juz by now,” said Mawar. A similar reason was stated
by Siska, the mother of Peter (equivalent to the irst grade) who
studies in Primagaman public learning center-based
homeschooling. According to her, homeschooling was more suitable
for Peter who was identi ied as a hyperactive pupil and he was not
ready to learn in a public school. “My child is more comfortable and
relaxed unlike in public school. If he learned in public school, his
51
grades should be good,” said Siska. While she herself could not
teach him at home because she was busy taking care of Peter's older
and younger siblings.
According to Aldino, the owner of in Primagaman public
learning center-based homeschooling, his institution was
established to help pupils who have dif iculties of learning in
learning settings or environments of formal schools. “some pupils
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were often bullied by their peers in schools, and others had
limitation of certain abilities like reading and writing. The others
may have behaviors unusual from normal children like autistic
children and many else,” said he.52
Meanwhile the owner of the community homeschooling of
Farilla Ilmi public learning center, Hj. Amaniarty stated that her
institution was initially established to help unschooled children of
ishermen and scavengers. Eventually, this learning center also
served pupils from single homeschooling who were willing to take
the equivalency exams. “Maybe it is because many parents are afraid
of the recent situation among teenagers. Thus, it would be better to
educate their children at home—homeschooling. Sometimes they
also invite our teachers to teach their children at their home,” said
she.53
Categories of Homeschooling
Homeschooling is a model of legal educational service in Indonesia.
The legal foundation of homeschooling refers to the regulation of the
Ministry's education and culture no. 129 the year 2014 about
homeschooling—the regulation directly rules the technical aspects
of homeschooling. Even though the de inition of homeschooling is
clear in that regulation, in fact, the implementation of
homeschooling is divided into two main groups as seen in the
previous sections. Firstly, homeschooling is where the parents
themselves play the roles as the teachers. Secondly, homeschooling
is where parents have homeschooling by joining a homeschooling
community. Each group generally has a similar meaning and
de inition of homeschooling which is a home-based learning
process with parents as the main executors. However, substantially
they are diﬀerent. Based on the irst group, the substance of
homeschooling is a learning process conducted directly by parents
to their children. Any learning process involving an institution
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beside parents does not belong to any category of homeschooling.
Meanwhile, the second group either admits that homeschooling is a
learning process done directly and individually by parents at home
or admits that a homeschooling implementation can be conducted
in an institution as long as it has characteristics like homeschooling,
especially the convenience in the learning process of pupils.
The de inition of homeschooling is diﬀerent among the
homeschooling practitioners in Indonesia. Besides, the reasons and
backgrounds that lead them to choose HS also are varied as seen in
the results of the conducted interviews. However, it should be
emphasized that the portraits of various reasons parents have in
choosing homeschooling as the learning approach for their children
are a universal occurrence. This inding substantially is not really
diﬀerent from the result of the survey conducted by the National
Household Education Survey Program (MHES) in America. Having
been conducted every 5 years since 1999, 2003, 2007, and 2012, the
survey revealed the reason for Americans choosing homeschooling.
The indings showed that 17 % parents chose homeschooling
because they wanted to give religious lessons; 5% of them wanted to
give moral instructions; 25% were worried about the school
environments; 19 % were not satis ied with academic instructions
in schools; 5% wanted to use a non-traditional approach for
children's education; 3% were children with special needs; 5% had
54
physical and mental health issues; and 21% had other reasons.
Based on the obtained de inition and motivation of the
homeschooling practitioners, the developments of homeschooling
in Indonesia are classi ied into two main categories. The irst
category is non-religion-based homeschooling. This category is
motivated by several factors. The factors are dissatisfaction with
formal schools, the children's psychological conditions due to
bullying in formal schools, and children's special interests and
achievement in certain ields including children with special needs.
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The second category is religion-based homeschooling. This
category is homeschooling which prioritizes the religious lessons or
religions as their main consideration of implementing
homeschooling. Because Indonesia is a country that admits the
plurality of religions—even determines ive of icial religions: Islam,
Catholic, Protestant, Hindu, and Budha, it can be assumed that each
religious group in Indonesia implements homeschooling as
alternative education for their children. However, there were only
two typologies of religion-based homeschooling found in the areas
of this research, namely Islamic-based and Christian-based
homeschooling services.
The two dominant categories have the implication towards
their learning materials. Being consistent with their de inition, the
category of non-religion-based homeschooling has a motivation to
give educational service suitable to “the condition, interest, and
talents of the pupils” and parents' idealisms towards their children's
education. While the group of the Islamic-based category has a
motivation to give religious education, especially “pure and strong
Aqidah” and independence as adult Muslims. It can be emphasized
that the learning materials of the irst category of homeschooling
focus on science and skills which become students' interests.
Meanwhile, the learning materials of the second category focus on
Islamic teachings. In Islamic contexts, besides strengthening
Aqidah, most learning activities focus on Qur'anic recitation and
tah idz (memorizing al-Qur'an). In the traditions of Islamic
education, learning how to recite Al-Qur'an is the basic education
every Muslim teach to their children. While memorizing Al-Qur'an is
an advanced lesson. Those memorizing 30 Juz (sections) have a big
interest in learning scholarly ields in Islam and those memorizing
small parts of Al-Qur'an or short verses have interests in mastering
other ields.
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The Table of Homeschooling Category
Name

HS

Category

Explanation

1) Non-religion based

Religion-based homeschooling is based
on the interests, talents, and needs of
students.

1) Religion-based
a. Islamic-based
b. Christian-based

This homeschooling prioritizes religions
(Islam or Christian) as the predominant
part of educational programs.

The two categories actually are not typical of Indonesia. In
other countries like the United States of America where
homeschooling develops signi icantly, homeschooling also develops
in the two categories. Some homeschooling units are not only close
to a certain religion but also close to fundamentalism. As mentioned
in the previous sections, according to its characteristics,
fundamental religion-based homeschooling provides an ideal
background to support the main principles of fundamentalists,
namely: resistance to contemporary culture in forms of refusing
formal schools with all regulations; skepticism towards the
institutional authority and professional experts; parental control
and family centrality in children's education; and the emphasis of
the relationship between belief and academic life; the sense that
intellectual life can be meaningful if it is in line with the doctrine of
religions. Kunzman (2010), suggests that it be very important to
recognize homeschooling with a tendency for fundamentalists well
because fundamentalism is a continuum. However, it is not right to
generalizing fundamentalism. The appropriate attitude is to
encourage dialogue and accommodation to the practitioners of
religion-based homeschooling to strengthen a wider structure of
citizens.
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Conclusion
This chapter has presented the characteristics of homeschooling in
ive cities as the research areas. There are indications and
descriptions that explain the increasing awareness of parents in
their children's education. Such numerous attentions become the
reason that the number of homeschooling practitioners increases,
as in general, they feel that their idealism about their children's
education is not accommodated in formal school. Of course, there
are other various reasons but one thing is obvious that formal
schools are considered as limited educational institutions and
cannot accommodate the entire aspirations of pupils' parents.
Referring to the indings of this research, generally, there were a
number of motives and backgrounds of homeschooling
practitioners. Firstly, most of them intended to keep and maintain
the belief and values the family holds. Secondly, resistance to
secularism occurred in formal schools. Thirdly, they wanted to focus
on educating their children based on the children's speci ically
unique talents. Fourthly, they perceived that schools did not have
enough power to internalize values of discipline and ethics. Fifthly,
they did mind how schools treated children. Sixthly, they wanted to
educate children with religious teachings in a more focused way.
Based on the analysis of the de inition and motivation, it can be
concluded that there are two predominant categories of
homeschooling developments in Indonesia. The irst is nonreligion-based homeschooling and the second is religion-based
homeschooling. There two predominant categories have diﬀerent
tendencies regarding the given learning materials. According to the
categories they belong to, the non-religion-based homeschooling
focuses on developing pupils' talents and potentials while the
religion-based homeschooling units—besides focusing on talents
and potentials of pupils—place religions as the main focus of
learning activities. In this last category, homeschooling can be a
strategic place to deliver certain religious teachings.
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Muslim children's playground (age 2-6 years), students of home schooling
practitioners (Unschooling and Deschooling), students dropping out of school.
The teaching and learning processes consist of regular classes (MondayFriday), weekend classes (Saturday-Sunday), and overseas classes. (Source:
https://generasijuara.sch.id, Friday 4 October 2019).
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CHAPTER 4
HOMESCHOOLING AND STATE REGULATION

“…In order to advance general prosperity, to develop the
nation's intellectual life, and to contribute to the
implementation of a world order based on freedom, lasting
peace, and social justice…”
(the preamble of the 1945 constitution)

In Indonesia, the regulation for the education sector shows gradual
developments from one era to another— starting from the Old Order
to the Reformation era. The regulation about education is getting
better. The regulation emerged from its simple to perfect contents.
Take the Old Order as an example In which Education was just a form
of learning (Law Number 4, 1950). Afterward, the formal education
emerged (read: at school) and non-formal education (Law Number
2, 1989) in the New Order. Then, it kept on developing in the
Reformation era in which education pathways were divided into
formal, non-formal, and informal (Law Number 20, 2003). The
greatest contribution of the Government towards informal
education was that the government issued Regulation of Ministry of
Education and Culture (henceforth: Permendikbud) Number 129,
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2014 concerning Homeschooling. The nation had accommodated
family and community-based education pathways. This regulation
became a new policy in Indonesia's educational concept. Moreover,
this family-based education strengthens the concept pioneered by
Ki Hajar Dewantara, namely Tripusat Pendidikan (Three centers of
Education). According to Ki Hajar Dewantara, the educational
environment includes family, school, and society. These three
education environments have to synergize with one another.
Historically, the Indonesian Government has determined that
education is the rights of every citizen and this policy is to ful ill the
obligation set in the 1945 Indonesian constitution (Law of 1945
paragraph 28C article 1; section 31 article 1, and 2; and Law Number
2, 1989 section 6, and 7). Education also became the main concern
after the independence of Indonesia. In the past, the freedom to have
education was very limited, only the aristocrats had the chance to
attend higher education while the ingenious people were
prohibited. The education policy in that era did not support all social
classes because education was centralized according to the
prevalent politics at that time. Besides, the main form of education
was formal education. As stated in section 1 and section 2, Law
Number 4, 1950 was issued as the foundation of Education and
Learning at School. However, this condition changed when the New
Order ended and Reformation Era was born. At that period, the
Indonesian Government had a strong determination to focus on
developing the education sector. One of the strategic steps done by
the government in the New Order was publishing Law Number 2,
1989 regarding the National Education System. That law opened
educational access not only for formal school (read: education at
school) but also “non-formal education at school” (section 9).
Interestingly, this law also irmly con irmed that every citizen of
Indonesia regardless of gender, religion, ethnicity, race, and social
status had equal rights to get an education (section 5, 6, and 7). It
means that this law changed the old education system in which a
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chance to go to school or to have education could be reached out by
all society.
Carefully considering Law Number 2, 1989, the government
acknowledged the family-based education (read: HS). It was clearly
written in section 9 article (3) “a unit of the non-formal schools
includes family, study group, course, and education unit are alike”.
Meanwhile, family education was de ined by Law Number 2/1989
as a part of the non-formal education path held within a family which
provides religious learning, cultural values, moral values, and skills
(section 10 article 4). Moreover, Law Number 2/1998 stated that
Indonesia's government had actually put the concern to family and
community-based education through “Non-formal Education”
pathways.
Non-formal education was then clari ied with Government
Regulation Number 73/1991 concerning Non-Formal Education.
Non-formal education is a kind of education held outside of school,
whether it is in the form of an institution or not (section 1 article 1).
After this regulation, the government improved family-based
education again by issuing Law Number 20, 2003 regarding the
National Education System. In this law, it was mentioned explicitly
that there were three pathways of education, namely formal, nonformal, and informal (Law Number 20, 2003, section 1 article 11, 12,
and 13). In addition, it was also strengthened by the law of 1945 that
gave freedom for every citizen to choose education pathways and its
teaching (section 28E article 1). Meanwhile, the de inition of formal
education in Law Number 20/2003 is an education pathway that
was structured and graded consisting of primary, secondary, and
tertiary education (school). Non-formal education is an educational
path that can be done in a structured and graded way (courses and
equivalency education), whereas informal education is a family and
community-based education path.
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Besides, in article 27 of Law No. 20/2003, the government
irmly recognized informal education. It is stated in paragraph (1) of
the article 27 that informal education activities carried out by
families and the surroundings are in the form of independent
learning activities; paragraph (2) refers to the results of education
in paragraph (1) that students of informal education units are
recognised as equivalent as formal and non-formal education after
they pass the examinations under national education standards; and
Paragraph (3) states that provisions regarding the recognition of the
results of informal education as written in paragraph (2) shall be
further regulated by a Government Regulation.
With Law No. 20/2003, family-based education has gained a
very strong legal and strategic position in the national education
system. Particularly, Article 27 of the National Education System
Law has laid a solid foundation for the operation of HS in Indonesian
society. In addition to the legal basis, it can be used as a philosophical
basis, that the preamble of the 1945 Indonesian constitution
mandates the ruling governments to encourage "the intellectual life
of the nation”.
Further recognition by the state is also demonstrated by the
Minister of Education and Culture Republic of Indonesia through the
Regulation No.129 of 2014 concerning "Homeschooling" (HS). In
this case of HS, the regulation is intended to expand access to quality
education and guarantee legal protection for families and the
surroundings that organize informal education.
HS in Article 1 paragraph (4) is described as an educational
service process which is consciously well-planned and implemented
by parents or family at home or other places in a single, compound,
and community forms. It is wherein the learning processes take
place in a conducive atmosphere to develop each potential of
students optimally. Here are the details:
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Table 1
Categories of Homeschooling
De inition of Three Forms of Homeschooling
(Regulation No. 129 of 2014, Article 1 paragraph 5, 6, 7)
Single

Compound

Community

school format organized
by parents in the family at
home without joining
other homeschooling.

a home school format
organized by two or more
families/parents in certain
activities, but the
implementation of the
main activities is
completed by each
homeschooler.

a combination of several
compound homeschooling
in preparing and
determining syllabus,
teaching materials,
learning schedules, basic
activities (language, sport,
art, music), etc.

Source: Minister of Education and Culture Regulation No.129 of 2014

The regulations No.129 of 2014 also states that HS practitioners are
mandated to undertake the regulations. They are:
First, Article 1 paragraph (8) mentions that the curriculum is a
set of plans and regulations about the aims, content, and material of
lessons and the method employed as the guidelines for the
implementation of learning activities to achieve the given education
objectives. Therefore, HS practitioners are required to implement
the national curriculum (article 7 paragraph 1), and the materials
taught must—at least—include religious education, civic education,
and Indonesian language (article 7 paragraph 2). Then, article 7
Paragraph (3) mentions that implementing the national curriculum
of either formal or equivalent education as referred to paragraph (1)
should deeply consider the students' potential interests and needs.
Secondly, article 4 paragraph (1) states that the homeschooling
learning outcomes are as equivalently recognized as formal and
non-formal education after the students pass the examination under
national education standards. Paragraph (2) states that individuals
will be granted an equivalent award as referred to paragraph (1)
have equal eligibility rights to be able to register at a higher
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education unit or enter the workforce. Regarding this equivalency,
the State issued Government Regulation (PP) of the Republic of
Indonesia No.17 of 2010 concerning Management and
Implementation of Education. It states that the results of informal
education can be valued as equivalent as the results of non-formal
and formal education after passing the equivalency test under the
National Education Standards (SNP) in institutions appointed by
either the central or regional government (article 117 paragraph 1).
In addition, government regulation No. 17 also regulates the
opportunity of informal education students changing their status
into formal education participants. It was stated that informal
education students are equivalent to elementary (SD)/Madrasah
Ibtidai'yah (MI), although they did not start their education from
grade 1. Then, they could be accepted at formal education after
passing the feasibility test as aforementioned. So does it apply the
same at a junior high school (SMP)/ Madrasah Tsanawiyah (MTs)?
Those who want to continue formal education since grade 7 (seven),
can be accepted after passing the “Package A Equivalency Test” (Uji
kesetaraan Paket A). To join from the beginning of grade 7, they can
only be accepted after passing the Package A Equivalency test and
passing the test eligibility and placement by the relevant formal
education unit (article 73). This process needs to be taken if
informal students want to move to formal education. Thus,
Permendikbud No. 129 of 2014 became an af irmation of the state's
roles in protecting the choice of some people towards the type of
informal education in the form of homeschooling.
Third, article 6 paragraph (1) states that either single or
compound homeschooling practitioners are required to register to
the district/city education of ice and complete several speci ied
conditions (article 6 paragraph 2, and 3). Meanwhile, a community
homeschooling must obtain a permit to establish a non-formal
education unit as a study group from the district/city education
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of ice under the provisions of the statutory regulations (article 6,
paragraph 4).
Fourth, article 1 paragraph (9) states that homeschooling
practitioners must arrange a progress report including records of
student learning outcomes in the form of achievement of
competencies and/or level of competence (article 1 paragraph 9).
Fifth, article 13 states that the Regional Government is obliged to
conduct development programs for homeschooling.
Referring to the issued regulations aforementioned above, the
country has begun to accommodate the tendency to opt HS as one of
the educational pathways as regulated in the 1945 Indonesian
constitution, Law no. 2 of 1989 concerning the National Education
System, Law No. 20 of 2003 concerning the National Education
System, Government Regulation (PP) of the Republic of Indonesia
No. 17 of 2010 concerning Management and Organisation of
Education, and Minister of Education and Culture No. 129 of 2014.
The regulations have also become the legal basis for the existence of
HS in the country. The regulations of the Ministry of Education and
Culture No. 129 of 2014 concerning homeschooling along with
technical guidelines about both de inition of homeschooling and its
stipulated requirements, can be fully carried out. Unfortunately,
until 2019, no technical guidelines have been found to guide HS
practitioners in undertaking the learning processes, including their
rights and obligations as part of the education unit groups. Its
absenteeism seems to be an important limitation point of the
national regulations on the HS implementation.
Therefore, most of the Education Of ices located in Jakarta,
Depok, South Tangerang, Bandung, Makassar, Padang, Solo, and
Surabaya have no considerable data about HS in their respective
regions. Thus, the Ministry of Education and Culture regulation
(article 6) is not fully implemented although either Single or and
Compound HS must register with certain conditions. Based on this
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fact, the rapid and diverse HS development is not followed by the
implementation of the regulations as one of the monitoring and
evaluation mechanisms of the government which aims at
maintaining and improving quality as well as preventing the
inculcation of unexpected ideologies.
It is noted that HS has now become a sensational Indonesia's
education issue since its inception model, learning methods and
content, evaluation, and learning outcomes are not standardized.
However, the presence of HS seems promising and potential to help
solve the educational problems that are being faced by the
Indonesian people and assist those who seek a national education
model that is capable of undertaking the education mission to
provide equal educational access and to improve quality and
relevance. HS seems suf icient to meet the expectations.
If traced in much more detail, education regulations in
Indonesia that have implications for HS can be illustrated in the
following table:
Table 2
Dynamics of Educational Regulation in Indonesia
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Phase/Year

Old Order

New Order

No

1.

2.

Five educational paths:
1. Ordinary Education
(Kindergarten, Elementary,
High School, Higher
Education)
2. Special Education
3. Special education
4. Community Education
5. Out-of-School Education
(article 14)

Four educational paths:
1. Kindergarten education and
teaching;
2. Primary education and
teaching;
3. Secondary education and
teaching;
4. Higher education and
teaching.

The Policy

National education aims at educating the
Two educational paths:
people lives and developing Indonesian people 1. Formal education
as a whole so that they uphold human values
2. Non-formal education
and have faith and devotion to God and
possess noble character, knowledge and skills,
physical and spiritual health, steady and
independent personality, and have a sense of
community and national responsibility

National education aims to prepare the
Indonesian citizens to be militant Socialists,
and responsible for establishing the
Indonesian Socialist Prosperous Society both
spiritually and materially. Besides, they have
the spirit of Pancasila, namely: a. The only on
God; b. Just and civilized humanity; c.
Nationality; d. Populist; e. Social justice.

Law no. 19 PNPS 1965
concerning the
Principles of the
Pancasila National
Education System

Law no. 2 of 1989
concerning the National
Education System

Education and teaching aim to prepare skilled,
good, and democratic citizens who are
responsible for the welfare of society and the
motherland

The Purpose of Product Policy

Law no. 4 of 1950
concerning Basic
Principles of Education
and Teaching at School

Product Policy
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Phase/Year

New Orde

New Orde

New Orde

No

2.

2.

2.

Law No. 39/1992
concerning Community
Participation in National
Education

Law No. 73/1991
concerning Education
Outside School

Law No. 27/1990
concerning Preschool
Education

Product Policy

Community Participation is aimed at utilizing
the capabilities that exist in society for
education to realize the objectives of national
education. (Article 3)

Non-school education is aimed at;
(1) serving the citizens to learn to both grow
and develop as early as possible and
throughout their lives to improve their
dignity and life quality;
(2) fostering learning citizens to have the
knowledge, skills and mental attitude
needed to develop themselves, to work for
a living or to continue to a higher level of
education; and
(3) meeting the learning needs of the
community which cannot be ful illed in the
path of school education.

Preschool Education is aimed at developing
attitudes, knowledge, skills, and creative
abilities so that children may adapt to their
environment, and for their further growth and
development. (Article 3)

The Purpose of Product Policy

Community participation can be
in the form of: 1. Establishment
and operation of educational
units in the school education
path or non-school education
path, in all types of education
except of icial education, and at
all levels of education in the
school education path (Article 4
paragraph 1)

Non-school education
categories:
1. General education
2. Religious education
3. Job title education)
4. Of icial education and
vocational education?

Education Categories:
1. Kindergarten (the school
education path)
2. Playgroup (the education
outside the school path)
3. Child-care (the out-ofeducation path)

The Policy
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Law No. 20 of 2003
concerning the National
Education System

Law No. 25 of 2000
concerning Government
Authority and Provincial
Authority as Autonomy

Reformasi

Reformasi

3.

Product Policy

Phase/Year

No

Article 2 paragraph 11 (h) commands the
establishment of an educational calendar and
the number of eﬀective learning hours each
year for primary, secondary, and Non-school
education.

(Article 3)
National education is aimed at developing
learners’ potentials so that uphold human
values and they can be faithful and pious to
the only one God; possess morals and noble
character; are healthy, knowledgeable,
competent, creative, independent; and they
are democratic and responsible citizens.
Article 27.
(1) Informal education can be in the form of
self-learning, provided by families and
surroundings.
(2) The outcomes of informal education as
mentioned in verse (1) shall be recognised
as being equal to the outcomes of formal
education and non-formal education after
passing successfully in an assessment
according to national education standards.
(3) The implementation of the provisions for
informal education, outlined in verse (1)
and verse (2), shall be further stipulated
by the Government Regulation.

The Purpose of Product Policy
Three educational paths:
1. Formal education
2. Non-formal education
3. Informal education

The Policy
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No

Phase/Year

154
The Purpose of Product Policy
PackageThe Package A program, an education
provision which is equivalent to Elementary
Schools (SD), is an educational program of
Non-school education held in study groups or
courses. (Article 1 paragraph 1)
The Package B program, an education
provision which is equivalent to the junior high
school level, is an educational program in the
Non-school education pathway organized in
study groups or courses.
The curriculum contents of the Package A
Program are learning material and lessons
about: a. Pancasila Education; b. religious
education; c. civic education; d. Indonesian
language; e. reading and writing; f.
mathematics (including counting); g.
introduction to science and technology; h.
geography; i. national history and general
history; j. handicraft and art; k. physical
education and Health Sciences; l. drawing
(Article 14 paragraph 1)
The curriculum contents of the Package B
Program are learning materials and lessons
about: a. Pancasila Education; b. religious
education; c. civic education; d. Indonesian; e.
Mathematics (including counting); f.
introduction to science and technology; g.
geography; h. national history and general
history; i. handicraft and art; j. physical
education and Health Sciences; k. drawing; l.
English. (Article 14 paragraph 3)

Product Policy

Ministry of Education
and Culture Decree No.
0131 / U / 1994
concerning Programs of
Package A and Package
B.

When ful illing the requirement
set by the educational unit, the
students attending Package A
program have rights to; move to
an elementary school or
equivalent, while those
attending Package B have the
right to move to high school or
equivalent (Article 8 paragraph
4). Or if they meet the
requirements, they can pursue a
higher education level (Article 8
paragraph 5).

The Policy
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No

Phase/Year

Law No. 47 of 2008
concerning Compulsory
Education
(Signed by: Dr. H. Susilo
Bambang Yudhoyono,
Indonesian President,
and Andi Mattalatta
Minister of Law and
Human Rights)

The Package C program, an education
provision equivalent to High Schools (SMA)/
Madrasah Aliyah (MA), is the educational
program in the pathway of the non-formal
education (article 1 paragraph 1).

Law No. 132 / U / 2004
concerning the Package
C Program, equivalent to
SMA/SMA

Compulsory education is aimed at providing a
minimum education for all citizens to develop
their potential so that they can live
independently in society or pursue their
higher education level (Article 2 paragraph 2)
Compulsory education is held in formal
education, non-formal education, and informal
education (article 3 paragraph 1)

Article 8
1.
Curriculum material consists of
academic knowledge and skills
2.
Academic knowledge consists of
Religious Education, Civic Education,
Language, Mathematics, Natural Sciences, Arts
and Culture, Physical and Sports Education,
Skills, and Local Content.
3.
Skills are livelihood skills to
improve life skills and quality of life of
students according to local needs and
potential.

The Purpose of Product Policy

Product Policy

The Regency /City Government
is obliged to strive for
Indonesian citizens who are at
the age of compulsory education
to attend the compulsory
education program (article 12
paragraph 3)

Education Scope: Content
standards, process standards,
graduate competency standards,
educator and education staﬀ
standards, facilities and
infrastructure standards,
management standards,
inancing standards, and
education assessment standards.
(Article 2)

The Policy
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Phase/Year
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Law No. 132 / U / 2004
concerning the Package
C Program, equivalent to
SMA/SMA

Product Policy

The Package C program, an education provision
equivalent to High Schools (SMA)/ Madrasah
Aliyah (MA), is the educational program in the
pathway of the non-formal education (article 1
paragraph 1).
Article 8
1. Curriculum material consists of academic
knowledge and skills
2. Academic knowledge consists of Religious

Isi kurikulum Program Paket A sekurangkurangnya bahan kajian dan pelajaran tentang: a.
Pendidikan Pancasila; b. pendidikan agama; c.
pendidikan kewarganegaraan; d. Bahasa
Indonesia; e. membaca dan menulis; f. matematika
(temasuk berhitung); g. pengantar sains dan
teknologi; h. ilmu bumi; i. sejarah nasional dan
sejarah umum; j. kerajinan tangan dan kesenian;
k. pendidikan jasmani dan kesehatan; l.
menggambar (PAsal 14 ayat 1)
Isi kurikulum Program Paket B sekurangkurangnya bahan kajian dan pelajaran tentang: a.
Pendidikan Pancasila; b. pendidikan agama; c.
pendidikan kewarganegaraan; d. Bahasa
Indonesia; e. Matemarika (termasuk berhitung); f.
pengantar sains dan teknologi; g. ilmu bumi; h.
sejarah nasional dan sejarah umum; i. kerajinan
tangan dan kesenian; j. pendidikan jasmani dan
kesehatan; k. menggambar; l. Bahasa Inggis. (Pasal
14 ayat 3)

The Purpose of Product Policy

The Policy
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Phase/Year

Community Learning Center is a non-formal
education unit that organizes a variety of
learning activities based on community needs
on the basis of initiatives from, by, and for the
community (article 1 paragraph 33)
Informal education is an education provided
by families and surroundings (Article 1
paragraph 39)
Homeschooling is an educational service
format that is consciously planned and
organized by families/parents at home or
other places in a single, compound, and
community forms in which the learning
process can take place in a conducive
atmosphere to optimally develop each
potential of participants (article 1 or 4).

Minister of Education
and Culture Decree No.
129 of 2014 concerning
Homeschooling

Education, Civic Education, Language,
Mathematics, Natural Sciences, Arts and
Culture, Physical and Sports Education,
Skills, and Local Content.
3. Skills are livelihood skills to improve life
skills and quality of life of students
according to local needs and potential.

The Purpose of Product Policy

Law No. 17 of 2010
concerning Management
and Implementation of
Education

Product Policy

Three categories:
1. Single
2. Compound
3. Community

The Policy
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According to the existing regulations, it increasingly af irms
that the Government of Indonesia has actually accommodated
family-based education (read: HS) and the community-based
education since Indonesia gained independence, precisely since the
New Order, with non-formal education. publishing the regulation of
the Ministry of Education and Culture No. 129/2014, the Indonesian
government expressly recognized the existence of Homeschooling
in Indonesia.
Regional Government Regulation in Response to the
regulation of the Ministry of Education and Culture No.
129/2014 (Permendikbud No. 129/2014)
The inding of this study concerning the regulations at the regional
level shows that two out of the six cities/regencies observed in this
research have issued additional regulation of the Ministry of
Education and Culture that complement Permendikbud No. 129 of
2014. They are Surakarta City Regulation No. 12 of 2017 concerning
the Implementation of Education, article 70, paragraph 1-3, and
Bandung District Regulation No. 26 of 2009 concerning the
Implementation of the Education System in Bandung Regency which
mentions HS. In an interview, the Head of Depok Education
Department admitted that he issued an appeal letter regarding the
HS in 2010; however, the document was canceled by the same
service in the following year, 2011. The Makassar City Department
also stated that the Regional Government had a desire to make a
regulation on HS, but it was not implemented.
Here is a list of regions along with the derivative regulations of
Permendikbud No. 129 of 2014.
Table 3
Local Level Regulation
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No

Region

Type of Regulation

1.

Jakarta, Depok, South
Tangerang

Circular letter on the Requirements for Registration
of Homeschooling by the Depok City Education
Of ice in the Field of Non-formal and Informal
Education (abbreviated: PNFI) in 2010

2.

Bandung

Local Regulation of Bandung District No. 26 of 2009
concerning the Implementation of the Education
System in Bandung Regency

3.

Solo

1. Regional Regulation (Perda) of Surakarta City
No. 4 of 2010 concerning Education
2. Regional Regulation (Perda) of Surakarta City
No. 12 of 2017 concerning Implementation of
Education

4.

Makassar

NA (interview only)

5.

Surabaya

NA

6.

Padang

NA

Jakarta, Depok and South Tangerang
Amongst Jakarta, Depok, and South Tangerang, only Depok City
education of ices have issued a regulation regarding the
homeschooling in the form of a Circular Letter for the registration
requirements for Depok City Homeschooling in the ield of PNFIs for
single, compound or community HS. Contents of the letter only
regulate HS at the administrative level. According to Imas
Nurlelawati, a Depok City concerned of icial, the letter was
disseminated because the HS was quite lourishing in the city,
especially after the existence of non-formal education through
public learning centre (henceforth: PKBM). Imas further stated that
PKBM was previously called IE (Illiteracy Eradication), later it
changed to FL (Functional Literacy), including NSC (Non-School
Education). IE and PNF were then developed through PKBM. HS is
under the monitoring of PKBM, particularly during the equivalency
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test.
In Depok City, there are about 47 PKBM, and Depok Education
Of ice pays suf icient attention to the PKBM. They are of icially,
annually invited to join the training. Take for instance an Invitation
Letter No. 421/6128 /Paud Dikmas-Disdik/ VIII / 2019 (PKBM).
This letter contains an invitation to attend In House Training (IHT);
training on Kurtilas Equivalency Education and Making of Learning
Evaluation Questions. In addition, in Depok City, more widely in
West Java, there are annual activities carried out by the non-formal
education sectors (PNF) namely ILD (International Literacy Day).
During the activities, all PNFs displayed their respective strengths.
That's right. HS has existed for a long time. However, its
popularity has started since non-formal education was
admitted by the government. In the past, the term
Pendidikan non-formal education was used in 1997, and
here the term was re ined, namely PBH (Pendidikan Buta
Huruf/literacy education), and now it is KF (Keaksaraan
Fungsional/Functional Literacy). So in the modern era,
the government replaced the term with KF. Actually, the
KF itself was also divided into two types of KF which
were the literacy program for early-aged children and
the elementary level equivalent to elementary school.
Well, there is an event of PNF, namely HAI (Hari Aksara
Internasional/International literacy day). As you knew,
that was annually celebrated while the peak event was
held in West Java and there was a festival in which PKBM
of every city and regency gathered. They gathered in
West Java and they opened their respective booths
displaying their respective excellences in terms of their
literacy program of PKBM. It's a pity that PKBM in Depok
has no innovation, and no life-skills. The PKBM was done
only by a learning, learning, and learning. PKBM in Bogor,
precisely located in Rumpin—a rural area, approached
the local people there and asked them about what skills
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they had. Then, this PKBM invited them to build
cooperation. For example, Rumpin had a lot of bamboos,
then PKBM was invited by the local people to work
together to make handicrafts from bamboos, such as
Tampah, Hihit tah, Fans, and baskets. Well, a PKBM must
be an observant of the major environment in which the
industry is growing. Then it helps the industry to
develop. For example, many dropout children from
school can have an internship in the surrounding area.
After getting knowledge, the students can share their
knowledge with their peers. base on the experiences, this
PKBM has innovation and skills. That is why PKBM is not
only developed by the learning process but also is
developed with the provision of life skills. Recently, the
products have been exported overseas and it was the
result of what the PKBM did. And there are more PKBMs
in Jasinga and Bogor. The PKBM also has a forum in which
I often told the members that “don't just study, but
5
develop your life-skills.”
The NPSN HS legal permit in Depok City was given, but the
registration number was taken from the course or PKBM. However,
according to Imas, HS is no longer permitted in 2019. If you want to
obtain a permit, it must be in the form of a course or tutoring
institution. Even, the Circular Letter in regard to requirements for
HS practitioners has been revoked, or not valid.
Well, the HS is now no longer permitted in Depok City
because it is run at home. If they want to get a legal
permit, they have to establish a tutoring or course
institution, but not homeschooling. If they still name it
HS, they may not be permitted. Sometimes, the HS is a
school where the children are taught by their parents.
You know. It's dif icult to evaluate them if the learning is
6
primarily implemented by parents at home.
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As a form of supervision, assessment format—the eight
education standards adopted by formal schools is also used for Nonformal education. Also, the students along with their institutions in
either formal or non-formal educations are included in the list of
education primary data (henceforth: Dapodik). The role of the
education inspector of icial is to foster those Non-formal
institutions to make a report every six months. Otherwise, they will
be called by the of icials for evaluation.
HS in South Tangerang also experienced a similar issue since the
Regional Education Of ice does not recognize HS due to its legal
foundation. The of ice considers HS is a learning model but not an
educational unit. According to I Kiang Yang, the of icial PNF of South
Tangerang City, the regional government has never issued a circular
letter regarding HS. the legal foundation of HS is PKBM. The of icial
asserted that the reason why the local governments have never
issued the circular letter because the central government has never
issued speci ic regulations regarding HS either, except the regulation
No. 129 of 2014. Unfortunately, this regulation did not speci ically
discuss HS.
Basically, there is no legal basis for HS. Why? Since we
ourselves at the Education Of ice when HS of Ka Seto in South
Tangerang requested permission, the Ministry of National
Education had not dared to give permission. It was because
there was no legal basis. So, when we deal with the HS, we
don't know about it but PKBM. As far as I know, HS is a
learning model but not an educational unit.7
Bandung
Bandung City had derivative regulations from Permendikbud No.
129 of 2014 concerning on Homeschooling (HS). The developments
of HS in this city seemed to be far more massive than those in other
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large cities. This circumstance was inseparable from the role of
Bandung mayor, Ridwan Kamil who won the election in 2013. He
conducted a quite long selection process in determining the Head of
Bandung City Education Of ice. In 2014, the appointed of icial, Dr. H.
Elih Sudiapermana, M. Pd started reforming non-formal and
informal education services and initiated a program called "Gerakan
Sekolah Masyarakat" (Community School Movement). This school
was aimed at supporting Ridwan Kamil's idea to make Bandung City
as the best inclusive education in Indonesia.
The aforementioned school program becomes a culmination
point of accumulation of thoughts about Inclusive Education which
is widely accessible for all Bandung City residents. In the policy
implementation process, the government formed an Inclusive
Working Team (known: Pokja). This Pokja functions to
accommodate children who have not received any education
services. From this program, Elli Sudiapermana then initiated the
Community School Movement by maximizing the role of PKBM.
Abdul Gaus explained:
Mr. Elih managed to make HS as an inclusive education
service. The HS is given both suf icient space and
socialization in implementing education services. The
existing PKBMs are facilitated to provide rooms for HS
8
practitioners.
A Non-formal and informal school inspector in Bandung, Yanti
admitted that Elih played a very signi icant role in the development
of HS. She stated that the Mayor, Ridwan Kamil, had appointed the
right person. In the past, Elih himself not only served as a lecturer in
the Non-School Education Department in the Indonesian University
of Education (UPI), besides he also experienced serving as a
Kasubdit in the Directorate of Equivalency Education and the
Directorate of Community Education fostering in the Ministry of
Education and Culture. Having the knowledge and experience, Mr.
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Elih successfully drove Bandung City Education Of ice as a role
model in a zoning system and school elimination on the education
system.
During Elih's leadership, the HS practitioners saw much
progression. One of which was that Bandung City Government along
with HS practitioners compiled "Manuscript of Pattern Models for
Individual Learning in Homeschooling and surroundings " in 2016.
Also, in the same year, they published a book titled "Homeschooling
Model" which was then simultaneously held as a workshop titled
"Homeschooling Socialisation and Orientation". Awarding the
education personals who have consistently strived for the
advancement of Bandung education system was the other priority
program he executed. Two of the award recipients were granted for
HS; HSTaman Sekar Bandung and HS Pewaris Bangsa. Further, Elih
has organized many activities to upgrade the HS becoming an
equivalent level as formal schools.
Two of his initiated policies had a context close to HS
regulations, namely Regional Regulation No. 2 of 2008 concerning
the Implementation and Management of Education in Bndung City.
Some of the articles explained the permits to carry out education
independently in the form of homeschooling (or in other forms) and
primary education organized by the community should obtain
permits from the Mayor. However, regarding the issue of the HS
supervision and guidance system, it had not yet been re lected in the
intended regulation. The regulation only stated that " the local
government is obliged to conduct guidance, control, and
supervision of the education units", while HS is not an education
unit.
The supervisory function should be done by the School.
However, in fact, the school inspectors have not been able to reach all
the Single and Compound HS in Bandung, the unregistered ones in
particular. Abdul Gaus admitted that physically, the HS single might
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not have been reached out, but administratively they did since their
child should have a NISN (National Student Identi ication Number).
Also, Yanti, one of the inspectors winning the irst rank at the
National Supervisor level, admitted that she had dif iculty in
detecting Single and Compound HS unless they reported
themselves. Further, she claimed that she did not know about HS
Scouts which was already very popular amongst HS practitioners.
This indicates that the Inspector was less pro-active to ind out about
the existence of HS and the curriculum.
Solo (Surakarta)
In Solo, the researcher found at least two Regional Regulations
(henceforth: Perda) that were and still under the management of the
informal education pathways. The irst is Perda of Surakarta City No.
4 of 2010 concerning Education. It mentions the types of education
units which consist of three types, namely; formal education, nonformal education, and informal education (Article 1 paragraph 29).
This informal education is de ined as family-based education and
the surrounding in the form of independent learning activities
(Article 75 paragraph 1). While, the learning outcomes of the
education can be equivalent as non-formal and formal education
after going through an equivalency test that meets National
Education Standards by institutions appointed by the government
or regional government according to their respective authorities
and statutory provisions (Article 75 paragraph 2).
The irst regulation seems to be re ined through the second
regulation, Surakarta City Regulation No.12 of 2017 concerning the
Implementation of Education. This regulation de ines informal
education as an educational activity organized by families and the
surrounding in the form of independent learning activities or HS
(Article 70 paragraph 1). Furthermore, the outcomes of informal
education can be graded as equivalent as non-formal and formal
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education after passing the equivalency test that meets the National
Education Standards by institutions appointed by the government
or regional government in accordance with their respective
authorities and statutory provisions (article 70 paragraph 2). In
addition, Perda (regional government regulation) also categorizes
Early Childhood Education (PLAYGROUP) in the informal education
pathway in the form of a) family education; or b) education
organized by the community (article 70 paragraph 3).
In the regulations, Surakarta City Government also af irms
several obligations and rights of its citizens in obtaining education
services. The obligations include; a) guarantee on the fund
availability for education implementation, b) guarantee the quality
of education implementation, without discrimination, c) guarantee
the implementation of sustainable compulsory education programs,
d) provide services and facilities in the implementation of the
educational programs, e) establish assistance and supervision of the
implementation of the education, f) help organize education carried
out by the community, g) provide educators and education
personnel, and h) organize educational units at all education paths,
9
levels, and types. According to the regulation No.12 of 2017
concerning Education Implementation, especially article 70, Solo
City Government is one of the regions that is quite ready to provide
legal recognition as well as support for the implementation of HS
education for the people of Surakarta and surroundings. In addition,
the presence of regulations indicated that the Solo city government
was quite responsive to the development of informal education
units developing in the community, especially HS.
During the research, the Surakarta City Education Of ice
acknowledged that the government encouraged HS practitioners to
register their homeschooling units to PKBM through the
Equivalency Education Program. Thus, the students could be listed
in the database of the early childhood education division of the
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Ministry of Education and Culture. According to Woro Kusmandari, a
head of early childhood education division and Equivalency section,
this encouragement was motivated by the interests of the children of
HS participants to be registered in the database in order to ful ill
their students' rights including of icial recognition of the learning
process they carried out. One way of this recognition is to take the
equivalence test of the learning process. However, to ensure that the
education process is properly ful illed, this record must be
completed, at least three years in advance of the equivalency test
itself is conducted.
Students, on their own, cannot take the national exam.
Take my child, for example, I myself teach my child by
inviting the teachers for tutoring him, but there is no
permit to run such a program. Also, my child is not
registered. It means that my child is not included in the
National Database, and in consequence, my child cannot
take the national exam. So, even though HS like Seto HS
still has to be registered in the national database. Now
students must be registered in the national database
three years before they attend the test,. Therefore, when I
want to take a junior high school exam, I must be
recorded three years in advance. I cannot suddenly take
the test, independently. My name must be recorded. my
child cannot pass the exam without a national student
10
number (known: NISN).
Student parents have been aware of the registration
requirements for HS students in Surakarta. Take Mr. Budi as an
example. In principle, he and his wife agreed to let his son, Azzam,
study at home through implementing the homeschooling model, but
they inally included Azzam in the equivalency program at PKBM
Cahaya Rejeki since the local government policy requires such
aforementioned policy. Besides a formal diploma certi icate, the
attendance in the PKBM was to record Azzam's family record book
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(KK) explaining that he was not dropped out of school. Even though,
the formal study excludes their priority.
So, indeed, in order to get a formal diploma, Mas Azzam
HS joined PKBM Bu Badriyah (PKBM Cahaya Rejeki). So,
we join PKBM in order that at the age of 12, we will get an
elementary school certi icate. If you do not get a
certi icate, then the graduation will be postponed up to
the age of 13-14 years. It means that he does not graduate
from elementary school. So, we enter it (PKBM Cahaya
Rejeki) for an administrative purpose. Thus, in the KK
later, Mas Azzam is deemed to have graduated from
e l e m e n t a r y s c h o o l . T h a t ' s why we f u l i l l t h e
administration.11
In addition, the PKBM, the primary institution, must also be
accredited to guarantee the quality of the learning process.
According to him, the accreditation is aimed to guarantee both the
implementation and learning quality of the students. The Education
Of ice will not let unaccredited PKBM run equivalency education
activities for HS students. Meanwhile, the accreditation assessment
is done by referring to the standards of the National Accreditation
Board for Non-formal Education (BAN-PNF).
In the past, we could register by ourselves, and we could
directly take the test. However, now we can't. We have to
register through PKBM. So, if Pokjar is independent, the
Dapodik must go through PKBM and the PKBM must be
accredited.12
Regarding this accreditation, the Head of Playgroup and the
Family of Surakarta City Education Of ice, Galuh Muryawidawati,
explained that the Local Education Of ice itself works directly to
assist the accreditation of PKBM / Pokjar institutions so that the
institutions could be well-accredited. According to him, each PKBM
must meet, at least, eight standards to be able to get good
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accreditation scores. The eight standards the PKBM must have are;
(1) graduate competency standards, (2) content standards, (3)
process standards include classroom management, (4) classroom
learning, (5) education and education personnel standards, (6)
availability of infrastructure, organizational management, and
PKBM resources, (7) funding management, and (8) assessment
standards. Galuh said, "These eight standards must be ful illed by
every PKBM to be considered as a proper non-formal education unit.
If all is achieved, it means that the PKBM has been accredited. "13
In addition to ful illing educational rights, Woro acknowledged
that the obligation to record HS students was also implemented in
order to facilitate the supervision of the local Education Of ice of
Surakarta City in supervising the quality of both the education
process and the curriculum material being taught to HS students
themselves. Although the learning process can be done at home or
the surroundings. He further explained that every PKBM
implementing the HS program as well as other programs, the PKBM
should submit its lesson plans and syllabus to the Education Of ice of
Surakarta City for further validation by the designated team. This
requirement enables the Surakarta City Education Of ice to oversee
the subjects in the standard curriculum set by the government,
namely Religious Education, Indonesian Language, and Pancasila
and Citizenship Education.
It is a must that PKBM must have a syllabus. it must be
brought here for inspection. After that, the Head of
Department (Surakarta City Education) will sign it. So,
we must know what they teach, even though it is a Nonformal Education.14
Further, Woro admitted that the Solo city government had
considerable attention on the development of non-formal or
informal education represented by the PKBM with its HS program in
the form of support and monitoring. The government, for example,
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allocates funds to inance instructor training, tutors, including
assistance in the accreditation process. Woro informed that the
funds, IDR 540 million 15, was allocated by calculating the ratio of
mentoring activities and the needs of mentoring non-formal
educational institutions themselves.
Another policy, related to quality assurance of PAB PKBM/
Pokjar in which the HS equivalency program is to form a Guidance
and Eﬀective Coaching Team Towards Accreditation since 2017. The
team, now led by Galuh Muryawidawati, is responsible for providing
guidance and technical assistance for the targeted educational
institutions in conducting institution accreditation. This team
consisted of various related elements such as Non-formal Education
Supervisors, Playgroup Inspectors, Education Inspectors,
Education Practitioners, and Assessors.
Since forming a team named Tim Minati Merit in 2017,
we have assisted the targeted education units; so, when
they face the accreditation process, they don't feel alone.
Especially, for non-formal institutions, "you know that
one." They are community-based education, where to
start? What should be prepared? What are the contents of
the process standard? They do not know. How are the
tutors prepared? PKBM has Playgroup, LKP, Equivalency,
etc. So, These all things made the Education Of ice form
the team in order that the Non-formal Education
16
institutions or units are not confused.
Based on local regulations and discussions with informants in
the Surakarta City Education Of ice, several things could be
observed regarding the local government's policy towards HS. First,
the Government of icially recognized the existence of HS as a
learning model pursued by students in the Surakarta community.
The recognition could be observed from the initiative of the local
government to make a Regional Regulation (Perda) of Surakarta City
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No.12 of 2017 concerning the Implementation of Education as a
re inement of the Surakarta Perda No. 4 of 2010 concerning
Education. In Local Regulation No.12 of 2017, the Government
recognized the existence of HS as one of the informal education
models pursued by the Surakarta community, out of formal and nonformal education. Thus, through this regional instruction, the
Government succeeded in providing a legal basis for HS activities.
Second, the Education Of ice of the Surakarta City Government
through its regulation provided supports in the form of facilitation
for the existence and dynamics of HS educational institutions. The
Surakarta Education Of ice, in this case, provides assistance and
funding incentives for PKBM accreditation activities oﬀering
various educational programs, such as; Early Childhood Education,
Community Reading Gardens, Literacy, including Equivalency—an
entry point for HS students to continue to ful ill their education
rights which is equivalent to formal units. Such support is highly
essential since PKBM and HS can competently develop in educating
the nation's generation. Such support is highly essential since PKBM
and HS can competently develop in educating the generation of the
nation. Furthermore, we consider its position which is mostly
derived from the community. As the target service of PKBM, the
community has issues while using formal education services.
Third, the Government and the City of Surakarta Education
Of ice also provide supports by providing lexibility for various
educational institutions both non-formal and informal to be more
creative in developing the style of the education oﬀered. In
Surakarta, not only PKBM HS organized by Kak Seto was oriented to
the students' academic and character development, but also PKBM
Kuttab Ibnu Abbas oﬀering education that emphasized on moral
education and classical Islamic knowledge with an objective to
provide the young generation with Islamic morals as well as a
foundation of Islamic knowledge. At the same time, there were also
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PKBMs which had an orientation to meet academic needs while
accommodating the growth of Islamic morals and Islamic
knowledge through the HS program with Tah idz as an excellent
added value.
On the other hand, the inding of observations of the enacted
regulations, including the types of policies of the local government
and of ice showed some fundamental weaknesses. First, the
regulations and policies of the Surakarta City government were still
limited regarding the implementation of HS. This was inspired by
the de inition as well as the regulations of national HS as a familybased education conducted independently with full parental
responsibility. With such de initions and arrangements, HS
practitioners could organize their own learning activities for their
children according to the orientation and the educational goals they
expect. In this educational model, parents could provide curriculum
and orientation focus independently without intervention or
control from the local government. While supervision and possible
intervention from the local government could only be done with HS
which was of icially licensed and registered at the local education
of ice. The PKBM institutions providing HS community categories
experienced such a thing, in which the government had instruments
to enter and oversee activities of the PKBM institutions.
Well, normally, HS conducts the learning process at home
collaborates with the legal HS institutions by inviting
teachers to teach the students at their home. Only some HS
services turn into legal educational institutions, while the
others conduct their learning process in the individual
homes by hiring HS educators to teach at their students'
homes like the HS which belongs to Kak Seto. So, we
monitor those HS students from this institution—an
institution that has been licensed by the government. If
they are not licensed, we cannot monitor them. Civil Police
and Licensing Service are entitled to do so. We only remind
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that this institution is illegal, and they must have legal
permits. Only that is the right to the Education Of ice.17
Also, a weak control on HS single, compound, and even
community widely occurs in the local Education Of ices. The
participation of HS students in the equivalency program of PKBM
allows the education of ice to control the implementation of
teaching. Such control, however, is still quite limited because the
subjects set in the national curriculum will also face parents' beliefs
to provide education (might be diﬀerent) to their children.
Curriculum implementation with subjects equivalent to the levels of
education could be provided by the PKBM provider of HS, but this
could not guarantee it. It was because parents and families at the
same time had the lexibility in providing the subjects and expertise
needed by students. Such trends were asserted from Mr. Budi's
experience as follows.
We teach Azzam as he is pleased. We only emphasize him
to memorize Al-Quran. Then, we also teach him math.
That's all the basics. When he works, he will only need
basic math. The science of arithmetic is useful for his
future. So, mathematics is taught. However, our asset is
what he likes. Mathematics can be the only lesson taught
within all this week. So, we are not sure what learning
material will be. Even it depends on his request. We
incorporate the learning materials based on his
18
questions.
Second, support for the HS implementation including local
government freedom for those who open and organize informal
education gave a positive impact because it oﬀered many kinds of
educational models what could be attended by the students
according to the desired outcome and orientation whether it was
academic, talent building, or Islamic character development. On the
other hand, this policy was overly administrative such as increasing
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institutional accreditation and enabling institutions to adopt
educational paradigms following various leading models. Such
conditions would open space for the development of HS programs
by referring to the source of religious or ideological values of either
the founder or developer of the institution.
Makassar
In Makassar, the regulation of Permendikbud No. 129/2014 was
only limited to a discourse. Ibrahim, a former section head of the
South Sulawesi Education Of ice who is in charge of HS, stated that
the Deputy Governor of South Sulawesi on one occasion had stated
to make a regional regulation for HS. According to Ibrahim, that was
such a spontaneous speech and he had never talked about this HS
regulation previously. He told " at the Education Of ice we were also
surprised by the Deputy Governor's statement because there was no
prior discussion. And we also don't know what to do." Further, he
asserted that what regulation already had been published was a
regulation on school policy in which playgroup, SD and SMP levels
were submitted to the District Education Of ice, while SMA and the
equivalent were managed by the Provincial Education Of ice.
The discourse on regional regulations on HS was only a
discourse, and it has not been executed to date. This means that
there are no Regional Regulations (Perda) nor Governor Regulations
(Pergub) on HS in South Sulawesi. The HS Implementation in
Makassar and South Sulewasi only referred to Permendikbud No.
129 of 2014 concerning HS.
Cited from sulselonline.com, when opening the South Sulawesi
Provincial Education Coordination Meeting (Sulsel) at the Claro
Hotel in Makassar on Thursday (1/17/2019), South Sulawesi
Deputy Governor Andi Sudirman Sulaiman said that the
development of HS would be for people with special needs. Besides,
he also hoped that the potential of HS development would be
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scrutinized to accommodate prospective students in the studentoverloaded area. It includes the students who cannot aﬀord the cost
of transportation to school.19
Yasmain Gasba, the head of the Playgroup Curriculum Division
at the Dimkas of Makassar City Education Of ice, elucidated that HS
regulations in the Makassar were only under the Minister of
Education and Culture Regulation (Permendikbud) No. 129 of 2014
concerning homeschooling. He said, "In Makassar, there is no
speci ic regulation regarding HS." Yasmain revealed that the
implementation of HS regulation still overlapped with PKBM. For
example, the permit for HS in Makassar still referred to the PKBM
legal foundation. HS Ikhwan was the only one PKBM HS registered in
Makassar.
Yasmain explained that HS Primagama had just submitted a
permit request to the Education Of ice, and we were still reviewing
its data before either permitting it or refusing it. Yasmain explains
that in supervising HS in Makassar, his team examines the
curriculum in both playgroup and HS.
According to Yasmain, so far, the Education Of ice was only able
to evaluate curriculum and textbooks in schools in the Makassar City
environment, while notions of intolerance, extremism, and
radicalism can it into the content and structure of an educational
institution. Yasmain was aware of the current regulations which
were still vulnerable to the inclusion of the aforementioned notions.
Indeed, the Education Of ice had limitations in terms of supervision
and monitoring both directly and in terms of the curriculum.
Moreover, teaching and learning activities carried out at home.
Parents and teachers at HS freely caltivate values and knowledge at
will by adjusting the needs of the HS.
Meanwhile, Azikin, a playgroup Inspector from the Education
Of ice of the Makassar City Education Of ice, revealed that so far no
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permit had been granted regarding HS in Makassar City. According
to Azikin, the regulations on HS were ready to be implemented. The
inspectors in Makassar City could not serve HS. the regulation must
be socialized irst since facilities were not enough at the moment.
Further, Azikin stated that the inspectors in Makassar City were
currently focused on PKBM but not HS. "Until now there has been no
consultation with inspectors related to HS," he explained.
The Policymakers' Response
The Permendikbud No. 129 of 2014 concerning homeschooling has
a relief for informal education practitioners (read: HS). The
regulation is a strong legal basis as well as a reinforcement for their
existence before the law. It also becomes the basis for them to run HS
in a single, compound, or community forms. Unfortunately, at the
executive level, the regulation was not equipped with the technical
instructions mentioned in article 15 of the Minister of Education and
Culture 129/2014 that "further provisions on the management of
Homeschooling will be regulated in the technical guidelines set by
the Director-General". Until 2019, the technical guidelines had not
yet been issued. As a result, many HS practitioners translated these
rules independently and freely.
Single and compound HS practitioners are required to register
with the district/city education of ice (Article 6, Permendikbud No.
129/2014). The fact proves that none of the education of ices have
HS lists in the six regions of this research. In fact, some of ices do not
know the HS legal foundation, even though HS in the area has grown
widely. The followings are several responses from HS practitioners,
HS managers, and policymakers on Permendikbud 129/2014 in ive
regions.
The Regulation with Limited Technical Instruction
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Nana, an HS practitioner, revealed that in Jakarta, Depok, and South
Tangerang (abbreviated: Jadetangsel) the technical guidelines of
Permendikbud No. 129/2014 concerning had not been published
until now (2019). According to Nana, this means that the
Permendikbud is "NA" or not applicable.
The national education of ice has never had technical
guidelines although this regulation was planned to have
technical guidelines soon. People attending an
e q u iva l e n c y e d u c a t i o n s h o u l d h ave i t . I f t h e
Permendikbud has no technical guidelines, then it can be
canceled or it is invalid. So, there should be an of icial
statement from the government, whether the regulation
is still valid or not. The regulation itself only mentions
various kinds of homeschooling units, and they can take
formal examinations. In fact, however, in formal
20
education, there must be a database of students.
A similar issue was stated by I Kyang Yang, a PNF inspector of
South Tangerang City. He claimed to ind it dif icult to conduct
monitoring and evaluation on HS. According to him, HS evaluation
can only be done through PKBM, while single, compound, or
community HS cannot be evaluated. Before the PKBM is evaluated,
the PKBM must be accredited irst. Thus, based on the feedback from
I Kyang Yang, the education of ice immediately made clear technical
instructions to monitor, evaluate, and even sanction HS that does not
follow Government regulations.
In addition, Padang—West Sumatra experienced a similar issue
related to the lack of Permendikbud technical guidelines No.
129/2014. Although at the central level, there were already
regulations governing HS, the Education and Culture Of ice of
Padang City, Padang Panjang District, and 50 Kota District in West
Sumatra Province had not yet had operational policies related to HS
in their area. Nurul Maulida Syams, the Head of the Community
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Education Section of the Padang City Education and Culture Of ice,
said that so far there had been no technical guidance from the
Ministry of Education and Culture related to HS permits,
management, and supervision. She said "So, we also ask the central
government what we have to do. Sir and Madam, your concerns
could motivate us again. however, we have no reference. What does
learning look like, or how the face-face learning can be. We hope that
we can get the reference like we manage PKBM." The same thing was
expressed by Dedi Hendri, the head of the Non-formal Education
Division in Lima Puluh Kota District. He said that HS activities were
not recorded either in the Regency or in the City of Payakumbuh.
Further, he said "First, maybe we have not covered the program, socalled HS. Then, maybe the manager or institution have never
registered or reported the institution to the education of ice. In
consequence, we cannot monitor the development of HS.”21
Furthermore, such aforementioned issue was also recognized
by the Surabaya City Education Of ice that Permendikbud
No.129/2014 which lacked technical guidelines. Therefore, it was
dif icult to monitor and evaluate the HS. The agency had no clear
parameters and standards for doing so. Finally, due to the absence of
SOPs to conduct monitoring and evaluation, the Education Of ice
was forced to use the existing instruments--the eight (8) standard
monitoring and evaluation which are commonly used for formal
educational institutions:
Frankly speaking, we don't have technical guidance when
monitoring and evaluating the existing HSs. It is because
Permendikbud is considered as a regulation of the local
education of ice. As a result, when doing a ield
observation, we have dif iculty during the monitoring and
evaluation. Even if we inally do the monitoring and
evaluation by applying instruments for formal schools. As a
result, their scores are low. So, the problem emerges again
... (Mrs. Ki, the inspector).
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Distinctions of HS De initions
Although the Government has provided the de inition of HS in
Article 1 paragraph (4) of Permendikbud No. 129/2014, a number of
HS practitioners felt the de inition was inappropriate. For example,
Ellen Nugroho, a chairman of the Indonesian Homeschoolers
Association (PHI), stated that the chaos of the de inition of HS
started with the Permendikbud which divides the homeschooling
into three groups; single, compound, and community. It is an unclear
categorization. If it is based on the academic literature, and it will
make overlapping between the concept of family-based education
with the concept of institution-based education. As a result,
according to Ellen, institutions labeled as HS are considered the
actual HS. Yet, in the history of HS has always meant family-based
education, not institution-based education. Parties using the HS
label to recruit students (not their biological children/relatives)
cannot be not considered as HS.22
The same case regarding the exact de inition of HS also
occurred in Solo. Therefore, the government must irmly de ine HS
in its original sense as well as socialize it to be a common awareness
of all state apparatuses. Homeschooler Cahaya Setia, for example,
asks the government to review Permendikbud since the de inition
does not distinguish the notion of informal education, such as; HS
with non-formal education of PKBM. According to him, HS is an
independent learning process in the family, and it is not tiered like
PKBM. PKBM itself is only a partner for homeschoolers to get
equivalent recognition such as diplomas and other educationrelated rights. A homeschooler, Cahaya Setia said:
So far, the de inition of HS is still ambiguous because the
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government has never socialized HS based on their
understanding. In fact, in Permendikbud 129 in 2014 it
was clear that HS was informal, and it was not stated that
it had to be tiered. Non-formal and formal education
should have levels of classes. So, now PKBM is actually not
HS because PKBM is tiered.
On the other hand, Anugerah single HS admitted that the
regulations had governed the existence of HS, but he observed that
many local of ices did not understand the existence of this
education. For example, when he was confused about consulting
about HS to the local education of ice (at that time he lived in
Sukoharjo).
I used to read it because it was a Permendikbud, right? I
went to the Sukoharjo Education Of ice. Then, I
coordinated with the education of ice there, and
apparently, none understood about it, sir. Then I came
again, I brought them the brochure, and I explained. After
that, the service said, oh yes, there was available. Then I
was told that I should go to Kartosuryo irst, to the subdistrict. I should not go directly to the Regency, and I
inally went to the district.
Curriculum, Not Reference
Permendikbud No. 129/2014 requires HS practitioners to use a
curriculum referring to the national curriculum (article 1
paragraph 8, and article 7) and to teach the subjects which are at
least; religious education, Pancasila and citizenship education, and
Indonesian language education (article 7 paragraph 2). However, in
practice, the HS practitioners only implemented the curriculum
when they are about to take the national exam. Meanwhile, in daily
learning activities, they use a self-designed curriculum, some even
sourced from a foreign curriculum, such as; curricula from India,
Australia, Singapore, America States, and others. Textbooks and
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other references were taken from other countries as well or based
on what they wanted. Besides, many of the HS practitioners
excluded Pancasila and civic education subjects in their day-to-day
learning activities for various reasons.
The education in Surakarta is widely widespread. Out of formal
education institutions established and funded by the government,
various formal and non-formal educational institutions that were
also initiated by private groups and individuals were also
developing. Therefore, not only Surakarta Studio Learning Activity
(SKB) but also a number of PKBM and Pokjar have also developed in
various cities with various educational programs developed by the
community. The development illustrates the dynamics of
educational orientation which becomes the main objective of each
educational institution. It can be seen from the applied educational
curriculum in each institution. For example, PKBM Kak Seto HS in
Solo is oriented to academics and talent-interests while PKBM
Kuttab Ibnu Abbas is oriented to religious education. Surakarta City
Education Of ice—the local education authority—still allows the
educational institutions to be creative in accordance with their
respective educational orientation.
Nevertheless, according to Galuh, the Education Of ice
emphasized that each educational institution must permanently
include the subjects in the national curriculum standard. In
playgroup level, Religious Education, Indonesian Language, and
Pancasila and Civic Education must be accommodated in the
curriculum. So does it apply in other institutions, such as the formal,
non-formal, and informal educational institutions?
I think it does not matter as long as they still refer to the
main reference, the Ministerial Regulation (Education). It
a l l o w s , i n p l ayg r o u p , f o r e x a m p l e , yo u h ave
Permendikbud 137 and Permendikbud 146. In PKBM, the
curriculum reference is Permendikbud 129 in 2019. That
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is the primary reference. Think just like this. If we want to
make various kinds of rice, the main ingredient is rice. If
the rice is to be made fried rice, yellow rice, or whatever,
it's up to us, and according to our favorites. The point is
rice as it is. This issue is also the same. If the basic
foundation is religion, just go ahead. If it is indeed a
23
religious basis, combine it with the Permendikbud.
However, from the ield observations, the obligation to adopt a
national curriculum (compulsory subjects such as Indonesian
language, civic education, and religious education)could be
neglected as it relied on the creativity of HS institutions at the
education unit level. For example, some HS Sala i-Inclusive
categories adopted a national curriculum and provided learning of
three compulsory subjects, but, they have to share the learning
hours with other religious studies, the Qur'anic tah idz in particular.
More stringent competition is given by the HS Sala i-exclusive
category where the national curriculum does not seem to be
suf iciently well adopted, and the national curriculum gained even
less space compared to the Islamic curriculum created by the HS
education unit. PKBM Kuttab Ibnu Abbas, for example, created its
own curriculum to be used as a learning guide in that institution. The
Islamic religious curriculum in the form of the Imani curriculum and
the Quranic curriculum becomes the main curriculum studied by
students, while general knowledge is only accommodated through
the Ulumun Na i'ah curriculum with science material in the form of
Biology, Mathematics, and English
Despite having laws that regulated HS education, Woro
acknowledged that the Education Of ice as a representative of the
government at the local level could not conduct full supervision,
especially regarding the implementation of HS education which was
carried out independently. Parents can independently organize
learning activities for their children, either by becoming a direct
facilitator or by inviting personal tutors for scienti ic subjects or
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skills of interest. Consequently, the local education of ice has
dif iculty intervening. Meanwhile, HS Education Regulations that
have been regulated in Permendikbud 129 in 2014, in fact, do not
regulate supervision of the implementation of this HS education
model. "We cannot monitor them because indeed they are not
24
permitted.”
Furthermore, Woro stated that supervision could only be
carried out by the local Education Of ice when the implementation
of HS was based on PKBM or formal education institutions through
an equivalency program. Thus, the supervision could be done by
directly monitoring the curriculum and learning activities of these
institutions.
Most homeschooling units conducting the learning
process by collaborating with the licensed HS and
inviting teachers to teach students at home. Only some
homeschooling units turn into legal educational
institutions, while the others remain as home-based
education. So like in HS Kak Seto, the homeschooling
practitioners invite the teachers to their home. So, we
monitor it from institutions that have been permitted by
the government. If the HS does not have any permit, we
will have no right to monitor it. Civil Service Police and
Licensing Service are entitled to do so. We only remind
that this institution is illegal and they must earn
permission. The right of the Education Of ice is only to
remind it and give a recommendation.25
Conclusion
In terms of regulation, the Government of Indonesia has suf iciently
accommodated family and environment-based education (known:
HS) since the New Order, with Law no. 2 of 1989 concerning the
National Education System. This law expressly recognizes the family
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and environment-based education through Non-School Education
pathways. The Law became the starting point for the Government to
explicitly recognize the existence of family-based education.
Further, the Government of Indonesia then improved the National
Education System by issuing Law No. 20 of 2003. In this law, the
government divides education into 3 pathways; formal, non-formal,
and informal. Informal education itself becomes the foundation for
family-based education. Lastly, the government recognizes HS by
determining the Permendikbud No. 129 of 2014 concerning
homeschooling. This regulation organizes both technical and nontechnical implementation for homeschooling.
However, the fact indicated that HS regulation was still not
comprehensive. Why? because it has not accommodated all aspects
of education. For example, there were no technical and
implementation guidelines. Moreover, the de inition of HS was
unclear and several articles in Permendikbud 129/2014 seemed
confusing about both the de inition and practice of the HS.
According to the response of several policymakers, they expected
that the inal regulation on family-based education would be re ined
by incorporating operational and technical guidelines. In addition,
at the regional level, it was necessary to disseminate information
about HS evenly in order to familiarize the Education Department
Of ice and the community with the HS.

Endnote:
1
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Section (28C) All people have rights to develop themselves through ful illing
their basic needs, have rights to get education and get bene it from knowledge
of science and technology, art and culture, in order to increase their life quality
and human prosperity. Meanwhile, section (31) article (1): Every citizen has
rights to get education. Article (2): Government makes eﬀort and carries out
one national education system that enhance faith and piety as well as good
morals in order to develop the nation's intellectual's life which is managed by
the law. (UUD 1945).
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2

Law Number 20, 2003 regarding National Education System. Section 28E article
1 Law Number 20 clari ies that “the national education system should be able to
guarantee equality in the chance of education, improvement of quality and
relevance and ef iciency management of education to face challenge in line with
the demand of local, national, and global life change which is why a revision
should be done with good planning, direction, continuity.

3

All people have the rights to follow religion and worship according to their
religion, to choose education and teaching, job, citizenship, and residence
within the nation and to leave, or to go back.

4

Non-formal education includes life skill education, early childhood education
program, youth education, skill and work training education, equivalency
education, as well as other education that is aimed to improve students' skill.
(Law Number 20, 2003 law of National Education System, Section 26 article 3).
Meanwhile, nor-formal education unit includes course institutions, training
institutions, study groups, society studying activity center (PKBM), and Majlis
Taklim, as well as other educational units alike. (section 26 article 4).
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CHAPTER 5
MEASURING RESILIENCE AND VULNERABILITY

... the schools were slipping dangeroustly out of the state's control
and into the hands of “extremist” thereby posing a serious threat to
the country's national security.
Dr. Husayn Kamal Bahauddin
1
Egypt Minister of Education, 1991.

H

ow does one measure the resistance and vulnerability of
homeschooling (HS) when it deals with radicalism and violent
extremism? This chapter will analyze the ield data utilizing the
parameters mentioned in Chapter I. If HS implementation meets all
of the requirements encompassed in the HS regulations, HS will
belong to a resilient group. In contrast, it tends to be vulnerable
when its implementation does not meet the regulations—moreover,
the curriculum content development does not provide room for the
state to involve. The box of HS resilience and vulnerability is
formulated by considering other variables de ined in this study
(Chapter I). In this analysis, HS will be situated in the context of the
general education system in which the education process is
considered not only as a place to transfer knowledge but also as a
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place to transfer values held by the community. I the context of HS,
the education process is to pass down the values of the parents to the
next generation.
In a nation and state context, Education stakeholders include
three main actors, namely the state, the parents, and the children.
the next notion will con irm that the interests of the three main
actors of education should have a room in the educational process
with a balanced proportion. Therefore, each nation or state has to
formulate a national education system that regulates an equal
amount of time and material allocation from the three main actors.
In the context of the national education system, the interest of the
government is to instill national values. In fact, it can be stated that
instilling the state's ideology of Pancasila is a representative interest
of the nation in the national education system.
This section will analyze HS resilience and vulnerability.
Furthermore, based on the classi ication analysis, HS resilience and
vulnerability deal with radicalism and violent acts. In the next
section, the choice of HS—whether it is a single HS, a compound HS,
or a community HS—and the learning material provided in each HS
unit investigated in this research will be elaborated in a more
detailed categorization. Afterward, the aspects of resilience and
vulnerability are formulated comprehensively.
Benchmarks
As explained in the previous section, this study de ined radicalism as
an idea and action for fundamental socio-political change and a
justi ication for the use of violence in both verbal and action with the
following characteristics: (1) ideologically rejecting the Unitary
State of the Republic of Indonesia / NKRI in various forms (including
rejecting Pancasila, refusing to sing the Indonesia Raya song, and
refusing respect to the Red-White lag); (2) being intolerant to
diversity; (3) refusing to interact with other diﬀerent communities
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(exclusive); (4) easily blaming others of diﬀerent groups and
considering themselves as the most righteous; and (5) supporting
violence in various forms.
In this sense, the concept of resilience applies the following
benchmarks: (1) implementing the Ministry of education and
culture Regulation No. 129 of 2014 concerning home schools, where
HS teach religious education, Pancasila and Civic education, and
Indonesian language (article 7, paragraph 2); (2) applying the
national curriculum; and (3) being open to diﬀerent groups and
religions. On the other hand, the concept of vulnerability uses
behavioral benchmarks based on (ideological) beliefs: (1) rejecting
the Merah-Putih lag ceremony; (2) refusing to introduce the
national heroes; (3) refusing to teach national songs; and (4)
refusing to introduce the nation symbols ( lags, pictures of the
president and the vice president, the Garuda symbol, and the
national heroes). Furthermore, the concept of "spiral encapsulation”
is used to see HS resilience and vulnerability to intolerance and
radicalism, because self-encapsulation has the potential to keep
children away from other common values that can broaden their
thinking horizons (Porta, 1995).
Although the previous section has discussed many things
regarding the HS categories based on motivation, meaning, and
implication on learning material that produced two major groups of
HS in Indonesia, namely non-religious-based HS and religiousbased HS, the next inding will be even more interesting to explain.
the Islamic-based HS is dominated by Muslim groups who followed
the Salafi ideology in Indonesia as covered in the data from the
previous section this section will elaborate on this inding further.
Sala i ideology actually has a very long stretch of a continuum line.
Nonetheless, the distinctive character of the Sala i ideology is the
tendency to make Muslim lives similar to the early period of Islamic
development, especially the period of Prophet PBUH (peace be upon
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him) and his companions, as an ideal period that must not only be
used as a reference on the "Islamic way of life" but must also be
emulated—textually if necessary.
Islamic-based HS Typology
Based on the indings in the ield, this study discovered two major
typologies of Islamic-based HS which are believed as ideal
educational services by the Salaf (al-salaf al-shalih). The irst one is
the Sala i-Inclusive HS typology and the second one is the Sala iExclusive HS typology. Sala is are given broad de initions by
emphasizing the puri ication of Tawheed and distancing themselves
from things that lead to shirk. and it refers to the period of al-salaf alshalih.
Sala i
HS practices by referring and believing them refer to as: (1) the form of the educational
form to be taught is the period of salaf al-shalih; (2) the Ssala i literature is used as a
referrence in Islamic learning; (3) Al-Qur'an memorization is the main subject matter.
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Inclusive

Exclusive

Introducing the diversity of Indonesia.

Focusing on their own group;

Willing to socialize with people of other
religions.

Not willing to socialize with religions
other than Islam.

Having non-muslim students;

Refusing non-muslim students;

Implementing the national curriculum
(including Pancasila, Civic Education,
and Bahasa Indonesia).

Implementing their own curriculum while
the national curriculum is used as the
equivalency of the exam (including
Pancasila, Civic Education, and Bahasa

Refusing to say congratulation to other
religions’ holy days, but not minding it if
someone does.

Refusing to say congratulation to other
religion’s holiday, and the refusal is
absolute.
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Portraits and Typology
The tables below were compiled through rigorous analysis and
categorization by strictly sorting out the perspectives expressed by
the founders and managers, teachers, and parents—including some
students and the Regional Government, speci ically the Education
Of ice. This study utilized the benchmarks stated above. Based on
these benchmarks, the tables of indings in each research area along
with speci ic elaborations on the Sala i-Inclusive Islamic HS and the
Sala i-Exclusive Islamic HS are presented below.
Typology Table
HS in Jakarta-Depok-South Tangerang
No HS

Tipology

Explanations

1.

Karunia Indah
HS

Religion –Sala iexclusive Islam

It is a compound HS and Muslim parents are
the initiators that follow the Tablighi Jamaah
or Jamaah Tabligh (JT), a group of Salaf based
in India. All of the female members of the
family wore niqab (face-shield). It applies the
view of al-um madrasatul ula (mothers are
the irst school). The curriculum focuses on
the Qur’an memorization and hadith, JT
material, and Urdu language. Wants to get
God’s acceptance only.

2.

Pahlawan HS

Religion–Sala iexclusive Islam

It is a compound HS with boarding systems.
The founders follow Salaf, and they are
former members of JI (Jemaah Islamiyah).
The female members in the family wore niqab
(face-shield). The national curriculum is
learned only to join the national exam. The
lag ceremony is replaced with dakwah
(Islamic missionary) training. Extracurricular
activities: horse riding, archery, and
swimming. The formal school is not in line
with Islam.

3.

Ana HS

Religion –Sala iexclusive Islam

It is a single HS with family members that
follow the Salaf. It tends to be closed oﬀ. It
does not teach Civic Education. It focuses on
the Qur’an memorization. It is under the
PKBM/HS of Generasi Juara.
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No HS

Tipology

Explanations

4.

PKBM Bina
Potensi Insan
Mandiri

Non-Religion

It is a community HS service for Children with
special needs (Anak Berkebutuhan Khusus,
ABK). It focuses on students’ talents and
interests and uses the national curriculum by
lowering the standard. It teaches life skills
with the purpose that students can be
accepted by society. This HS teaches civic
education and introduces other religions.

5.

Eagle Nest
Homeschooling

Religion –
Christian

It is a Christian-based community HS. Teaches
children to be strong in the spirit of Christ.
The members are Christian children only. It
teaches diversity through playdate activities
and nationalism. It adopts an international
curriculum with modi ications.

6.

PKBM Bina
Insan Mandiri
(Masjid

Non-Religion

It is a community HS with socio-economic
reasons that deter access to formal school.
Master (Masjid Terminal/ Gate Mosque)
teaches general and religious subjects. The
purpose is to cut the poverty chain through
education.

7.

Nada HS

Religion –Sala iInclusive Islam

It is a single HS with female parents who wore
a veil and follow the Salaf. It focuses on alQuran memorization and Sala i lessons.
Foreign language is taught
(Mandarin)—online. The general subjects
have few learning hours. It teaches a diversity
of Indonesia but refuses to congratulate
people of other religions on their religious
occasions.

8.

Teladan HS

Non-Religion

It is a compound HS unit focusing on Children
with special needs (Anak Berkebutuhan
Khusus/ABK). Students of diverse religious
backgrounds mingle together.

9.

Nana HS

Religion –Sala iInclusive Islam

This HS explicitly claims itself as the Salaf.
Education has to make children as maisah (
breadwinner ) for their family and
themselves. It implements the 2013
curriculum by adding Islamic Sala i materials
held by the family. This single HS is quite open
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No HS

Tipology

Explanations
held by the family. This single HS is quite open
with people with the same or diﬀerent
religions. In fact, they socialize with the nonmuslims. This HS built a PKBM and
established Homeschooling Muslim Indonesia
(HSMI).

10.

Radit HS

Non-Religion

Non-Religion = 4
Religion – Christian = 1

It is a single HS which is motivated to support
Children with Special Needs (Anak
Berkebutuhan Khusus/ABK). It focuses on
developing talents and interests. It belongs to
the PKBM Generasi Juara. It is open to any
religious group. It uses a personalized
curriculum while the national curriculum is

Religion –Sala i-Inclusive Islam = 2
Islamic Sala i-ekslusive = 3

In DKI Jakarta and the surrounding areas, HS has experienced
signi icant development. From the information obtained from the
website, this study selected 10 HS services across Jakarta,
Tangerang, and Depok as data sources. Based on the table above, this
study explored in-depth information from 4 non-Religion HS, 1
Christian-based HS unit, 5 Islamic-based HS units divided into 2
Sala i-Inclusive Islamic HS units, and 3 Sala i-Exclusive Islamic HS
units.
The Sala i-Inclusive Islamic HS was represented by two HSs.
Both of the HS explicitly acknowledged being followers of Sala i
Islam. They practiced HS as a model of Sala i Muslims by
implementing parental responsibilities in children's education.
Both HS provided few learning hours for the general subjects. The
irst HS emphasized the education of the Qur'an memorization
(tah idz al-Qur'an), and the second HS puts emphasis on education
by directly practicing real-life situations—for instance regarding the
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men's obligations to make a living and be responsible for their
family. Despite adopting Sala i religious ideologies, the two HSs are
open to people of other faiths. They acknowledge and teach the
diversity of Indonesia but they refuse to congratulate people of
other religions on their religious holy days. Generally, it can be said
that This homeschooling did not accommodate the aspect of
nationalism which was re lected in civic education and Indonesian
language materials. Religious subjects are also well-provided is in
the form of Sala i material.
On the other hand, the Sala i-Exclusive Islamic HS group in
Jakarta had a fundamental diﬀerence in terms of Islamic ideology,
although generally, it was in the continuum of Sala ism. First, HS was
carried out by followers of the Jama'ah Tabligh (JT) or the Tablighi
Jama'ah. JT is a Sala i Muslim group based in India with the
characteristics of Islamic dakwah through a concept called khuruj
(leaving the house to be devoted to Islam) periodically. The general
subject matter was not provided and the focus was only on Islamic
materials, memorization of the Qur'an, and hadith. All students were
the 20 children of the founder from his 4 wives who simultaneously
play the roles as teachers. All of them wear a niqab (face-cover) and
teach Urdu as an additional subject. The vulnerability of this
particular HS lied in the little amount of time for students socializing
outside. Therefore, there tended to be a potential of "spiral
encapsulation". Besides, there were also no compulsory subjects in
this HS. although the regulations on HS required all homeschooling
units to teach civic education, Indonesian language, and religion
only the religion subject is conducted a large number of learning
hours. Second HS is a compound HS with a boarding system.
Explicitly claiming to be a Sala i follower and formerly involving in
the JI (Jema'ah Islamiyah) organization, the founder/leader of the
HS made exclusive rules. In fact, guests who want to visit have to go
through the strict selection.2 The leader viewed it as irrelevant to
provide knowledge, experience, interaction with communities of
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diﬀerent faiths. Female students were required to wear the niqab
and the veil. Learning materials focus on tah idz al-Qur'an (Qur'an
memorization). The students study the national curriculum because
they want to pass the equivalency exam only. This HS also replaced
the lag ceremony with da'wah training. Meanwhile, the
extracurricular activities that were emphasized were horse riding,
archery, and swimming. With such a learning model, this resilience
aspect of this HS against radicalism was very weak. The dominant
a s p e c t wa s v u l n e ra b l e b e c a u s e i t u s e d t h e b o a r d i n g
system–although the potential for a "Spiral encapsulation" was
smaller than the former one.
Table of Typology for HS in Bandung
No HS

Tipology

Explanations

1.

Sari HS

Religion –Sala i
Inclusive Islam

It is a single HS, driven by children’s diary that
they want to present a crown to their parents
in the form of Al-Qur’an. It focuses on the
memorization of al-Qur’an. Nonetheless, they
still socialize with people of other religions
because it is included in HS Pramuka. Civic
education is taught through the
internalization of life values.

2.

Ria HS

Non-Religion

This single HS is driven by their critiques of
formal school. It is open to other religions and
races. It is included in HS Pramuka. Learning
civic education is done directly by managing
the letters in the government of ice.

3.

Nadin HS

Religion –
Christian

It is a Christian-based Single HS. It is open to
socializing with other religions through its
involvement in Pramuka HS and Pewaris
Bangsa HS. The curriculum focuses on
children's interests.

4.

Nia HS

Religion –Sala i
Inclusive Islam

A single HS is managed by one tutor/mother
as the teacher. The method used is school at
home. This HS emphasizes the comfort of
students’ learning and development of
children's talents and interests. This HS is
consistent in the use of niqab. Emphasizes on
memorization of al-Qur’an.
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No HS

Tipology

Explanations

5.

Telaga HS

Religion –Sala i
Inclusive Islam

A compound HS. Emphasizes the learning of
religion from the value. It is willing to
socialize with people of other religions, and it
does not mind congratulating people of
diﬀerent religions on their religious holy days.
It looks for ideal education for Indonesian
children. It emphasizes textual learning and
worshiping aspects. Religion learning is based
only on Tawheed and sirah nabawiyah (the

6.

Taman Sekar
HS

Non-Religion

It is a community HS. Students choose it
because religion does not take the dominant
parts of the curriculum. The national
curriculum is modi ied to support students’
talents. Students socialize with other
religions. It teaches kindness to everyone.

7.

Widya HS

Religion–Sala i
Inclusive Islam

Single HS emphasizes religious learning and
its symbols but the perspective on learning
methods is quite open. It emphasizes on
textual learning and worshiping aspects.
Religious learning is based on Tawheed dan
sirah nabawiyah.

8.

Pewaris
Bangsa HS

Non-Religion

It is a community HS. The national curriculum
is adjusted to students’ talents. Students
socialize with other religions. They do not
mind saying congratulation on holy days of
people from other religions.

9.

Belantara HS

Religion–Sala i
exclusive Islam

This compound HS is speci ic for Muslim
groups included under their umbrella. The
Islamic understanding students learn is
textual. The curriculum emphasizes is
memorization of al-Qur’an. The learning
method emphasized on indoctrination.

Religion–Sala i
Inclusive Islam

It is a single HS that emphasizes religious
learning. The curriculum used is Cambridge
which focuses on children's growth and
development. It emphasizes on textual
learning and worshiping aspects. Religious
learning is based on Tawheed and sirah
nabawiyah.

10. Tina HS
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No HS

Tipology

Explanations

11. Bersama HS

Non-Religion

It is a compound HS which emphasizes
universal living that focuses on the value of
diversity, especially religion. The members of
this HS mingle with diﬀerent groups.

12. Gotong Royong
HS

Religion–Sala i
Inclusive Islam

This compound HS emphasizes religious
learning speci ically on Muslim groups. Even
though it is Islam-based, this HS is emphatic
toward diﬀerent groups. It emphasizes on
textual learning and worshiping aspect.
Religious learning is based on Tawheed and
sirah nabawiyah.

Non-Religion = 4
Religion – Christian = 1
Religion – Sala i Inclusive Islam = 6 Religion – Sala i Exclusive Islam = 1

The majority of Islamic HS that have developed in Bandung are
Islamic Sala i-Inclusive HS. All of them have the typology of the
Sala i-Inclusive HS with all of its variants of course. In this way, this
HS typology has an aspect of resilience greater than its vulnerability.
There is only one type of Compound Sala i-Exclusive HS because it is
speci ically intended only for Muslim groups in their community.
Islamic material is not only taught textually but also uses a textual
approach in interpretation. In addition to Islamic doctrine, the main
focus of learning is the Qur'an memorization. The learning method
emphasizes indoctrination. General subjects are only given for the
equivalency exam at the end of each level. The vulnerability of this
type of HS lies in the limited social interaction in which students only
interact with fellow Muslims and understand textual Islamic
texts—and therefore, they will possibly become rigid and intolerant.
Table of Typology of HS in Surakarta
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No HS

Tipology

Explanations

1.

Kak Seto HS

Non-Religion

It is a community HS. It broadens access to
education with students of diﬀerent religions.
It uses the national curriculum with
extracurricular activities, such as Friday class.
It is a member of Asahpena.

2.

Kuttab Ibn
Abbas

Religion–Sala i
Exclusive Islam

It is a community HS. It trains the cadres of
Ulema in the faith curriculum and Qur’an
curriculum. Meanwhile, Bahasa Indonesia,
Mathematics, and Civic education are grouped
in the Na i’a curriculum. Male and female
students are separated. It starts the learning
by saying the pledge “Allah is our God (Allahu
Robbuna), Muhammad is our Prophet
(Muhammad Rasuluna), Islam is our religion
(Islam Dinuna), Our book is Alquran (Alquran
Kitabi), followed by reciting two shahada
sentences to strengthen Islam to students
since an early age.

3.

Cahaya Rejeki
HS

Religion–Sala i
Inclusive Islam

It is a community HS. This HS gives access to
people who prefer non-formal education. It
implements the national curriculum added
with Qur’an memorization. It claims to have
non-Muslim students.

4.

Ar-Ridla HS

Religion–Sala i
Inclusive Islam

It is a community HS. It aims to empower the
society through activities in the center or
outskirts of ex-localization in line with the
Islamic dakwah. The curriculum refers to the
national curriculum. It prioritizes Islamic law.

5.

Syifa HS

Agama-Islam
Sala i Inklusif

It is a community HS. The HS service aims to
accommodate children with special needs and
children who ind it dif icult to study in formal
school. It uses the national curriculum added
with the memorization of Al-Qur’an.

6.

Anugerah HS

Non-Religion

It is a single HS. It aims to teach children with
learning dif iculties and motivate them to
explore talents, like singing and writing. It
teaches children to socialize in their
community even though they have diﬀerent

7.

Cahaya Setia
HS

Non-Religion

This single HS adjusts to the children's’
learning speed. Students study science. The
curriculum refers to Charlotte Masson's
philosophy. The Religion lesson is practiceoriented, not memorization.
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No HS
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Explanations

8.

Religion–Sala i
Inclusive Islam

This single HS considers that parents have
primary responsibility in educating their
children. The pupils start with Al-Qur’an
memorization. Deep understanding and
discipline in practicing religious teaching
become the provision for the pupils in their
life. They socialize with diverse groups.

Wangi Melati
HS

In Surakarta, there was only one Sala i-Exclusive Islamic HS.
Other HS were non-Religion based, and most were included in the
Sala i-Inclusive Islamic HS category. The Sala i-Exclusive Islamic HS
in Surakarta was the HS Community that intended to educate the
cadre of Ulemas (ulama) with the Faith Curriculum and the Quran
Curriculum. While, Indonesian language, Mathematics and Civic
education were grouped in the Na i'a curriculum. Male and female
students learned in diﬀerent rooms. The learning started by
strengthening Tawheed, by reading the pledge "Allah is our Lord
(Allahu Robbuna), Muhammad is our Prophet (Muhammad
Rasuluna), Islam is our religion (Islam Dinuna), Our book is the
Qur'an (Alquran Kitabi)” followed by reciting two sentences of the
shahada. HS vulnerability lied in its refusal to interact with other
religious groups which led them to focus only on their own groups.
Table of Typology of HS in Surabaya
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No HS

Tipology

Explanations

1.

Tayyibah HS

Religion – Sala i
inclusive Islam

This community HS considers other religions
as rivals of Islam. The members are Muslim
only and they do not interact with other
religions. congratulating on other religion’s
holidays is forbidden. There is no lag
ceremony. Civic education is not taught. The
national heroes introduced are those who are
Muslims only.

2.

Bunga Mawar
HS

Non-Religion

This compound HS applies the national
curriculum. Diverse students in terms of
economy, social status, and religion. It is
common to say congratulation to other people
with diﬀerent religions on their holy days.
The majority of the students are drop out of
formal school.

3.

PKBM
Primagama
Pakuwon

Non-Religion

A community HS with diverse students
teaches a diversity of Indonesia. The national
curriculum is adapted to the module. The
members are children who are at school age
whose parents chose HS as a learning model.
The substance is pragmatic learning since it is
output-based which is intended to make
students pass the national exam with a
satisfactory score.

4.

Insan Mulia HS

Religion – Sala i
inclusive Islam

It is a community HS that teaches Islam only.
It teaches religion in which its materials are
made by Sunan Ampel Alumni of Hadith
Interpretation Study Program and it was
covered in the religion subject syllabus.
However, students come from diverse
religions though they do not wear a niqab.
The teachers wear a veil but not a niqab. They
are willing to say congratulation on the
holiday of other religions. A lag ceremony
exists. They also socialize with other religions.

5.

Duta Bangsa
HS

Religion – Sala i
inclusive Islam

Compound HS is speci ic for female Muslim
students. They only socialize with other
Muslims. They refuse to say congratulation on
the holiday of other religions because they
consider it unnecessary. Material for the
religious subject is taken from various
sources, does not limit to a certain sect. The
memorization of Al-Qur’an is strong and
tends to comprehend religion textually. Civic
education is taught by taking Islamic
examples. Introduced other religions that are
acknowledged in Indonesia.
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6.

Religion – Sala i
inclusive Islam

It is a single HS. The students are Muslim only.
It does not teach other religion. Even though
the teachers wear niqab, male and female
students are not separated. The main
reference is Sala i books. The HS is carried out
in an Islamic boarding school but the students
come from diverse religions, professions,
backgrounds, and so forth.

Al-Khair HS

A single HS is managed by one family and is
not based on religion as well as not
emphasizing on Religion symbols. The
compulsory subjects are provided only to pass
the examination. It emphasizes children's
talents.
7.

Unggul HS

Non-Religion

A single HS managed by one family where the
mother acts as the tutor. This HS is not
religious-based and does not emphasize
religious symbols. Education accomplishment
is only on subjects at school. The compulsory
subjects are only to pass the examination.

8.

Azmi HS

Non-Religion

A single HS managed by one family where the
mother acts as the tutor. This HS is not
religious-based and does not emphasize
religious symbols. Education accomplishment
is only on subjects at school. The compulsory
subjects are only to pass the examination.

9.

Sinar Mulia
Indonesia HS

Christian Religion

This community HS emphasizes on Christianbased religious learning. It teaches children to
be in the spirit of Christ and nationalism. This
HS teaches diversity through the common
activity as well.

Non-Religion

This is a community HS. It does not take a
dominant portion of the curriculum. It uses
the national curriculum and adjusted to
students’ talents. It socializes with people
with other religions. Teaches kindness to
anyone.

10. PKBM Pena
Surabaya
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In the case of Surabaya, there is only one Sala i-Exclusive
Islamic HS. Like in the previous cities, this HS community had the
notion that other religions were the rivals of Islam. As an
implication, this HS only accepted Muslim students. Moreover, it also
refused to interact with followers of other religions. The
congratulations to other faiths who celebrated their big day were
strictly forbidden. Furthermore, it did not provide civic education in
the curriculum and the lag ceremony was not conducted. In fact, this
HS was unwilling to introduce national igures, unless they are also
Islamic leaders. The aspect of resilience to radicalism was clearly
very low. However, in the case of this HS, the aspect of vulnerability
to radicalism exists.
Table of Typology of HS in Makassar
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No HS

Tipology

Explanations

1.

Mira HS

Religion – Sala i
Inclusive Islam

This single HS emphasizes on memorization
of al-Qur’an learning and Islamic foundation.
It uses the Montessori method but not the
national curriculum. Although this HS does
not do the lag ceremony, it interacts with
other HS units in the community of
Homeschooling Muslim Nusantara (HSMN).

2.

Naya HS

Religion – Sala i
Exclusive Islam

This single HS emphasizes on memorization
of al-Qur’an learning. Socialization is done
only within the family. Does not socialize with
other religion. It does not congratulate other
religions’ holy days. It uses a personalized
curriculum. The framework comes from itrah
(the nature of human) based education by
design thinking with the memorization of alQur’an as the main focus. Al-Qur’an is taught
textually by the teachers.

3.

Ikhwan HS

Religion – Sala i
Exclusive Islam

A community HS with Malaysian network,
namely Global Ikhwan—which is a
reincarnation of Darul Arqam. This HS applies
the boarding model with the religious and
general curriculum. It does not socialize with
other religions and refuses to say
congratulation on their holiday. However, they
still involve themselves in socio-religion
(tahlil). The religious curriculum is from
Global Ikhwan.
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4.

Cendikia HS

Non-Religion

This community HS is similar to public school
but it is not built formally. It uses the national
curriculum, socializes, and is willing to say
congratulation to other religions’ holy days.
All subjects are taught in this school including
religions acknowledged in Indonesia. It does
not have Religious af iliation.

5.

Kasih Bangsa
HS

Christian Religion

It is a Christian-based community HS but has
Muslim students. It uses the national
curriculum, socializes, and is willing to say
congratulation to other religions’ holy days.
This HS is usually for children with special

6.

Primagama HS

Non-Religion

It is a community HS. It does not have any
diﬀerent from other central or branch of ices.
It has diverse members and it also teaches the
diversity of Indonesia. It uses the national
curriculum adapted to the module. The
members are students of school age whose
parents choose HS as a learning model. It
holds national holidays. It introduces national
igures. The teachers teach religion, ethnicity,
race, and so forth. There is no segregation
between male and female students. the
teaching does not emphasize indoctrination.

Non-religious Religion = 5
Religious Religion – Christian= 1
Religious Religion – Sala i Inclusive Islam = 3
Religious Religion – Sala i Eclusive Islam = 1

In Padang, there were two Sala i-Exclusive Islamic HS. First, the
HS Community whose curriculum was focused on the Qur'an. The
teacher believed that if someone memorized the Qur'an, other
subjects would be easily learned. Male and female students learned
in diﬀerent classrooms. In addition, they only allowed students to
get along with their fellow students. They did not allow students to
associate with other religious groups and refuse to congratulate the
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In Makassar, there are two Sala i-exclusive Islamic Homeschooling.
First, the single homeschooling of a family — for example, the Naya
family. This Homeschooling emphasized Tah iz al-Qur'an
(Memorizing Al-Qur'an). Then, they just socialized with the family
members and they were not associating with followers of other
religions, nor willing to give a greeting on the feast day of other
religions. The curriculum was arranged personally (personalized
curriculum) for it wished a full Framework of itrah-based education
by the design thinking with Tah idz al-Qur'an as the subject. The
teacher teaches the Qur'an textually.
Second, the HS community had networks in Surabaya, Bandung,
and Malaysia, which was called the Global Ikhwan. The Global
Ikhwan can be considered as the reincarnation of Darul Arqam, an
Islamic movement in Kuala Lumpur that was once popular and had
followers in Indonesia and was later banned in Malaysia in the
1990s. The HS applies a dormitory model with the Religion and
general curriculum. The HS also did not associate with followers of
other religions and forbade students to congratulate those of other
religions who celebrate their feast days. However, they were willing
to socialize with fellow Muslims around the HS location. In fact, they
are not reluctant to participate in rituals such as tahlilan. The feature
of this HS was the formulation of a religious curriculum that was
entirely based on the Global Ikhwan. Meanwhile, the most
controversial issue about Global Ikhwan followers was their
promotion to fellow Muslims for doing polygamy. Such a group could
be easily isolated by the wider community, not only because of the
practice of polygamy but also because of the propaganda that they
share.
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Table of Typology of HS in Padang
No HS

Tipology

Explanations

1.

PKBM HS
Markazul
Qur’an

Islamicbased–Sala i
Exclusive

It is a Community HS. It focuses on the Qur'an.
The teacher is sure that memorizing the
Qur'an will help learn other subjects. Male
and female students learn in diﬀerent
classrooms. Its members associate only with
their community. They refuse to give a
greeting to other religions. The national
curriculum is only for the national
examination.

2.

Umat Mulia HS

Non-Religion

It is a Compound HS consisting of 10 families.
It does not introduce other religions. Its
members associate only with fellow members
of the community. There is no lag ceremony.
Civic education is not taught. it does not
introduce other religions. It has an
independent curriculum in accordance with
the vision and mission of the family. The
members conduct HS with their own school
motivation and make their learning, modules,
and curriculum for their children. The
foundation used is the Qur'an. The goal is to
save the child from hell ire.

3.

HS Hana

Non-Religion

The basic reason for this single HS in choosing
a home-school system is based on its desire to
provide a customized education for the
children while students in public schools are
treated the same. This HS uses a variety of
methods. In teaching, the HS also introduces
Religion diversity.

4.

Ita HS

Islamicbased–Sala i
Inclusive

It is a single HS. It focuses on Islamic Religion
education (Tah iz), but all three students can
get along with non-Muslims in one writing
group. Besides, students are allowed to follow
the activities of diﬀerent people or
organizations sects in Islam.

5.

PKBM
Primagama

Non-Religion

It is a community HS. It has no diﬀerence with
the head of ice and other branches.
Participants are diverse and teach the
diversity of Indonesia. The national
curriculum is adapted in the module.
Participants are school-aged children whose
parents choose Home Schooling as a learning
model.
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6.

PKBM Farila
Ilmi

Non-Religion

It is a community Learning Activity Center HS
(PKBM). This community HS focuses on nonformal education and equality for marginal
children (scavengers, ishermen, etc.). It
serves HS children by conducting lessons in
the classroom or by doing online tutoring. It
uses the curriculum of national education and
teaches civic education. Besides, it also
introduces other religions.

7.

Cokro HS

Non-Religion

This single HS chose a home-based school
because of the bullying their child
experienced. So that this HS focus on child
comfort. The curriculum adopts the wishes
and interests of children. HS also introduces
other religions and associates them with
followers of other religions. "Learning can be
anywhere and anytime. It is just like the
concept of the church. The church does not
mean space, but more on our belief as to the
places of learning and worshiping. The
Mosque can also be de ined similarly as the
Church. "

feast day of other religions. As mentioned, the curriculum was
arranged to focus on the Tah idz al-Qur'an while the national
curriculum was only for National Examination purposes. Also, they
do not implement a national curriculum systematically will make HS
students vulnerable to radicalism, especially combined with the
exclusive attitude shown in social relations.
Second, a compound HS consisting of 10 families. For instance,
Umat Mulia HS was exclusive not only because of its desire to
interact with people within their group but also because of its
prohibition to introduce other religions to their students. In
addition, they did not teach and introduce other religions. Limiting
social interaction, they mingled only with fellow communities. So
that they also did not introduce other religions to their students. In
fact, one of the compulsory subjects like Pancasila and Civic
education was not taught. They formulated a self-reliant personal
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curriculum, and of course, aligned with the family's vision and
mission. The foundation used was the Qur'an and the ultimate goal
was to save children from hell ire.
The HS described above was homeschooling which had a higher
vulnerability compared to resilience. Even though the total number
of Sala i-Exclusive Islamic HS units of HS is not big, it is an early
warning that HS could be a medium to indoctrinate religious views
that could not coexist with the Indonesian spirit. In this context,
referring to the discussion of the previous chapter, the government
was concerned with these possibilities by issuing the Ministry of
Education and Culture Regulation No. 129 of 2014 concerning
homeschooling. It can be concluded that the regulation was a form of
government responds to the development of alternative education
in the form of HS. In addition, it also showed that the country was
concerned with this development. Quoting Virban (2017: 7)
con irms that education stakeholders consist of the main actors that
are the government, parents, and children while the regulation is a
form of state representation in HS practice.
In the Ministry of education, it was emphasized that single HS
and compound HS were required to register while community HS
was required to obtain a license (article 6). Article 13 also states that
"the regional government is compelled to set a guideline of
homeschooling". Thus, administrative responsibilities, quality
development, monitoring, and evaluation were fully handed to the
Regional Government—education authority. In addition, the
Ministry of Education and Culture Regulation also mentions that HS
organizers must report to the local Education Of ice, including the
lesson plans (article 6), and curriculum based on national standards
(article 7). Thus, practitioners are required to teach religious
education, Pancasila and Civic education, and Indonesian language
(Article 7).
Beside Sala i-Exclusive homeschooling, some other HS
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typologies particularly did not implement the 129/2014 regulation.
Even though the regulation was the only one that was technically
concerned with HS operational procedures. Other regulations
especially mentioned in the preamble present the principles of HS
legal standing and the position of homeschooling in the national
education system—as an informal education belongs to single and
compound homeschooling and non-formal education belongs to a
community HS. Such positioning enables HS to trigger discussion
among homeschoolers in formulating de initions, especially in HS
Communities which take the form of "institutions with signboards".
Broadly speaking, the Ministry of Education and Culture
Regulation did not work well. Some important indings related to
regulations are as follows. First, the Ministry of Education and
Culture did not transfer the information about HS well to local
education of ices. The indings in Padang indicated the low
awareness of the Education of ice regarding the existence of HS in its
assigned area. Second, no regulation follow-up was found in the
form of technical guidelines for the implementation of HS, issued by
both the central and regional governments. In this study, only two
out of six cities/districts issued the regulations on general education
and HS. The irst one was Surakarta City Regulation No. 12 of 2017
concerning Implementation of Education, Article 70, paragraphs 13. The other regulation was Bandung Regency Regional Regulation
No. 26 of 2009 concerning the Implementation of the Education
System in Bandung Regency. However, those regulations were only
derivatives of higher regulations and did not have technical
regulations. They just mentioned HS as part of informal education.
Third, at the regional level, the articles that indicated that the Of ice
of Education's involvement in the implementation of HS (e.g.
"register" and so on) were apparently not carried out. Single HS
practitioners did not register at the Education Of ice, not to mention
they did not submit curriculum documents. Fourth, the
governments did not have data on HS and the HS characteristics of
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every region, so they did not know the development of HS in certain
areas. Fifth, the Education Of ice did not have a monitoring and
evaluation mechanisms to maintain and improve the quality of HS as
well as to prevent the inculcation of certain unexpected religious
ideologies.
The 53 HS units investigated in this research encompassed HS
categories of non-Religion and Sala i-Inclusive Islam or compound
HS and community HS have resilience towards the exposure of
radical ideologies, and they could avoid a "spiral of self-exclusion"
(spiral of encapsulations) as they had rooms for students to socialize
with their community. Some homeschooling units even encouraged
their students to have engagement through social activities carried
out by their communities. However, single HS had vulnerability at
the earliest level to be exposed to radical religious ideologies, since
some of them did not register themselves and did not submit
learning documents designed for their children to the Education
Of ice. In the HS Sala i-Exclusive Islamic category, the vulnerability
for students to experience a "spiral of self-exclusion" is greater
because of a very limited social interaction with other communities.
The vulnerability will increase if the parameters used in this study
are not found, such as; (1) HS does not teach religious education,
Pancasila and Civic education, and Indonesian language (Article 7,
paragraph 2); (2) HS does not conduct a Merah-Putih lag ceremony;
(3) HS does not introduce national heroes; (4) HS does not teach
national songs; and (5) HS does not introduce state symbols ( lags,
photos of the president and vice president, Garuda symbol, national
hero).
The development of HS in Indonesia is also interesting to
discuss from the perspective of women's roles in HS. Based one the
53 HS units o this study, women were actually at the forefront of the
HS organization. Women, especially mothers, played a greater role,
in terms of quantity in the single and compound HS units. However,
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their role would be smaller in the community HS units. This is a
common fact that family-based education usually relies on women
in which some of them—especially HS practitioners—worked in the
private sector or others had more time at home than men do. Mostly
they were active in the public sector for socio-economic reasons.
However, in a qualitative-substantive manner, the ideology of the
religion instilled was more determined by male parents, especially
concerning religious-based HS. For example, HS Karunia Indah in
South Tangerang, Sala i-Exclusive Islamic HS positioned the wife as
a teacher and the husband as the highest leader who determined the
subjects taught. Thus, in general, it can be concluded that in the
context of gender, women were more involved quantitatively, but not
qualitatively.
Conclusion
Three basic important things con irm the development of HS in
Indonesia. First, HS develops with various categories and
characteristics based on its lexibility. Some HS units have developed
their learning documents vulnerable to radicalism as described
above. Broadly speaking, it can be grouped into two large typologies.
The irst is non-religion-based HS. Conceptually, this HS category
consists of homeschoolers who have non-religious reasons, such as
children's interests, talents, and needs, for having HS as a learning
method. Second, religion-based HS consists of homeschoolers who
make religious teachings as the main argument in choosing learning
methods and formulating learning content. There are two Religionbased HS types, namely "Christian-based" and "Islamic-based".
In the Christian-based HS group, HS is interpreted as:
"Educational services taught with religion in which parents are
required to provide religious education to their children. While the
group of "Islamic-based" HS interpreted homeschooling as:
"Educational services under Islamic teachings referring to al-umm
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madrasah al-ula, idza a'dadtaha a'dadta sya'ban thayyib al-a'raq
(Mother is the main school. If you prepare them well, then you would
prepare the best generation). HS is also known as an educational
model of Al-salaf Al-shalih and is an educational model that was
practiced during the time of the Prophet PBUH and his companions.
Therefore, according to some of them, HS is an ideal educational
model for Muslims to inculcate monotheism along with readingwriting al-Qur'an and tah idz al-Qur'an (the qur'an memorization).
Islamic-based HS is divided into two typologies: Sala i-Inclusive
HS and Sala i-Exclusive HS. Both are under the supervision of Sala i
religious ideology because they are widely applying the
homeschooling system because of: (1) believing to be a form of
educational practice taught in the Salaf al-shalih period; (2) Using
Sala i literature references in Islamic subjects; (3) Making Tah idz
al-Qur'an as the subject matter. Islam-based homeschooling
generally refers to the Salaf (al-salaf al-shalih) in practicing the HS.
They are Sala i groups in a broad sense by emphasizing aspects of
the belief that we should refer to the period of al-salaf al-shalih by
emphasizing the puri ication of Tawheed and keep away themselves
from shirk.
It was found that the Sala i-Exclusive HS typology had serious
vulnerability when faced with radicalism and violent extremism.
First, this typology did not register their HS units to the Department
of Education although the other typologies beside Sala i-Exclusive
HS, especially the single HS units did not register their students
either. In general, they may register themselves in PKBM
(Community Learning Centers) as a type of non-formal education to
enable their students to get the legal status of taking an equivalency
test. Secondly, in the Sala i-Exclusive HS Typology, the process of
"self-exclusion spiral" was very wide open considering the teachinglearning process that took place individually and tended to close
itself from the wider society. In general, members were more likely
to hang out with their own groups.
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CHAPTER 6
EPILOGUE

H

S or homeschooling—a family-based education sense has been
already rooted in the history of Indonesian education. It can be
seen from the perspective of national education, namely formal
education, non-formal education, and informal education. These
educational pathways have emerged in the history of the Indonesian
archipelago since Indonesia was still in the grip of colonialism.
However, the small number of aristocrats who had access to formal
education chose the 'home-based education' model as their option
instead of sending their children to the available formal schools.
However, the practice of informal education development was
unpopular in the early independence era, especially in the irst two
regimes of the Indonesian governments (Old Order and New Order)
that emphasized the development of formal education.
The political reforms in 1997-1998 in luenced the reformation
in various aspects of Indonesian's social life, including the
reformation of the national education sector as well. This
momentum of reform was a signi icant turning point to the
development of HS in this country. The spirit of reform transformed
the centralization of education into the decentralization. Besides, it
gave room for interpretation and innovation in education
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services/practices in Indonesia. At the same time, the dynamics of
HS overseas that have existed since the 1960s and have established
themselves in the 1980-1990—like in the United States and Europe
and broad access to information created public critical reasoning to
take responsibility for educating children directly through HS
model.
In line with the context of political reforms that were impactful
to the education sector and the lowing information of HS best
practices dynamics. Moreover, the community's tendency to
implement HS education grew as well. This tendency is reinforced
by a number of reasons that motivate them to take this education
model, such as a "failure" of formal schools in providing education
that accommodates students' talents and interests (academic and
non-academic), children with special needs, parents' diverse
expectation, and stronger religious understanding. In addition,
there was emerging awareness to restore the parents' role as the one
being responsible for their children's education and to give religious
motivation in which homeschooling is considered as the most
eﬀective medium to internalize religious values for children.
As an educational institution initiated by the public, the HS
developing in Indonesia frequently adopted a nationalinternational curriculum and encouraged to practice independence
in the learning process. This was done by adopting learning
materials set by the government such as the Indonesian language,
Pancasila and Civic Education, and Religious Education.
Additionally, HS practitioners showed a tendency to use diﬀerent HS
methods based on their respective educational visions.
The characteristics of HS that developed in the ive cities have
been displayed in the previous section. There were clear indications
and descriptions of the increasing awareness of parents in their
children's education. This amount of awareness was the reason why
HS practitioners kept increasing. Generally, they did believe that
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their idealism about children's education was accommodated by
formal schools. Of course, there were other reasons, but one thing
was clear that formal schools were considered as a limited
educational institution and they cannot fully meet the parents'
expectations. Referring to the research indings, in general, there
were a number of motives and reasons for the existence of HS
practitioners. First, most of them intended to maintain and preserve
their beliefs. Second, they had objections to the indication of
secularization that usually occurred in formal schools. Third, they
wanted to focus on educating their children based on their unique
talents. Fourth, they considered formal schools no longer have
suf icient strength in instilling the values of discipline and ethics.
Fifth, they had objections to how schools treated children. Sixth,
they wanted to educate their children with more religious teachings.
Based on the analysis of meaning and motivation, it can be
concluded that there were two broad categories of HS development
in Indonesia. They were non-religion-based HS and religion-based
HS. These two big categories had two diﬀerent tendencies regarding
the provided learning material. According to its category, nonreligion-based HS focused on developing the talents and potential of
children, while religion-based HS units set religion as the main focus
of learning as the addition to developing the talents and potential of
children. Then, this HS could be a strategic place for cultivating
certain religious teachings.
In fact, in terms of regulation, the Government of Indonesia has
accommodated family and environment-based education (read: HS)
is good enough. Since the New Order, family and environment-based
education through the Non-School Education pathways were
strongly recognized by the Law no. 2 of 1989 concerning the
National Education System. Law no. 2/1989 became the starting
point for the Government to explicitly recognize the existence of
family-based education. Furthermore, the Government of Indonesia
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improved the National Education System by issuing Law No. 20 of
2003. In this Law of National Education System, the government
divided education into 3 types namely formal, non-formal, and
informal education. This informal education becomes a legal
foundation for family-based education. On top of that, the
government strongly acknowledged informal education pathways
when publishing the Ministry of Education and Culture Regulation
No. 129 of 2014 concerning homeschooling. This Regulation
controls both technical and non-technical implementation of home
schools.
Unfortunately, this regulation did not seem satisfying because it
had not accommodated all aspects of education. For example, there
were no technical implementation instructions or the unclear
de inition of HS, and many ambiguities in several articles in the
Ministry of Education and Culture Regulation No.129/2014 in both
the de inition and practice of HS itself. It could be seen from the
responses of the stakeholders expecting that the last regulation on
family-based education would be re ined by presenting operational
and technical guidelines. In addition, at the regional level, it was
necessary to disseminate information on HS evenly. Thus, the
education of ice and the community would be familiar to HS. Second,
they had objections to the indication of secularization that usually
occurred in formal schools. Third, they wanted to focus on educating
their children based on their unique talents. Fourth, they considered
that formal schools no longer had suf icient strength in instilling the
values of discipline and ethics. Fifth, they had objections to how
schools treated children. Sixth, they wanted to educate their
children with religious teachings.
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Recommendation
HS should strengthen the aspects of resilience and reduce the
aspects of vulnerability by increasingly opening up to diﬀerences,
and encouraging students with activities that involved their social
environment. Thus, any type of HS would not encourage students to
experience a "spiral of self- encapsulation".
As for the government, the following should be noti ied:
1) Making Technical Guidelines and Implementation Guidelines as
a derivative of the Ministry of Education and Culture Regulation
No.129/2014;
2) Improving single and compound HS registration mechanisms
by using one-single online submission by the District / City
Education Of ice so that the government has a database;
3) Making a division with a special task of monitoring and
evaluating the organization of education by the Community HS
(including permit, curriculum, educators, infrastructure, and
environment) in the City/ District Education Of ice;
4) Realizing the need to guarantee the quality of UNPK
implementation; and
5) Requiring HS students to socialize, mingle and interact with
groups of various backgrounds to develop the values of
tolerance and nationality
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